NORTHERN NEVADA WATER PLANNING COMMISSION
AGENDA
Wednesday, September 1, 2010
1:30 p.m.
Washoe County Commission Chambers
1001 East Ninth Street
Reno, Nevada
1.

Roll Call and determination of presence of a quorum.

2.

Approval of agenda.

3.

Approval of the minutes from the August 4, 2010, meeting.

4.

Public Comments. * (Three-minute time limit per person.)

5.

Report by the Desert Research Institute (“DRI”) on its Cloud Seeding
Operations for the Truckee and Tahoe Basins for the past water year,
and status of its Cloud Seeding Coalition efforts; discussion and
possible recommendation to the Western Regional Water Commission
for funding in an amount not to exceed $100,000 from the Regional
Water Management Fund to support such Cloud Seeding Operations
for the upcoming water year, Arlen Huggins and Greg Bortolin, DRI,
and Jeff Tissier, TMWA.

6.

Review revised Draft Chapters 4, 6 and 8, and presentation of Water
Balance Model section of Chapter 6, Policies section of Chapter 1, and
Chapter 5 of the 2011 Comprehensive Regional Water Management
Plan, and possible direction to staff, Jim Smitherman, Water
Resources Program Manager.

7.

Program Manager’s Report, Jim Smitherman *
a. Status Report of Projects and Work Plan supported by the Regional
Water Management Fund
b. Financial report on the Regional Water Management Fund
c. Informational report on the third and final 2010 meeting of the
Legislative Committee to Oversee the Western Regional Water
Commission

Notes:

Items on the agenda without a time designation may not necessarily be considered in the order in which they
appear. The Commission may take action on any of the action items listed.
Facilities in which this meeting is being held are accessible to the disabled. Persons with disabilities who
require special accommodations or assistance (e.g. sign language interpreters or assisted listening devices) at
the meeting should notify the Washoe County Department of Water Resources, at 954-4665, 24 hours prior to
the meeting.
In accordance with NRS 241.020, this agenda has been posted at the following locations: Reno City Hall (1
East First Street), Sparks City Hall (431 Prater Way), Sparks Justice Court (630 Greenbrae Dr), Sun Valley GID
(5000 Sun Valley Blvd.), TMWA (1355 Capital Blvd.), Washoe County Administration Building (1001 E. 9th
Street), Washoe County Clerk’s Office (Court and Virginia Streets), Washoe County Central Library (301 South
Center St.), Washoe County Department of Water Resources (4930 Energy Way), Galena Market (19990
Thomas Creek Rd.), Galena High School (3600 Butch Cassidy Way), South Valleys Library (15650A Wedge
Parkway), the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (NNWPC) website: http://www.nnwpc.us, and the
Western Regional Water Commission’s (WRWC) website: http://www.wrwc.us
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8.

Discussion and possible direction to staff regarding agenda items for
the October 2010, Commission meeting and future meetings, Jim
Smitherman.

9.

Commission comments. *

10.

Staff comments. *

11.

Public Comments. * (Three-minute time limit per person.)

12.

Adjournment.

*Indicates a non-action item

Notes:

Items on the agenda without a time designation may not necessarily be considered in the order in which they
appear. The Commission may take action on any of the action items listed.
Facilities in which this meeting is being held are accessible to the disabled. Persons with disabilities who
require special accommodations or assistance (e.g. sign language interpreters or assisted listening devices) at
the meeting should notify the Washoe County Department of Water Resources, at 954-4665, 24 hours prior to
the meeting.
In accordance with NRS 241.020, this agenda has been posted at the following locations: Reno City Hall (1
East First Street), Sparks City Hall (431 Prater Way), Sparks Justice Court (630 Greenbrae Dr), Sun Valley GID
(5000 Sun Valley Blvd.), TMWA (1355 Capital Blvd.), Washoe County Administration Building (1001 E. 9th
Street), Washoe County Clerk’s Office (Court and Virginia Streets), Washoe County Central Library (301 South
Center St.), Washoe County Department of Water Resources (4930 Energy Way), Galena Market (19990
Thomas Creek Rd.), Galena High School (3600 Butch Cassidy Way), South Valleys Library (15650A Wedge
Parkway), the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (NNWPC) website:
http://www.washoecounty.us/water/nnwpc.htm, and the Western Regional Water Commission’s (WRWC)
website: http://www.wrwc.us/meetings.html

NORTHERN NEVADA WATER PLANNING COMMISSION
MINUTES
Wednesday, August 4, 2010
The regular meeting of the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (“NNWPC”) was held on
Wednesday, August 4, 2010 in the Reno City Council Chambers, One East First Street, Reno, Nevada.
1. Roll Call and determination of presence of a quorum – Chairman Erwin called the meeting to
order at 1:30 p.m. There was a quorum present.
Voting Members Present:
John Erwin, Chairman
Jerry Schumacher, Vice-Chairman
George W. Ball, Jr.
Michael J. DeMartini (arrived at 1:33 p.m.)
John Flansberg (arrived at 1:40 p.m.)
Mickey Hazelwood
John Jackson
Rosemary Menard
Darrin Price
Stan Shumaker
Wayne Seidel

Voting Members Absent:

Non-Voting Members Present:
John Bird
Harry Fahnestock
Kelvin Hickenbottom
Jon Palm

Non-Voting Members Absent:
Mark Clarkson

Staff Members Present:
Jim Smitherman
Chris Wessel
June Davis
John Rhodes, Legal Counsel

2. Approval of the agenda.
Commissioner Seidel made a motion to approve the August 4, 2010 NNWPC agenda as posted.
Commissioner Menard seconded the motion, which carried unanimously.
3. Approval of the minutes from the June 2, 2010 meeting.
The minutes of the June 2, 2010 NNWPC meeting were submitted for approval. Commissioner Seidel
made a motion to approve the minutes as submitted. Commissioner Ball seconded the motion, which
carried unanimously.
4. Public Comments.
Chairman Erwin called for public comments and hearing none, closed the public comment period.
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5. Status report on development of the 2011 Comprehensive Regional Water Management Plan,
including timeline and contractual services, and possible direction to staff.
Mr. Smitherman referred to the staff report, which included the proposed schedule for completion of the
Water Plan Update. He reported that comments are expected from the NNWPC on Draft Chapters 4, 6
and 8 in August. He stated that staff also expects to deliver recommendations for the policies by the end
of August. He added that the draft Chapter 5 - Flood Control / Drainage Chapter will be delivered by the
end of August.
Mr. Smitherman stated that at the September NNWPC meeting, changes suggested at today’s meeting
would be incorporated into Chapters 4, 6 and 8 and provided for further review. He added that in
September staff would be working on Draft Chapters 9, 10 and 1 with delivery to the NNWPC by the end
of September.
Mr. Smitherman reported that the October meeting it is expected they will review changes or edits to
Chapter 5. He added by that time, Chapters 2, 3, 7 and 8 should be final. He stated that Chapters 9, 10
and 1 would be reviewed at the October meeting.
Mr. Smitherman stated that by the November meeting, it is expected that all the Chapters should be final
and ready to for the Public Hearing (The Notice of Public Hearing is expected to be published November
19, 2010). The Public Hearing will be scheduled for December, with the Water Plan provided to the
County Clerk’s office by December 14, 2010.
Chairman Erwin asked for clarification of the milestone dates, which are scheduled at 30-day intervals.
He called for questions or comments.
Commissioner DeMartini mentioned that the schedule is very tight and asked for clarification of the due
date of January 2011 for the Plan Update. He stated that an update was recently performed and asked if
that update would satisfy the legislative requirement for the 2011 Plan Update. Mr. Rhodes stated he did
not believe it would and clarified that the last update was a partial update, which is not what is required
by Statute.
Chairman Erwin asked John Enloe, ECO:LOGIC Engineering, if as the consultant for the Plan Update, he
believed the update could be accomplished in this timeframe. Mr. Enloe stated that the timeline is doable.
6. Review and discussion of revised draft Chapters 2, 3 and 7 and presentation of draft Chapters
4, 5, 6 and 8 of the 2011 Comprehensive Regional Water Management Plan and possible
direction to staff.
Mr. Smitherman reported that Draft Chapters 2, 3 and 7 were distributed to Commissioners for review
and comment. Those comments were incorporated into the latest draft versions. He briefly reviewed the
edits as follows:
Chapter 2 – Water Resources
• A summary of findings has been added.
• Section 2.2.1 now reflects that Boca Dam is the main control facility regulating flow to the Truckee
River from Independence, Prosser, Stampede and Boca Reservoirs.
• Section 2.2.3.1 has been updated to show current status of State Engineer hearings and decisions.
Commissioner DeMartini stated that in regard to water supply, some of the numbers appear to be
optimistic (50,000 acre-feet available). He stated that we could find that we have less water due to
climate change, increased growth or other factors. Mr. Smitherman stated that the numbers were
developed based on the perennial yield estimates and water rights availability. He clarified that the
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numbers were not constrained based on speculation because the Plan focuses on the “big picture”
inventory. He added that other studies have focused on quantification of types of water use and where it
could occur; however, the Plan does not get into that level of detail.
Commissioner DeMartini questioned if every five years, the Plan would be reviewed and updated as
appropriate. Mr. Smitherman stated that is correct and added that every two years, the Regional Planning
Commission will be updating the Consensus Population Forecast and we will be doing a comparison of
available water resources in relation to the Consensus Forecast.
Commissioner Menard reiterated Mr. Smitherman’s comments that based on Washoe County Ballot
Question 3 (“WC-3”), the availability of water rights for the updated Consensus Forecast would be
updated every two years.
Chairman Erwin reminded members that the chapters would still be available for further review and
comment to staff.
Chairman Erwin referred to page 11 of 30, fourth bullet and suggested that the first sentenced be changed
to read, “Change petitions (filed 2004) were heard in July 2010; with a ruling expected by late 2010 /
early 2011 by the California State Water Resources Control Board to change the water rights for Boca,
Prosser Creek and Stampede Reservoirs, and for Independence Lake.”
Chapter 3 – Water Purveyors and Other Water Providers
• Sections on purpose and scope, summary of findings and an introduction have been added.
• Section 3.1 has been revised to include only Public Purveyors. Other providers of water are discussed
in Section 3.2.
• Section 3.1.1 now summarizes the approximate yearly percentage of Truckee River water diverted by
TMWA in normal and drought years, and includes a paragraph on the Mogul by-pass pipeline.
• Section 3.1.5.2 is a new section on STMGID’s assessment of alternatives with respect to the public
purveyor consolidation analysis required to be in the RWMP.
Chairman Erwin invited questions or comments related to Chapter 3. Commissioner Shumaker stated that
he had provided comments and updates to staff; however, it is not necessary to review them at this
meeting.
Chapter 7 – Water Conservation Plan-Efficient Use of Water
• The summary of findings and other sections as appropriate show that TMWA has succeeded in its
meter retrofit program and has implemented 3-day-a-week watering.
• Table 7-2 shows that SVGID continued the toilet retrofit program until 2009.
• Section 7.4.1 now has a paragraph on the National Energy Policy Act.
• Section 7.4.2 now includes updated paragraphs on local plumbing code changes and local landscape
codes. Old versions of these paragraphs have been moved from Section 7.5.7.
• Section 7.6 now has a section on gray water systems.
Chairman Erwin called for questions or comments related to Chapter 7.
Harry Fahnestock, representing the Nevada Landscape Association (“NLA”) as a non-voting NNWPC
member, referred to Table 7-1 (Base Case Conservation), Drought Measures. He stated that the NLA is
not hugely concerned; however, they requested changing or deleting the references to “once a week lawn
watering” and “prohibit planting of new lawns”. He explained that years ago “once a week watering”
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resulted in significant damage to landscapes (both public and private). He added that the most significant
damage occurred to mature trees and shrubs.
Mr. Fahnestock stated that TMWA’s 2010-2030 Water Resource Plan includes new drought standards.
He reiterated that he would like to see the items removed or altered.
Commissioner DeMartini mentioned that several decades ago during a drought, the Bay Area enacted a
ban on all lawn watering, which resulted in a complete loss of landscaping. Mr. Fahnestock added that it
also contributed to the disastrous Oakland fire. Commissioner DeMartini asked if removing the comment
related to “once a week” could result in such a ban. Mr. Fahnestock stated that the local councils,
commissions, NNWPC and WRWC would be the entities that would make such decisions. John Rhodes,
Legal Counsel, agreed and reiterated it would be up to the entities to enact ordinance or code changes.
Mr. Fahnestock stated he understands that issue; however, he still suggested softening the language based
on public perception.
Chairman Erwin thanked Mr. Fahnestock for his comments and suggested possibly replacing the
language with, “Increased restrictions on landscape irrigation and/or installation of lawns”.
Commissioner Ball made a motion to accept Chairman Erwin’s suggestion. Commissioner
DeMartini seconded the motion, which carried unanimously.
Mr. Smitherman stated that in addition to draft Chapters 2, 3 and 7, staff distributed by e-mail to
Commissioners for review, Draft Chapters 4, 6 and 8 of the 2011 Water Plan on July 26. Some sections
of these draft chapters are under development. Sections completed for review are summarized below.
Chapter 4 – Wastewater and Watershed-based Water Quality Planning
Mr. Smitherman reviewed the staff report and stated that this chapter consists of 2 parts. Sections 4.1
through 4.5 cover wastewater service providers and facility planning, and Sections 4.6 through 4.10 focus
on watershed management planning and programs, including the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (“NPDES”) storm water permit program. He reported that ECO:LOGIC Engineering
was hired to assist with the section on service providers and facility planning. He added that staff from
City of Reno (Terri Svetich and Lynell Garfield) provided most of the text for Sections 4.6 through 4.10.
He added that some sections of the watershed management portion of this chapter are still being
developed, as noted in the text. He asked John Enloe to provide an overview of Chapter 4 through
Section 4.5
Mr. Enloe provided briefly reviewed the following sections:
•
•

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe wastewater service providers and water reclamation facilities,
respectively. Mr. Enloe stated that these sections basically provide a “current state of affairs” for
each of the facilities.
Section 4.3 discusses regional wastewater facility planning efforts, including the 2007 City of Reno
and Washoe County Truckee Meadows Service Area (TMSA) / Future Service Area (FSA) Water,
Wastewater and Flood Management Facility Plan by ECO:LOGIC, the 2008 City of Sparks
Conceptual Facility Master Plan by Stantec, and the collaborative wastewater planning initiative for
the North Valleys (“North Valleys Initiative”). This section also includes a description of Reno’s
advanced treatment pilot study.
Mr. Enloe stated that one outcome of the Facility Planning effort was an understanding of some of the
potential future imbalances in water supply, wastewater treatment and disposal capacity. Based on
the need to plan for the imbalances, a group was formed as the “North Valleys Initiative” or “NVI”.
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He added that staff from all the representative agencies were included in the group, which was
supported by ECO:LOGIC.
Mr. Enloe reported that the NVI examined Stead, Lemmon Valley, and Cold Springs as a “test case”
to examine cooperative regional planning efforts for wastewater treatment and disposal issues for
areas identified as needing additional disposal capacity. He added that over the years, this
Commission has performed numerous studies of alternatives to address the issues in the North
Valleys.
Mr. Enloe stated that the NVI focused on different alternatives for new or expanded use of the
reclaimed water resource. He reported that the effort focused primarily on residential landscape
irrigation (front and/or back yard irrigation) and a high level of treatment that would allow for
groundwater recharge of the treated effluent.
Mr. Enloe reported that numerous meetings were held along with fieldtrips to California, and
meetings with the regulatory entities to discuss the residential landscape irrigation concept. He stated
that one of the findings is that it is a feasible alternative; however, the regulatory, monitoring,
enforcement and inspection components would be very intensive.
Mr. Enloe stated that a parallel process was examined in coordination with City of Reno to pilot test
an alternative treatment technology that will allow for direct recharge of highly purified effluent into
the groundwater table. He added that a number of other states (including California and Arizona) are
currently using the technology with reverse osmosis and high energy ultraviolet disinfection.
Mr. Enloe reported that the technology provides a very high level of treatment; however, there are
associated issues, such as what to do with the concentrated waste stream. He added that in California
there is the option of ocean discharge.
Mr. Enloe stated that ECO:LOGIC continues to work with the City of Reno to develop an alternative
treatment approach using filtration, ozone and biological activated carbon (“BAC”), which
biodegrades or absorbs much of the remaining contaminants. Mr. Enloe summarized that after two
years and about a million dollars in pilot testing and lab results, it has been clearly demonstrated that
the technology is highly effective in treating wastewater at a lower capital cost and lower energy cost
without producing the waste stream. He added that a draft report is being finalized for City of Reno
and will be provided in the next few weeks. He stated that Washoe County might continue the effort,
with a possible small scale recharge project to demonstrate the feasibility of the technology.
Mr. Enloe reported that the coordinated effort focused on three alternatives:
1. Provide water, which is used once, treated and disposed
2. Expanded use of reclaimed water to augment potable water supplies in the future,
reducing potable water demand for irrigation purposes
3. High level of treatment for groundwater recharge
Mr. Enloe stated that the “Cost of Service Evaluation” for the three scenarios included the total costs.
He added that the conclusion was that the cost would be about the same for each of the alternatives;
however, the realization was that if the same amount of money is to be spent to treat the water, the
best use of the reclaimed water should be pursued. He added that Jon Palm, Nevada Division of
Environmental Protection (“NDEP”) was present to answer questions. He explained that NDEP’s
regulations currently do not allow for residential irrigation with reclaimed water because of the
difficulty to regulate, enforce and inspect individual systems. He added that NDEP would probably
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be more receptive to the groundwater recharge concept because it could be monitored at the treatment
plant.
Mr. Enloe clarified that the alternative does not have to be one or the other. He added that Sparks has
a huge investment in their reclaimed water system; however, some areas have different irrigation
demands to support such a project.
Mr. Enloe referred to some of the other Regional Wastewater Facility Planning opportunities, such as
“Interconnection of Reno-Stead Water Reclamation Facility (“RSWRF”) to Spanish Springs Valley”,
“Interconnection of TMWRF to South Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility
(“STMWRF”)”, and others.
•

Section 4.4 describes wastewater planning in the lower Truckee River Canyon, Warm Springs Valley,
Washoe Valley, unincorporated parts of Spanish Springs Valley, and portions of Lemmon Valley not
served by community sewers.
Mr. Enloe referred to the “Mustang and Patrick / Tracy Areas” and stated that many are aware of the
proposed industrial park on the Washoe County side of Patrick. He added that the land owner and
developer are in the process of trying to obtain approvals, one for year-round use of reclaimed water
for cooling purposes for an onsite power generation facility. He stated that the project could provide
economic benefits to the community.
Commissioner Ball mentioned that years ago, Irvine Ranch in California began using reclaimed water
for residential use and asked if that is still occurring. Mr. Enloe stated yes and added that a fieldtrip
with the NVI group was taken to Serrano Development in the Folsom area that has been successfully
using reclaimed water for residential front and back yard irrigation for the last ten years. He added
that there were initial problems; however, they have been overcome and therefore, El Dorado
Irrigation District was able to meet some critical water resource obligations.
Commissioner Ball referred to the use of reclaimed water for cooling and mentioned the Ormat
Geothermal plant, which recently set up an experimental project to cool their chambers, possibly
using wastewater from a freeway construction project nearby. Mr. Enloe added that City of Sparks is
well-suited for high-technology industries; however, the high cost of power is prohibitive.
Vice-Chairman Schumacher referred to the Cold Springs facility using basins and asked if they are
onsite. Mr. Enloe stated that Cold Springs does use onsite rapid infiltration basins (“RIBs”). ViceChairman Schumacher asked how soon Cold Springs would be able to use reclaimed water for
common areas. Mr. Enloe stated he does not think the County has any plans to provide irrigation
water to Cold Springs and added that the RIBs would probably be suitable for the next ten to twenty
years. He added that the treatment facility is running at about .35 million gallons per day (“MGD”)
and is permitted for .7 MGD.
Chairman Erwin referred to page 10 of 42, “Findings”, which are very generic, and asked if the cost
analyses would be blended into the Chapter 9 financial section so there is a scenario path or if it is
limited to the North Valleys facility. Mr. Smitherman stated that the scope of work with
ECO:LOGIC is fairly general to perform the financial analysis; however, the NNWPC can direct
inclusion of various scenarios. He offered to discuss the issue with Mr. Enloe regarding such options.
Chairman Erwin stated he is not advocating more work; however, he is questioning the narrative for
North Valleys, which includes all the options for dealing with wastewater disposal. Mr. Smitherman
stated that in the past a more linear approach with one set of options has been included in the probable
cost estimates.
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Mr. Enloe stated that in the Findings section, there was a reference to the total cost of service being
roughly equal between the three options that was inadvertently removed. He offered to add similar
language to the section.
•

Section 4.5 covers septic systems.

•

Section 4.6 begins with definitions for point source and non-point source pollution and discusses
some provisions of the federal Clean Water Act. It goes on to discuss Truckee River water quality
issues, including water quality standards and Total Maximum Daily Loads (“TMDLs”).
Section 4.7 is on river and stream restoration efforts on the Truckee River and some tributary creeks,
and includes results of tributary creek assessments.
Section 4.8 covers special projects including Chalk Creek and Alum Creek water quality projects.
Section 4.9 in on the Truckee Meadows Regional Storm Water Quality Management Program. Most
of this section is under development.
Section 4.10, also under development, covers land use planning and other programs, including public
outreach programs.

•
•
•
•

Mr. Smitherman briefly reviewed Sections 4.6 through 4.10. He referred to the section on the “Truckee
River Coordinated Monitoring Program”, and explained the program was in response to the legislature’s
Senate Concurrent Resolution (“SCR”)-2. He added that the Truckee River Information Gateway
(“TRIG”) is associated to that issue, and provides a regional information access website.
Mr. Smitherman stated that the section on the Lower Truckee River Restoration and other restoration
efforts would also be included in Chapter 5 related to flood control and stormwater.
Mr. Smitherman referred to the updated Tables 4-3 through 4-5, which are the latest watershed
assessments for the tributaries to the Truckee River. He welcomed questions or comments.
Commissioner Ball referred to Section 4.5 – Septic Systems and stated as he recalled there was a report
completed by Department of Water Resources and asked if it would be incorporated into the section. Mr.
Wessel stated that the report would be referenced in the Plan Update and would also be available online.
Chairman Erwin referred to page 16 of 42 and asked if the section “The Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality” and its LaPine project and asked if it is needed in the Water Plan. Mr.
Smitherman stated that it was included in a previous update based on its similarity to a proposed regional
project at the time of the update; however, he agreed that it could probably be deleted at this point.
Chapter 6 - Population Forecast and Projections of Water Demand, Peak Day Requirements and
Wastewater Flow
• Section 6.1 of this chapter describes the draft Washoe County Consensus Population Forecast for
2030 and explains its use as the basis for estimating future needs of the planning area. The section
also describes the results of the comparison between the draft Consensus Forecast and sustainable
water resources completed earlier this year.
• Section 6.2 provides more detailed projections of future water demands, including peak day capacity
requirements and wastewater treatment plant capacity needs to estimate future infrastructure
requirements and costs. In contrast to the County-wide comparison described in Section 6.1, analyses
in Section 6.2 use service areas and a calibrated Consensus Forecast to generate water demand
estimates, peak day demand estimates and wastewater flow estimates for 2030.
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Section 6.3, under development, will present a water balance model for the service areas used in
Section 6.2.

Mr. Smitherman reported that ECO:LOGIC is performing work on Chapter 6 in conjunction with Shawn
Stoddard from TMWA. He invited Mr. Enloe to review the chapter.
Mr. Enloe referred to Section 6.2 “Projections of Water Demand, Peak Day Requirements and
Wastewater Flow for Service Areas” and stated that this effort was different from those undertaken in the
past. He explained that the TMSA Facility Plan was mostly based on land use and buildout population
projections to 2030. He stated that the current work is being done based on the Regional Planning
Commission’s 2030 Consensus Forecast Population projections. He commended TMWA for their work
on their recently updated Water Resource Plan, which included projections based on new dwelling units
and commercial buildings, which had not been previously used for wastewater flow projections.
Mr. Enloe reported that Mr. Stoddard took the data projections from the TMWA Water Resource Plan and
disaggregated it into planning areas consistent with the TMSA planning areas. He added that the
planning areas are essentially consistent with the wastewater service areas for TMWRF, STMWRF,
RSWRF, etc. He stated the planning areas were broken into seven areas. He added that previous data
was based on traffic analysis zones (“TAZ”). He stated the new planning areas are a good step forward in
being able to more specifically project water and wastewater needs.
Mr. Enloe stated that Mr. Stoddard ran the methodology used by TWMA based on the updated
geographic information system (“GIS”) boundaries to develop water demands for each planning area for
2010 to 2030. He referred to Table 6-1 “Water Demand Summary”, which shows the 2010 and 2030
water demand projections by planning area. He stated that Table 6-2 “2010 Average & Maximum Day
Potable Water Consumption” included peaking factors used by TMWA and Washoe County to project the
maximum day demand (“MDD”) for each of the planning areas.
Mr. Enloe reported that for TMWA the MDD was projected at approximately 126 MGD and asked
Chairman Erwin if he had the actual number. Chairman Erwin stated that for the summer the MDD has
been approximately 123.5 MGD. Mr. Enloe stated that from a very high-level planning methodology,
they were very happy with the results. He added that the same methodology was applied to the 2030
demand factors to determine the MDD for 2030, which will then be used in the financial analysis for
facility requirements.
Mr. Enloe referred to the section on wastewater flow projections and commended staff from the entities
for their efforts. He stated that working together, a demand factor was developed that was appropriate for
commercial/industrial properties on a per service basis. He added that the flow per service account is
estimated to be 1,500 gallons per day (“GPD”) as a planning number to project wastewater flows.
Mr. Enloe reported that using the equivalent residential unit (“ERU”) demand factors for the different
areas ranged from 205 GPD to 262 GPD per ERU, along with the 1,500 GPD for commercial/industrial,
Table 6-4 “2010 Projected Water Demand and Wastewater Generation Summary” was developed. He
explained how the numbers were cross-checked for accuracy. He added that the 2010 projections
overestimate the wastewater flows at some of the treatment facilities by a moderate amount due to factors
such as building vacancies. He reported that Table 6-5 includes the same information as Table 6-4;
however the projections are for the year 2030.
Mr. Enloe summarized that the water demands and wastewater flows were incorporated into a Water
Balance Model, which is currently under development. He explained that it will be a schematic
representation of the region that shows the different planning areas, existing water demands and
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wastewater flows and disposal based on existing conditions and future conditions for 2030. He
summarized that based on the water balance model, areas can be identified that might be deficient in
water supply and disposal capacity. He added that entity staffs are currently reviewing the model with
comments due and a meeting scheduled for next week. He welcomed questions or comments.
Vice-Chairman Schumacher referred to WC-3 and stated that the water demands are shown but asked
where the supply is shown. Mr. Enloe stated it would be presented in the Water Balance Model, which
identifies the supply sources. He added that for the South Truckee Meadows the sources are local
groundwater, creek water, and TMWA wholesale water.
Vice-Chairman Schumacher referred to the planning areas, specifically “Truckee Meadows” and asked
what area that includes. Mr. Enloe stated that is a good point and offered to provide a map that shows the
planning areas by name, i.e. “Spanish Springs” refers to the Washoe County portion of Spanish Springs.
Chairman Erwin referred to page 2 of 11, Section 6.1.2 – “Water Resources” and asked if it is necessary
in this chapter since it is covered under the Water Resource chapter. He next referred to Section 6.1.4 –
Conclusions and the reference to “TMWA has over 142,900 acre feet…”. He stated that the number in
Table 6-1 is 116,400 and suggested adding a brief explanation of why the numbers are different. He next
referred to the phrase, “approximately 183,200 acre feet per year” and asked if that number is simply a
mathematical example. Mr. Enloe stated that is correct and offered to provide an explanation.
Chairman Erwin referred to page 9 of 11, Table 6-4 and the Total “Estimated Flow to Each Wastewater
Treatment Facility (MGD)” and the number of 29.07 for TMWRF. He asked Commissioner Shumaker
how accurate that number is. Commissioner Shumaker stated that the number is actually 27.5 and he is
comfortable with the projection for this exercise.
Chairman Erwin thanked Mr. Enloe for his presentation and explanation.
Chapter 8 - Issues Identification and Proposed Alternatives
Mr. Smitherman reported that this chapter discusses issues and problems identified in preceding chapters,
identifies linkages with other subjects of the Plan, describes actions taken to address the issues or
problems and identifies future actions and recommendations as appropriate. The topics covered so far in
this chapter pertain generally to the subjects of Chapters 2, 3 and 7. Additional subjects will be added as
more chapters are completed and reviewed.
Mr. Smitherman briefly reviewed the sections. He reported that Section 8.1.1 – Central Truckee
Meadows Municipal Water Resources, was taken directly from TWMA’s Water Resource Plan. He
briefly reviewed the “Recommendations”, which he stated will likely show up in the Plan Update as
policy statements, which will be provided for review at the next NNWPC meeting.
Mr. Smitherman referred to Section 8.1.2 – South Truckee Meadows and stated that the section was
developed based on the recent update of the South Truckee Meadows Facility Plan. He stated that the
next update was Section 8.1.3 – Stead / Lemmon Valley, which was taken from the latest update of the
North Valleys Facility Plan. Section 8.1.4 – Cold Springs was developed based on information from the
City of Reno and Washoe County TMSA/FSA Facility Plan. He added that it needs some review and
editing. Section 8.1.5 – Spanish Springs was updated based on the TMSA Facility Plan. He briefly
reviewed some of the new information.
Chairman Erwin referred to the bullets on page 8 of 15 and stated some of the references date back to
1996. He asked if the historical information should be kept in the Plan or only an explanation of what has
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changed since the last Plan. Mr. Smitherman stated that the Chapter could be shortened by only including
the incremental changes but asked about the importance of preserving the history. Commissioner Price
suggested preserving the historical with a comparison of the incremental changes that have occurred.
Mr. Smitherman stated that updates were also made to the sections on the Lower Truckee River, Washoe
Valley, Reliability of Water Service in Response to Contamination Event on Truckee River or Tributaries,
and Water Conservation. He reported that additional work is needed as noted in the Chapter. He stated
that he hopes to bring the “to be developed” sections to the next meeting. Chairman Erwin stated there
are a number of items “to be developed” and requested that they be distributed with ample time for review
prior to the meeting. Mr. Smitherman stated he would do his best. He commended staff from the other
entities for being responsive in providing information and input.
Vice-Chairman Schumacher referred to Commissioner Price’s comment and agreed that it is important to
preserve the history.
7. Informational report on the second 2010 meeting of the Legislative Committee to Oversee the
Western Regional Water Commission.
Mr. Wessel referred to the staff report, which outlines the seven topics of discussion at the meeting, which
was held on July 15, 2010. The topics covered include:
Review of June 17, 2010, Nevada Supreme Court Opinion in Great Basin Water Network v. State
Engineer, 126 Nev. Adv. Op. No. 2. Presenter: Kevin C. Powers, Senior Principal Deputy Legislative
Counsel, Legislative Counsel Bureau.
The presentation summarized the holding in the above Opinion, wherein the Court concluded that the
State Engineer violated his statutory duty under NRS 533.370, by ruling on certain Applications filed by
the Southern Nevada Water Authority (“SNWA”) in 1989 in Spring Valley, Cave Valley, Dry Lake
Valley, and Delamar Valley, well beyond the one year limitation set forth in the statute as it existed at the
time of filing. The Court further concluded that the proper remedy is for the State Engineer to re-notice
the Applications and reopen the protest period. In response to the Opinion, the State Engineer issued an
interpretation, posted on the website at http://water.nv.gov, stating which pending applications will be
subject to republication.
Update on Proposed Consolidation of Washoe County Division of Water Resources (DWR) and
Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA). Presenters: Rosemary Menard, Director, DWR and
Mark Foree, General Manager, TMWA.
Ms. Menard gave a PowerPoint presentation on the status of the TMWA / DWR
Integration/Consolidation (copies distributed in NNWPC agenda packets and discussed under the next
agenda item).
Presentation Regarding WRWC Staff Review of Consensus Population Forecast to Determine
Adequacy of Identified Water Resources to Meet Anticipated 2030 Population: Presenter - Jim
Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager, WRWC
The presentation on the identified sustainable resources to meet the projected Consensus Population
Forecast included the information previously presented to the NNWPC. The Truckee Meadows Regional
Plan was amended to accommodate provisions of the voter initiated Washoe County Question 3 to require
local government land use plans to be based upon, and in balance with, identified sustainable water
resources available in Washoe County.
Presentation on Collection and Use of Water Quality Monitoring Data in Truckee Meadows
Relating to Planning, Decision-Support, Regulatory Compliance, and Other Relevant Activities.
Presenters: John Buzzone, Senior Licensed Engineer, DWR; Terri Svetich, P.E., Engineering Manager,
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City of Reno; Birgit Widegren, Branch Supervisor for Non-Point Source, Nevada Division of
Environmental Protection, Water Quality Planning.
A presentation summarizing the development of a coordinated Monitoring program for the Truckee River
Watershed was provided by representatives of the key stake holders. A Memorandum of Understanding
for the Development of a Truckee River Coordinated Monitoring Program was agreed to amongst the
various stake holders. The City of Reno submitted a proposal for a 319(h) Grant and was awarded the
amount of $65,000 for the development of the program.
Discussion of Drinking Water Quality Issues in the Truckee Meadows Focusing on Constituents in
Water Not Regulated Under Federal Law. Presenters: Paul Miller, Manager, Water Operations &
Quality, TMWA
The presentation covered two topics which are summarized as follows:
1) Constituents Not Regulated Under the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act (“SDWA”) – Pharmaceuticals
and Personal Care Products (“PPCP’s”). The key message of this presentation is that the PPCP’s are not
currently listed on the Contaminant Candidate List developed every five years by the Environmental
Protection Agency nor are they currently regulated under the Safe Drinking Water Act.
2) TMWA Under Attack From The Environmental Working Group (“EWG”). This presentation was a
discussion of the status of TMWA’s follow up concerning EWG’s incorrect allegations that TMWA water
quality was low.
Status of Implementation of Provisions of Assembly Bill 54 (Chapter 325, Statutes of Nevada 2009)
A. Financing Certain Costs Associated With Conversion From Domestic Wells and Septic Tanks to
Municipal Water and Sewer Systems in Washoe County; B. Update on the Truckee Meadows Flood
Project’s Financing Program for Home Elevation and Flood Proofing. Presenters: Rosemary
Menard, DWR and Naomi Duerr, Director, Truckee River Flood Project Department
The 2009 Legislature Approved AB 54 which authorizes a program to provide financial assistance to
persons to connect to a public water or sewer system under certain circumstances. The proposed Water
and Sanitary Sewer Financial Assistance Program will assist property owners by offering financing for
on-site and public right of way costs including: Connection fees, line extension fees, meter set fees; onsite trenching and plumbing needed to transfer from on-site to community systems; required abandonment
of septic systems and domestic wells.
In addition, AB 54 authorizes a program to provide financial assistance to owners of public or private
property to make such property resistant to flood damage. At present the Flood Project is looking to use
this authorization to help minimize the financial burden to home owners needing to elevate homes within
the critical flood zones as a type of flood mitigation.
Informational Overview of Domestic Well Issues in the Truckee Meadows Service Area Including
Approaches to Mitigating Impacts of Municipal Pumping on Domestic Wells: Presenters: Rosemary
Menard, DWR and John Erwin, Director, Natural Resources, TMWA
Presentation on mitigation of domestic wells affected by municipal well pumping included a discussion
on factors which affect domestic wells including: Drought conditions, especially several dry years in a
row, which reduces the amount of annual aquifer recharge; a significant concentration of domestic wells
in a relatively small area; hydrogeologic conditions, such as fractured granite make some areas less
suitable sources of water for either domestic or municipal wells; domestic wells may have been initially
drilled relatively shallow making them sensitive to changes in the level of the water table. The
Groundwater Task Force recommended creating the Well Mitigation Hearing Board (“WMHB”) to
independently evaluate domestic well mitigation claims and advise the County Director of Water
Resources on responding to such claims.
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Chairman Erwin thanked Mr. Wessel for his presentation.
8. Informational report on pending integration/consolidation of the Washoe County Department
of Water Resources and the Truckee Meadows Water Authority.
Ms. Menard stated that copies of her presentation to the LOC on the Integration/Merger were included in
the agenda packets. She added that she would not present a review of the entire presentation but
welcomed questions or comments.
Commissioner Price referred to page 14 “Future Tasks”, specifically Customer Service review, HR
modeling, and Financial Analysis/Modeling, and asked if those tasks would be completed this year.
Commissioner Menard stated that is absolutely the plan. Commissioner Price clarified that the process
would then go into the public process, which would include the TMWA Board and Board of County
Commissioners, the following year. Commissioner Menard stated that the next major action is
anticipated early next year. Commissioner Price asked if the intention is to wait for the economy to
improve with the bond market to help defease DWR’s bonds. Commissioner Menard stated that is an
issue; however, information has been circulated by some agency folks that could potentially be
advantageous to TMWA and create opportunities to help solve the problem. It is still being reviewed for
applicability.
Commissioner Seidel asked about maintenance mapping systems and asked if they are compatible with
one another. Commissioner Menard stated that the County uses a system called MP2. She added that
level of detail has not yet been explored; however, she assumes that the system used by TMWA would be
retained.
Commissioner Seidel asked the same question related to asset management systems. Commissioner
Menard stated that most of the County’s asset management is linked to the GIS platform, on which
significant work has been performed recently.
Vice-Chairman Schumacher asked if the bottom line would be cost reductions. Commissioner Menard
stated that existing costs would probably not be reduced; however, the merger would provide
opportunities for future cost avoidance. She stated that the issue is still being defined. Vice-Chairman
Schumacher stated there is no guarantee that customer rates will not increase. Commissioner Menard
stated that rate increases are not a goal of merging the utilities but reiterated that costs will probably not
decrease.
9. Program Manager’s Report
Mr. Smitherman reported that he included updates on the following topics as requested or that he thought
would be of interest to commissioners. He stated that the purpose of this agenda item is for
Commissioners to review the information included in the agenda packets and feel free to ask questions,
make comments, or request additional information.
a. Status Report of Projects and Work Plan supported by the Regional Water Management
Fund
The updated Status Report of Projects was provided in the agenda packets.
b. Financial report on the Regional Water Management Fund
The updated Status Report of Projects was provided in the agenda packets.
c. Truckee River Flood Management Project status report
Mr. Smitherman reported that a status update on the Truckee River Flood Project, including an
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update on the draft Joint Powers Authority (“JPA”), was included as an informational item.
d. Informational item: Truckee River Information Gateway “TRIG” website hosting
support scope of work
Mr. Smitherman reported that the operating expense budget includes an item for website
support in the amount of $7,500 per year.
Mr. Smitherman invited questions or comments. Commissioner Ball asked if the NNWPC would have an
opportunity to review the JPA for the Truckee River Flood Project. Mr. Smitherman stated that an
informational update was included in the Flood Project’s update.
Commissioner Ball referred to the contract with LimnoTech for City of Reno and the TMDL work.
Commissioner Shumaker stated that an update was provided to the WRWC last fall. He added that not a
lot has occurred since that time.
Commissioner Ball referred to the $550,000 to reimburse TMWA and DWR for consolidation efforts.
Mr. Smitherman stated that amount is spread over two years. He added that the law requires the
consolidation study and it was included in the budget.
10. Discussion and possible direction to staff regarding agenda items for the September 2010,
Commission meeting and future meetings.
Mr. Smitherman stated that agenda items for the meeting include:
•

Review Draft Chapters 4, 6 and 8, and presentation of Draft Chapters 5, 9 and 10 of the 2011
Comprehensive Regional Water Management Plan, and possible direction to staff, Jim
Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager.

•

Program Manager’s Report, Jim Smitherman
o

Status Report of Projects and Work Plan supported by the Regional Water Management
Fund

o

Financial report on the Regional Water Management Fund

o

Truckee River Flood Management Project status report

Mr. Smitherman stated that two other items (presentation from the Truckee Meadows Stormwater
Committing on the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (“NPDES”) and Truckee River
Flood Project update) would not be ready for the September meeting.
Vice-Chairman Schumacher requested a future item for an update on the Washoe Evapotranspiration
(“ET”) program.
11. Commission Comments.
Mr. Fahnestock referred to handouts that were provided to Commissioners from Sarah Anderson,
President of the NLA. He reported that in 2002 the NLA asked the University of Nevada, Reno (“UNR”)
Cooperative Extension and the Economic Development Department to implement a study on the Green
Industry. A survey was sent out in 2002 and another in 2008. The survey found that in 2002 the Green
Industry in the state of Nevada:
• Contributed $1.3 million in economic activity
• Provided $557 million in personal income
• Provided 21,000 jobs
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In 2008 the survey concluded that the Green Industry:
• Contributed $1.8 million in economic activity
• Provided $761 million in personal income
• Provided over 24,000 jobs
He summarized that even based on the current economy, the Green Industry continues to stay strong. He
offered to provide an update on the activities and answer any questions related to the survey.
Mr. Fahnestock also offered to provide an update on the Certified Landscape Technician (“CLT”) training
and certification program when time allows (after the Plan Update).
12. Staff Comments.
None
13. Public Comments.
Chairman Erwin called for public comments and hearing none, closed the public comment period.
14. Adjournment.
With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 3:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted by,
Niki Linn, Recording Secretary
Approved by Commission in session on________________ 2010.

____________________________
John Erwin, Chairman

9/1/10: NNWPC Agenda Item 5

DRI Cloud Seeding Program in the Tahoe-Truckee Basins for the 2010 Water Year
Report to the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission on Program Results
August 2010

Executive Summary
The past season of cloud seeding operations in the Tahoe and Truckee Basins, sponsored
by grants from the Truckee River Fund ($165,151) and the Western Regional Water Commission
($45,000), were quite successful. The three phases of the program that included, 1)
reestablishment of generator sites, 2) the actual winter seeding operations from mid-November
through April, and 3) analysis of the operations to estimate the enhanced snow water from cloud
seeding were conducted according to the plan and timeline presented in the proposals to both
agencies.
A relatively high frequency of storms that satisfied the project seeding criteria in
WY2010 led to a substantial increase in seeding hours (1120) compared the preceding three
years of the state-funded Tahoe-Truckee project. The number of seeded storm events (57) was
also well above the expected number of 30+ events.
The analysis of storms and seeding periods in Phase 3 of the program verified that the
seeding periods matched periods when seeding criteria were satisfied about 98% of the time.
Using the total hours of seeding, a nominal increase in precipitation rate due to seeding, and an
approximate area of effect for each seeding generator, the measureable outcome of the project
for WY2010 was estimated to be 20,153 acre-feet of snow water. This exceeded similar
estimates (for ground seeding) for 11 of the past 12 seasons of the state-funded program. Based
on the total project sponsor contributions, the cost of the enhanced snow water was about $10.4
per acre-foot.
Based on a continuing need to enhance the water supply on the Truckee River system,
DRI recommends a continuation of the Tahoe cloud seeding project. A basic ground seeding
project for WY2010, similar to that conducted in 2010, is expected to cost about $260,000. This
is somewhat less than the total budget in 2010 which included about $66,000 in DRI cost share.
An expansion of the project to include aircraft seeding and additional ground seeding sites would
add about $126,000 to the cost.

1.

Introduction and Background
In September 2009 the Desert Research Institute (DRI) received a grant from the Truckee
River Fund whose mission is “to protect and enhance water quality or water resources of the
Truckee River or its watershed”. The goal of the DRI project was to enhance snowfall from
winter storms and to increase the snowpack of the Tahoe and Truckee Basins through application
of wintertime cloud seeding technology. The additional snowfall is expected to increase the
spring runoff into the streams and reservoirs of the targeted basins. There are secondary benefits
such as increased soil moisture and additions to ground water, but the primary benefit is
increased runoff. The current relatively poor water conditions following three below normal
water years in northern Nevada and California warranted this effort to increase water resources
for Tahoe and Truckee Basin streams.
Results from carefully conducted experiments in the Sierra Nevada and other
mountainous regions in the western U. S. have shown that snowfall can be increased by 5-15%
annually in the specific basins targeted by cloud seeding operations. Past environmental
assessments have all indicated that no negative impacts to watersheds are produced by cloud
seeding operations. The primary measureable outcome of the project was to provide an estimate
of the enhancement in snow water computed for each seeded storm period, and for the entire
winter season, based on the hours of seeding, the amount of seeding material released, the
expected increase in precipitation rate, and the average areal coverage of the fallout from each
seeding site. Historical research results from ground-based cloud seeding projects have
documented the hourly increases in precipitation rate due to seeding to be in the range of a few
hundredths up to 2 mm per hour. As a conservative estimate of the effect for the Tahoe-Truckee
project a value of 0.25 mm per hour will be used in the enhancement estimates. Prior estimates
from the DRI state program yielded snow water increases ranging from 8,000 to 30,000 acrefeet, an annual average of about 18,250 acre-feet over the past 10 seasons.
In December 2009 DRI received supplementary funding for the project from the Western
Regional Water Commission (WRWC). This funding was applied to help accomplish Phases 2
and 3 of the project which included the actual cloud seeding operations, the maintenance of
cloud seeding generators during and after the winter season, and the analysis of the results of the
cloud seeding effort during the summer of 2010. This report briefly describes the project, its
goals and expected outcome, and summaries the results of the WY2010 cloud seeding effort.
2.

Project Location and Description
The project focused on a cloud seeding effort for the 2010 Water Year for the Tahoe
Basin and the Truckee River Basin where DRI had previously conducted seeding for the state of
Nevada for more than 25 years. Figure 1 shows the location of the project. The project design
and method of operation were nearly identical to the Nevada state-funded project conducted
from 1985-2009. Seeding was conducted from a line of five ground-based cloud seeding
generators (CSGs) positioned on, or a few miles upwind of, the main Sierra Nevada crest to the
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west of Lake Tahoe (Fig. 1). The generators were positioned to take advantage of typical wind
directions in winter storms in the Tahoe area, and were remotely activated by DRI staff when the
proper weather and cloud conditions for seeding were verified. Included in Fig. 1 is a simple
depiction of an AgI seeding plume (blue lines) initiated from the Barker CSG site and the area of
the Carson Range (blue shaded region) where the seeding impact might be expected. The plume
dimension is based on previous plume dispersion modeling studies and actual measurements of
plume dimensions by research aircraft.
Ground-based cloud seeding is based on the following sequence of events. The seeding
material is silver iodide (AgI). The seeding “generators” burn a solution containing AgI

Figure 1. Map of the area surrounding Lake Tahoe showing the DRI cloud seeding target area (red
shaded area). Ground-based cloud seeding generator (CSG) sites are shown as yellow squares. Blue
lines emanating from one seeding site (Barker) simulate the boundaries of a seeding plume in a
southwesterly wind. The hatched blue area (~38 sq. miles) within the seeding plume east of Lake
Tahoe approximates the fallout region of snow created within the seeding plume. Snow and
precipitation monitoring sites (NRCS SNOTEL network) are shown as red Xs. The DRI cloud seeding
facility location in Stead, Nevada is shown in the upper right part of the map. Weather sites used in
subsequent analysis of seeding operations were CSSC, HICC, SQWC, MRLN, MRSN, and the NWS
sounding site.
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dissolved in acetone. The burning process produces a “smoke” of microscopic AgI particles
(about 0.0001 mm is size) that are transported downwind and dispersed into clouds over the
mountains. Vertical dispersion up to at least 2000 feet above the surface is produced by the
turbulence created by wind moving over the uneven terrain. In the presence of cloud droplets
existing at temperatures below -5o C the silver iodide particles act as ice-forming nuclei and
enhance the ice particle concentration in the natural clouds. Once initiated by silver iodide the ice
particles grow in size and mass as they move downwind and begin falling to the surface when
they have sufficient mass to overcome the upward motion in the clouds. In the time frame of 20
to 30 minutes snowfall within the seeding plume can reach the surface in and around the Tahoe
Basin. This “chain-of-events” in the cloud seeding process has been verified by numerous
detailed experiments conducted in the Sierra Nevada and other mountainous regions of the
western U.S. The aircraft seeding scenario is similar, except seeding material is dispensed
directly into clouds at the appropriate temperature and upwind distance to account for the
transport of seeding material by upper level winds.
A. Planned Phase 1 Activity and Results
Phase 1 of the project which began in September 2009 included re-establishment of five
seeding generators at the locations shown in Fig. 1. This preparatory phase of the project was
accomplished by November 2010 as part of the Truckee River Fund contract.
B. Planned Phase 2 Activity and Results
Phase 2 of the project involved the actual cloud seeding operations, and was planned to
begin on 15 November 2009. At that time the project manager was to begin monitoring the
weather and making forecasts for seeding events that were expected within three to five days.
The DRI technical staff was to begin making weekly checks of each seeding generator by
logging into the generator computer, briefly activating the unit and monitoring key operating
parameters such as flame temperature and solution flow. Based on prior experience in the Tahoe
region, 15 to 30+ seeding events were expected during the period from mid-November 2009
through mid-April 2010, the 5-month period that was proposed for Phase 2 of this project. It was
anticipated that the end date might occur sooner, or later, depending on the status of expendable
supplies by mid-April.
Seeding operations started slightly ahead of schedule on 12 November 2009. Numerous
seeding generator maintenance problems were resolved during the winter. These included
component failures, some being non-essential parts and other more serious ones that disabled
generators, like Morattini (see Fig. 2), for more than a few days. The two most remote
generators, Barker and Bunker, have redundant solution systems, burners and communications
systems; actually two generators in one housing unit. A failure of one system can be resolved by
simply switching to the other with no seeding time being lost. Two sites ran out of propane in
one of two tanks in mid-season and the second tank had to be connected. The Troy site has only
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a single tank and this site had to be
resupplied with several small LPG tanks
transported in by snowmobile sled in
January 2010.
The pre-season estimate of up to
30+ seeding events was greatly exceeded
due to a relatively high frequency of
storms that satisfied the project seeding
criteria. The first seeding event took place
on 12 November 2009 and the last
occurred on 28 April 2010. There were a
total of 57 separate seeding events and the
total generator operating time was 1119
hours. This amounts to an average of
about 223.8 hours per generator, close to
the projected “maximum” of 250 hours if
all sites had used a complete 100-gallon
solution supply. The details of all seeding
operations will be included in the Final
Report to the WRWC in September 2010.
Table 1 shows the breakdown of seeding
hours by month for the past winter. The
March-April totals were somewhat Figure 2. Picture of the Morattini generator during a
unusual in that they exceeded the maintenance trip in February 2010.
January-February totals which are
typically the more active snowfall months. The generator operational efficiency (percentage of
hours operated compared to the total number of seeding hours possible for each weather event
that satisfied the seeding criteria) was about 72%. This was somewhat lower than previous
winters and was mainly due to the extended period of time that the single Morattini generator
was inoperative.
C. Planned Phase 3 Activity and Results

Phase 3 of the project was to begin on 1 May and include the documentation of weather
events to verify that seeding occurred during optimal time periods. Each seeded period was to be
evaluated and a seedability factor applied to quantify the fraction of time when seeding was
Table 1. Tahoe area seeding generator hours by month in WY2010. Times are
displayed in hours: minutes: seconds.
November
Total Hours
58:19:00

December
Total Hours
334:06:00

January Total
Hours
143:39:00

February Total
Hours
175:43:00
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March Total
Hours
244:51:00

April Total
Hours
162:59:00

Figure 3. Top panel is a product showing regions where aircraft icing (blue shading) was expected at
0800 PST on 7 December 2009. Symbols show locations and severity of icing based on pilot
reports. The bottom panel is a visible satellite image taken at 0815 PST on 7 December showing the
cloud cover over northern California and Nevada.

potentially effective. The estimates of snow water enhancement were to be made and adjusted by
the seedability factor. These enhancement estimates represent the measureable outcome of the
project as required by the terms of the TRF and WRWC grants to DRI. Phase 3 also includes the
removal of seeding units as dictated by some of the Forest Service special use permits. Removal
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Figure 4. Weather data from 5 – 15 December 2009. Top panel shows temperature data from CSSL
and the 700 mb level (~10,000 ft) of the Reno upper air sounding, and the precipitation rate observed
at Squaw Valley (HICC). The horizontal red line represents the -5o C 700 mb temperature threshold
for initiating cloud seeding operations. The middle panel shows wind speed data from CSSL and the
700 mb level wind speed and direction. Bottom panel shows WY2010 precipitation and SWE
accumulation at CSSL. Vertical red lines bracket periods when cloud seeding was conducted.

of generators is only possible after snow has melted and the roads to the sites are useable. In
some years this can be mid- to late July, so Phase 3 was scheduled to end on about 31 August.
The Phase 3 period was to be used transporting generators to the cloud seeding facility in Stead,
Nevada, checking them for problems, and making repairs as needed.
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To prepare estimates of seeding benefits in Phase 3 of the project, the seeding periods
were first compared to weather conditions that were documented in the Tahoe area. This analysis
used weather data from the Reno sounding (location noted in Fig. 1), the Central Sierra Snow
Laboratory (CSSC in Fig. 1) near Donner Summit and the Squaw Valley High Camp weather
station (HICC in Fig. 1). Satellite and radar images were used to verify that sufficient cloud
cover existed over the Tahoe target area. Once cloud cover was verified, a number of other
seeding criteria were checked. One criterion for initiating a seeding operation was the
observation of a temperature of -5o C or lower at a pressure level of 700 mb (~10,000 ft altitude)
on the Reno sounding. A second criterion was the observation of a 700 mb wind direction from
about 190o through 330o in order for seeding plumes to be transported toward the target area. A
third criterion was that the 700 mb wind speed had to be less than 60 kts in order to allow
adequate time for ice crystals to grow and fall out over the target. Although the presence of
precipitation is not required for seeding to be initiated, an observation of precipitation verifies
that clouds are of sufficient depth to produce precipitation from seeding, so its presence is also a
good indicator of seedable conditions.
Detailed monthly summaries of weather and seeding events will be included in the
September Final Report. Data from a December storm period are included here as an example of
how storms are selected for seeding. In selecting storm periods that are suitable for seeding the
process starts with a forecast of the approximate storm arrival time, out to about three days. As a
storm moves closer to the coast of California it is observed in gradually increasing spatial
resolution from satellite views, to NEXRAD radar views and finally to the very detailed
resolution of local NWS soundings and mountain weather stations (some shown in Fig. 1). One
of the cloud parameters required for cloud seeding to be effective is the presence of supercooled
cloud droplets (drops existing below freezing that have not been converted to ice crystals).
Supercooled cloud drops are also what cause aircraft icing. The top panel of Fig. 3 is an image
showing aircraft icing reports and the regions of a storm on 7 December 2009 where icing was
expected. The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the overall cloud cover of the same storm from the
satellite perspective. Both products indicated that cloud cover over the Tahoe target area was
sufficient for cloud seeding to occur, and that supercooled water was present in the storm.
Figure 4 shows data from surface weather stations and upper air soundings, the data used
in real time to verify that project seeding criteria are satisfied. Each set of vertical red lines in the
panels bracket a time periods when seeding was actually conducted. The first seeding period
corresponds to 6-7 December and the data indicate that all temperature and wind criteria were
satisfied. Weather data similar to that shown in Figs. 3 and 4 were used in Phase 3 of the project
to verify that seeding was conducted at the proper times.
D. Estimates of Snow Water Increases from Cloud Seeding

The analysis of weather events and seeding criteria in the previous section indicated that
the project seeding criteria were satisfied about 98% of the time during all seeding events in the
winter of 2009-10. The estimate of snow water increase from seeding is factored according to the
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percent of time (the seedability factor, SF) that criteria are met. The weighted average of SF was
computed using the SF values for each event weighted by the number of seeding hours for each
event. The seasonal weighted value of SF was 0.98. As indicated in the description of expected
benefits from the original DRI proposal, and as noted again in the Introduction, an estimate of
the effect of seeding is taken as a precipitation rate increase of 0.25 mm per hour (~0.01 inch per
hour) during the period of a seeding event. Past studies of seeding plume dispersion over
mountainous target areas, and documentation of the fallout area (of snow) within a seeding
plume, have shown that the area affected by one seeding generator is approximately 35 square
miles. (For reference the blue shaded seeding impact area noted in Fig. 1 is 38 square miles.)
This area of effect will vary as cloud conditions and wind speed vary, and also can change as the
dimension of the mountain barrier along the wind direction changes, but for simplicity (and
because all the parameters affecting area cannot be precisely evaluated) the area is taken as a
constant.
The following is a description of the measureable outcome of the project. An estimate of
the amount of snow water produced by seeding (Ws) is provided by multiplying the total time of
generator operation (Ts = 1119.6 hours) by the precipitation rate increase (Ps = 0.25 mm per
hour). This product is then multiplied by the area of effect (As = 35 sq. miles), and then by SF
(0.98). To obtain the estimate in units of acre-feet the following conversions are also needed:
0.25 mm = 0.00328 ft
1 sq mile = 640 acres.
So, for the 2009-10 winter season the estimated snow water increase (the required measureable
outcome) from seeding is:
Ws = 1119.6 h x 0.25 mm/h x 0.00328 ft/mm x 35 sq mi x 640 acres/sq mi x 0.98
Ws = 20,153 acre-feet.
A comparison of ground seeding operations in the current water year with prior years
when the project was part of the Nevada state program is shown in Fig. 5. The comparison
includes state program water years 1998 through 2009. The year-to-year fluctuation in seeding
hours is due to changes in the number of CSGs in use, variations in the number of storms and
types of storms, the frequency of suspensions in seeding operations (e.g., due to flood potential
or abnormally high snowpack), and a number of other factors. With a constant number of CSGs,
no suspensions and storms that always satisfied seeding criteria, seeding hours would correlate
quite well with the frequency of storms or the annual amount of snowfall. WY2010 had more
seeding hours and SWE augmentation than the previous three water years mainly because of the
higher frequency of colder storms and seeding opportunities. This helped push both seeding
hours and SWE augmentation to levels that were well above the 13-year average. Note that if the
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Figure 5. 13-year summary of ground-based cloud seeding operations in the Tahoe-Truckee Basin.
Top: Total seeding hours by water year and number of CSGs used each year. Bottom: SWE
augmentation estimates by water year. SWE estimates are only for the ground-based component of
past projects. Dark horizontal lines in both panels represent 13-year averages.

contribution from aircraft seeding had been included in the SWE estimates in Fig. 5, several
water years between 2002 and 2006 would have equaled or exceeded the WY2010 SWE total.
An estimate of the cost of the augmented water in WY2010 can be made by taking the
total project budget and dividing it by the SWE increase estimate. The total budget of $210,151
includes the Truckee River Fund budget of $165,161 and the Western Regional Water
Commission budget of $45,000. For WY2010 the water cost estimate for the Tahoe-Truckee
project comes out to be $10.4 per acre-foot. This compares well with the water cost estimates
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during the final 15 years that DRI conducted the state-funded cloud seeding project, which
ranged from about $7 to $19 per acre-foot and averaged $10.5.
3.

Tahoe and Truckee Basins Water Supply Situation
The fraction of augmented snow water that goes into stream flow, ground water recharge,
or that is taken up by soil or lost through evapotranspiration is not known. Streamflow forecasts
for the Tahoe and Truckee Basins generally improved after 1 April due to cool weather in
subsequent weeks delaying snowmelt and late season snowfall adding significantly to the
snowpacks of both basins. Given the hydro meteorological conditions that existed in the basins at
the beginning of May 2010, the streamflow forecast for the Lake Tahoe Basin was 91% of
average for the May to August period (California Nevada River Forecast Center, May 2010). For
the same period the streamflow forecast for the Truckee River was 98% of average.
The water data for Lake Tahoe is a good indicator that the above normal snowpack in
WY2010 has not ended the water shortage problem created by the three previous below normal
years. Water storage in Lake Tahoe was at 20% of average on 1 May, and the lake was predicted
to rise only one foot between 1 May and the date of its peak level. The actual maximum lake
level of 6224.65 feet was observed on 5 July, and represented a 0.98 foot rise from the 1 May
level of 6223.67 feet. Currently (as of 19 August) the lake is only slightly more than one foot
above its natural rim, so it is obvious that by the beginning of WY2011 Lake Tahoe will be
holding very little water in storage.
4.

Summary and Proposed Plans of WY2011
The past season of cloud seeding operations in the Tahoe and Truckee Basins, sponsored
by grants from the Truckee River Fund and the Western Regional Water Commission, were quite
successful, given the somewhat late start in getting equipment repositioned and resupplied for the
winter in Phase 1 of the project. The Phase 1 startup included the installation of a new
communication link to one seeding site, and this resulted in some lost seeding time in Phase 2
while equipment problems with the new link were resolved. The late start also did not allow
sufficient time to completely resupply all seeding sites with seeding solution and propane. This
resulted in some restocking by snowmobile in Phase 2 after at least two sites ran out of supplies
in mid-winter. Overall four of the five sites were operational by the projected 15 November start
of Phase 2.
A relatively high frequency of storms that satisfied the project seeding criteria in
WY2010 led to a substantial increase in seeding hours (1119.6) compared the preceding three
years of the state-funded Tahoe project when seeding hours did not exceed 800. In fact the
WY2010 seeding hour total was greater than any water year since 2004. This was accomplished
despite a generator operational efficiency of only 72%, due mostly to one site not being fully
operational until February 2010. The number of seeded storm events (57) was also well above
the expected number of 30+, but this was somewhat exaggerated by the purposeful operation
over relatively short time intervals in order to operate generators as closely as possible to the
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periods of storms when seeding criteria were satisfied. Somewhat unusual in WY2010 was the
occurrence of a high percentage of the seeding hours in March and April when storms and
snowfall are more typically tapering off. Except for the one communication problem other
maintenance problems were typical of ones experienced in prior seasons, and were resolved
without significant loss of operating time.
The analysis of storms and seeding periods in Phase 3 verified that the seeding periods
matched periods when seeding criteria were satisfied very well. For the season the computed
seedability factor was 0.98, indicating that seeding was being done during the correct period of
the storm 98% of the time. This compares to values of 85-90% during several of the final seasons
of the state-funded project. The improvement was due in part to the careful selection of shorter
seeding periods. A few potentially seedable storm periods were missed, but these amounted to a
relatively small percentage of the total storm hours. Using the seeded hours, a nominal increase
in precipitation rate due to seeding, and an approximate area of effect for each seeding generator,
the measureable outcome of the project for WY2010 was estimated to be 20,153 acre-feet of
snow water. This exceeded similar estimates (for ground seeding) for 11 of the past 12 seasons
of the state-funded program. Based on the 2010 project budgets, the cost of the enhanced snow
water was about $10.4 per acre-foot.
Compared to the preceding three water years in the Tahoe-Truckee Basins, WY2010
showed an improvement in snowpack and runoff, but not to the point where water supply is no
longer a problem for the downstream users who depend on it. Lake Tahoe itself showed only a
marginal recovery in water storage. Based on a continuing need to enhance water supply on the
Truckee River, DRI recommends a continuation of the Tahoe cloud seeding project for a second
winter. With a basic ground seeding project as was conducted in WY2010, an increase in seeding
hours (~25% per storm period) could be expected due to higher generator efficiency since
communications issues have been resolved. The projected budget for a basic 5-generator project
for WY2011 is about $260,000.
For a significant increase in snowfall enhancement from seeding, reestablishment of an
aircraft seeding component and/or adding ground generators should be considered. For more
comprehensive targeting of the mountainous terrain surrounding Lake Tahoe two or more
seeding generator sites are needed. The addition of one generator could potentially increase
seeding hours and snowfall enhancement by 20%. In prior years when aircraft seeding was
performed, the aircraft component accounted for 20-30% of the total snowfall enhancement
estimate.
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Report on WY2010 Tahoe Cloud Seeding Project
 Project goal
 Project sponsors
 Project description
o Scientific basis
o Past research results
o Seeding generators and locations
 2010 Results
o Seeding operations – events, hours
o Storm assessment example
o Estimation of SWE augmentation and cost
o Comparison with prior state-funded program
 Plan and budget for WY2011

Cloud Seeding Project for the
Tahoe and Truckee Basins for WY2010
 Primary funding: Truckee River Fund grant
($165,150)
 Supplementary funding: WRWC ($45,000)
 Cost share: DRI ($66,000)
 Total cost: $276,100
 Project Goal: Enhance snowfall from
winter storms and increase the snowpack
in the Tahoe-Truckee Basins
 Measureable outcome: Estimate of snow
water increase for the winter season

Conceptual Diagram of Orographic Cloud Seeding
Ground‐based seeding with silver iodide

‐10C
‐5C

Scientific Basis and Research Results
 Conceptual model has been validated
o Plume dispersion has been measured and modeled
o Ice crystal enhancement verified
o Precipitation enhancement measured
 Precipitation increases from seeding found to be
hundredths to >2 mm per hour
o 0.25 mm per hour used to assess operational seeding
 DRI trace chemical technique a key evaluation tool used
in past and current research experiments
 Trace chemical evaluation applied to one Sierra Nevada
project showed seeding produced an 8% increase in
snow water

Seasonal impacts of wintertime seeding
 AMS statement indicates 10% enhancement
feasible
 Observed 8% - >15% increases found in
randomized research studies in the western U.S.
 DRI has estimated annual increases in total
available snow water of ~60,000 acre-ft for the
all seeded areas in the previous state-funded
project
 Difficult to know exactly what fraction of this
increase will runoff to immediately augment
streamflow, infiltrate to recharge groundwater,
or be “lost” to evapotranspiration

2010 Tahoe‐Truckee Project Area

Dec 7 2009

Assessing Cloud Seeding
Opportunities

Assessing cloud seeding opportunities
using local weather data

Dec 7 2009

Tahoe –Truckee WY 2010 Results
 56 separate seeding events
 1120 hours of seeding generator operation
 Generator operational efficiency of 72%
 Estimated SWE increase of 20,153 Acre-feet
o 0.01 inch rate increase during seeding
o 35 sq. mile impact area per generator
o Seeding hours during proper conditions
 Augmented SWE cost of $10.4 per AF
 State Program costs ranged from ~$7 - $19 per
acre-ft

Comparison of WY2010 with State Program (1998‐
2009)

DRI’s Nevada Cloud
Seeding Program Status
 Northeast Nevada – SNWA funding for WY2011
 Walker River Basin – Desert Terminal Lakes
program (Bureau of Reclamation) and WRID – 5
year project projected to start in WY2011
 Advisory Board considering all funding options
 Tahoe/Truckee River – Potentially TRF and WRWC
o Funding request of ~$260,000 for WY2011
o Basic ground-seeding program as in WY2010
o 5 seeding generators operated November
through April

Summary
 DRI’s Cloud Seeding Program is on sound
scientific footing
 The cloud seeding project for TahoeTruckee was successfully revived in
WY2010 with results on par with previous
State-funded program
 ~$260,000 needed to continue TahoeTruckee Project in WY2011
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Northern Nevada Water Planning
Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

August 27, 2010

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Review revised Draft Chapters 4, 6 and 8, and presentation of Water Balance
Model section of Chapter 6, Policies section of Chapter 1, and Chapter 5 of
the 2011 Comprehensive Regional Water Management Plan, and possible
direction to staff

SUMMARY
Revised draft chapters 4, 6 and 8 of the 2011 Comprehensive Regional Water Management
Plan (“RWMP”) were distributed by e-mail to the Northern Nevada Water Planning
Commission (“NNWPC”) for review last week. Revisions are based on direction provided to
staff at the August 4 NNWPC meeting and comments received from technical staff.
Revisions are shown in strikeout-underline format in the draft chapters, which are provided
in today’s agenda packet. Substantive revisions are summarized below.
Chapter 4 – Wastewater and Watershed-based Water Quality Planning
• “Summary and Findings” has been added.
• Section 4.3.1 now reflects that the estimated capital costs for water and wastewater
service for each of the following three scenarios is approximately equal, and that, if
the region is going to spend the same amount of money for water and wastewater
infrastructure, regardless of which disposal or reuse scenario is implemented, the
region should make the investment that maximizes the benefits provided by the
available water resources:
o import water to the North Valleys, use it once, treat it and dispose of it
o expand existing reclaimed water uses by incorporating front and back yard
residential irrigation for new construction
o purify treated wastewater through an advanced treatment process, and
recharge to replenish the local aquifer.
• Section 4.4.1, specifically the discussion of the Mustang and Patrick / Tracy Areas,
has been shortened.
• Section 4.5, Septic Systems, has been expanded to include a summary of Washoe
County Department of Water Resources’ 2007 report “Septic Nitrate Baseline Data
and Risk Assessment Study for Washoe County”, and reduced to include a shorter
summary of the LaPine, Oregon study.
• Section 4.6.7 now includes sections on Truckee River nutrient TMDL development
history, TMDL review and revision, Truckee River modeling for water quality, and
coordination with the Tribe’s water quality and quantity goals.
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•

Section 4.8 now has a description of the North Truckee Drain and Section 4.9
contains a section on hill slope development.

Chapter 6 – Water Purveyors and Other Water Providers
• Summary of findings has been expanded.
• Section 6.1.4, specifically the conclusions regarding the population that can be
supported by the sustainable water resources has been revised to emphasize that the
741,000 population figure is the result of a mathematical model calculation and has
no basis in or correlation to the Consensus Forecast or any other population forecast.
• Section 6.3, Water Balance Model, is now complete. Eco:logic Engineering staff
will present this section at the meeting.
Chapter 8 – Issues Identification and Proposed Alternatives
• Section 8.3, water conservation, now has a summary of the 2004 recommendations of
the TMWA TAC Landscape Subcommittee, and recommends continued work with
local governments to implement the recommendations.
• Section 8.7, Groundwater Resource Development and Impact to Domestic Wells, is
now complete.
• Section 8.12, Groundwater Remediation, is now complete.
In addition to revised draft Chapters 4, 6 and 8, staff distributed by e-mail to commissioners
for review, the Policies section of draft Chapter 1, and draft Chapter 5 of the 2011 RWMP.
Some sections of these draft chapters are under development. Sections completed for your
review are summarized below.
Chapter 1 – Policies
The policies section of this chapter consists of a background discussion in addition to policies
and criteria organized according to the subjects of the RWMP as stated by four goals. Each
policy correlates with one of eight specific objectives arranged under the goals. This draft
section is a revision of the policies as they appear in the existing RWMP, rather than a
complete re-write, therefore redline edits are shown. Sections with significant revisions
include:
• Background section has been shortened to include the need for goals and policies
according to Chapter 531, Statutes of Nevada, 2007, the Western Regional Water
Commission Act.
• Policy 1.2.a - Conjunctive Management of Surface Water and Groundwater Supplies
to withstand a 9-year Drought Cycle has been revised to be consistent with the
TMWA 2010-2030 Water Resources Plan.
• Policy 1.2.b – Water Resource Investigations has been revised to be consistent with
the procedure to compare the Consensus Forecast with sustainable water resources.
• Policy 1.2.c – Emergency Water Supply Standard has been revised to be consistent
with the TMWA 2010-2030 Water Resources Plan.
• Policy 1.3.c – New Water Resources / Importation, has been revised to be consistent
with the procedure to compare the Consensus Forecast with sustainable water
resources.
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•

Policy 3.1.h – Adoption of Storm Water Drainage Guidelines, has been revised to
reflect the completion of the 2009 Truckee Meadows Regional Drainage Manual, and
endorsement by Reno, Sparks and Washoe County Departments of Public Works.

Chapter 5 – Flood Management and Storm Water Drainage
This chapter is nearly a complete re-write of the flood control and drainage chapter in the
existing RWMP. The Chapter is divided into 3 main sections: background information, the
Truckee River Flood Management Project (“Flood Project”) and local government storm
water drainage programs. The Flood Project Director and staff reviewed the draft chapter
and provided significant comments that improved the first 2 sections a great deal. Time did
not allow for revisions to address all the comments and suggestions. Phrases highlighted in
yellow mark these places. Staff will continue working with Flood Project and local
government staff to complete the necessary revisions by the October NNWPC meeting.
• Sections 5.1 and 5.2 discuss flood damage and flood history in the Planning Area.
• Section 5.3 describes federal legislation, agencies and programs, including the
National Flood Insurance Program, Federal Emergency Management Agency and the
Army Corps of Engineers.
• Section 5.4 briefly discusses flood-related state legislation.
• Section 5.5 and 5.6 describe the Flood Project.
• In Section 5.6.8, the discussion on Flood Plain Storage and Critical Flood Pools and
Policy 3.1.b – Flood Plain Storage within the Truckee River Watershed, require
review by Flood Project and local government staff.
• Section 5.7 describes Reno, Sparks and Washoe County Storm Water Drainage
Programs.
• Section 5.8 contains a Flood Control and Drainage Overview by Hydrographic Basin
that focuses on non-Flood Project topics and areas.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the NNWPC provide comments and recommended edits to any of the
draft chapters discussed today, and/or any appropriate direction to staff with respect to these
draft chapters.
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Chapter 4 – Wastewater and Watershed-based Water Quality Planning
Purpose and Scope
This chapter provides background information as well as the current status of regional
wastewater facilities and watershed based water quality issues. It also presents a number of
planning and management issues that require action and/or further evaluation. These issues
must be considered together with other water management planning objectives to determine
appropriate future actions and recommendations.
Summary and Findings
Following are the major findings resulting from the analysis of water quality and wastewater
treatment issues in the planning area:
The North Valleys Initiative process also resulted in a broad realization that reclaimed water is
not limited to one product or one type of use. Reclaimed water is a resource that can satisfy
multiple purposes where the water quality is tailored to the specific use.
With regional coordination and cooperation, the possible uses for reclaimed water could be
expanded to include uses such as residential landscape irrigation, groundwater recharge or
indirect potable reuse (IPR). NDEP does not permit the use of reclaimed water on residential
homes and is not currently considering a change in this position. However, the use of high
quality reclaimed water for these purposes, or others, would provide additional means of
beneficially utilizing the reclaimed water, while at the same time extending the region’s limited
water supplies.
Consideration of groundwater replenishment and IPR using highly treated municipal wastewater
effluent must include demonstration of safe, reliable water quality, practicality, affordability and
public acceptance. Coastal communities such as Orange County, California utilize reverse
osmosis, high-energy UV and peroxide treatment. This approach may be neither affordable nor
appropriate for many inland areas such as the Truckee Meadows. Reno’s MF-O3-BAC
advanced treatment pilot process has the benefits of multi-barrier treatment for all major
categories of contaminants of concern, which provides additional reliability; lower capital costs;
lower operation and maintenance (O/M) costs and simpler O/M tasks, lower energy use
because of the high energy demand of reverse osmosis; and eliminates treatment and disposal
of process reject water.
Groundwater recharge does not diminish the benefits of other forms of reuse, such as the
current practice of non-potable irrigation reuse in specific areas and applications. However, in
many cases, groundwater recharge provides the most efficient and productive use of reclaimed
water resources. It can also result in higher overall water quality for the region. Past
experience in other states, however, has shown that proposals to replenish potable water
supplies using reclaimed water can meet resistance due to public concerns about water quality;
therefore, the feasibility issue is primarily a public acceptance issue.
A study in Oregon on nitrogen-reducing septic systems installed at residences found that,
although several systems showed high levels of nitrogen reduction in test centers, they did not
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perform as well in the field. Nitrogen reduction below 10 mg/L appears to be difficult to achieve
consistently without a secondary carbon source.
(Under Development)
Conversion of septic systems to a municipal sewer system appears to be the most reliable,
albeit expensive, mitigation of nitrate contamination due to high densities of septic systems.
Artificial groundwater recharge using fresh water injected into the aquifer, such as in Golden
Valley, has also proven beneficial in improving water quality with respect to nitrate.
Introduction
Regional wastewater treatment facilities provide an effective means to manage the area’s water
resource and water quality objectives. The water is treated to high standards, and returned
back into the environment. The Cities of Reno and Sparks have each created Environmental
Control pretreatment programs which further protect the integrity of the large wastewater
treatment systems. Additionally, reclaimed water use is also providing a beneficial use for the
treated effluent. Reclaimed water irrigation programs are underway in the cities of Sparks and
Reno, and additional areas of unincorporated Washoe County. Reclaimed water use provides a
predictable way to manage treated effluent, and provides a relatively drought-proof alternative
water supply for non-potable uses, thereby extending the region’s limited water resources.
The Truckee River and its tributaries face water quality challenges, and varied regulations have
been set forth by the Clean Water Act to protect water quality and the watershed. `In addition to
receiving treatment plant discharges from the Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility
and an upstream California facility east of Truckee, the Truckee River carries snowmelt,
rainwater and urban stormwater – each of which may carry diffuse sources of pollutants, such
as suspended sediment or dissolved solids. These diffuse sources of pollutants are referred to
non-point source (NPS) pollution. Treatment plant discharges (point sources) and non-point
sources of pollution have the potential to impair water bodies and therefore are regulated by the
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP) and U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to protect water quality.
A host of agencies and groups involved in monitoring water quality on the Truckee River system
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), agreeing to coordinate their programs for
better public understanding of the river’s health. In efforts to manage non-point source pollution
entering the river, restoration projects in the Truckee River watershed have been funded and
planned, and several have been implemented. A prioritized list of lower Truckee River
restoration projects are in various stages of completion and monitoring. Tributaries to the
Truckee River have also been assessed annually to prioritize stream restoration efforts. The
City of Reno, City of Sparks, and Washoe County jointly hold a federal NPDES permit to
manage urban stormwater quality and have signed an MOU for joint protection of the Truckee
River Watershed.
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4.1

Wastewater Service Providers

Figure 4-1 depicts the wastewater treatment facilities within the jurisdiction for this plan. There
are five municipal wastewater treatment facilities with well-defined service areas in the region.
These major facilities are summarized in Table 4-1, and are described in the following sections.
Three private facilities have also operated in the region for years. Recently, two of these
facilities were decommissioned and connected to the Lawton/Verdi interceptor, which conveys
the wastewater to TMWRF for treatment.
Table 4-1 Study Area Wastewater Treatment Facilities
Facility
2009 Average
Hydrographic
Owner
(Permitted) Daily
Basin
Flow
Truckee
Meadows, Sun
Cities of
Truckee Meadows
26.547 MGD
Valley, Spanish
Reno /
Water Reclamation
(446.48 MGD)
Springs Valley,
Sparks
Facility
Truckee
Canyon
Verdi
Verdi Meadows
Decommissioned
Truckee
Meadows
Wastewater
Canyon
Utility
Treatment Facility
Company
Boomtown
Decommissioned
Truckee
Boomtown
Wastewater
Canyon
Treatment Facility
Gold Ranch
0.010 MGD
Truckee
Gold
Wastewater
(0.010 MGD)
Canyon
Ranch
Treatment Facility
South Truckee
Meadows Water
Reclamation Facility
Reno-Stead Water
Reclamation Facility

2.65 MGD
(4.1 MGD)
1.4 MGD
(2.35 MGD)

Truckee
Meadows,
Pleasant Valley

Washoe
County

Lemmon Valley

City of
Reno

Lemmon Valley
Wastewater
Treatment Plant

0.20 MGD
(0.3 MGD)

Lemmon Valley

Washoe
County

Cold Springs
Wastewater
Treatment Facility

0.28 MGD
(0.70 MGD)

Cold Springs
Valley

Washoe
County

Comment

Discharges to
the Truckee
River via
Steamboat
Creek, with
effluent reuse
Flows
diverted to
TMWRF
Flows
diverted to
TMWRF
Flows will be
diverted to
TMWRF
100% reuse of
effluent
Wetlands
enhancement,
with effluent
reuse
Evaporation
ponds which
provide deep
water wildlife
habitat
Rapid infiltration
basins
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4.2

Water Reclamation Facilities

Regional wastewater treatment facilities provide an effective means to manage the area’s water
resource and water quality objectives. The water is treated to high standards, and returned
back into the environment. Additionally, reclaimed water use is also providing a beneficial use
for the treated effluent. Reclaimed water irrigation programs are underway in the Cities of
Sparks and Reno, and additional areas of unincorporated Washoe County. Reclaimed water
use provides a predictable way to manage treated effluent, and provides a relatively droughtproof alternative water supply for non-potable uses, thereby extending the region’s limited water
resources. This practice is constrained, however, because when reclaimed water use diverts
water that would have otherwise been returned to the Truckee River, water rights must be
dedicated in order for downstream water rights to be satisfied. Careful consideration must be
given to balancing the need for reclaimed water to meet disposal requirements compared with
the water rights needed to implement the reclaimed water programs. Sections 3.8 and 3.9
describe the current status of reclaimed water use within the Truckee Meadows. The following
sections describe each of the water reclamation facilities in more detail.
4.2.1

Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility

TMWRF is located on the east side of the Truckee Meadows at the confluence of Steamboat
Creek and the Truckee River. The facility serves the central Truckee Meadows, including areas
within the City of Reno, the City of Sparks, the Sun Valley General Improvement District, and
portions of Washoe County that are within the Truckee Meadows and the Spanish Springs
Valley. The TMWRF sewer system conveys wastewater flows from the Truckee Meadows
Valley, Spanish Springs Valley, Sun Valley, Verdi/Truckee Canyon, and portions of the Golden
Valley and Lemmon Valley hydrographic basins through a combination of gravity sewers,
inverted siphons and lift stations. The service area is shown on Figure 4-1.
The Cities of Reno and Sparks commissioned the construction of TMWRF in 1964 and the cities
have jointly owned and operated TMWRF since 1967, when the first phase of the present
treatment facility was completed with a permitted capacity of 20 million gallons per day (MGD).
In 1978-80 the TMWRF permitted capacity was expanded to 30 MGD and phosphorous removal
facilities were added. In the 1980s the TMWRF permitted capacity was increased to 40 MGD
and nitrogen removal facilities were added. The TMWRF Phase III Expansion Project was
initiated in 1999 and was completed in 2007. The goal of the project was to replace older
equipment, upgrade treatment processes, and increase the permitted capacity of TMWRF to
46.5 MGD.
TMWRF has a permitted capacity of 44 MGD, a design capacity of 40 MGD, and currently
operates at about 28 MGD. The design capacity is limited by the loading capacity of the
secondary clarifiers. The TMWRF unit processes are designed and operated to meet the
stringent permit limits established for the discharge of nitrogen and phosphorus to the Truckee
River. The total phosphorus limit of 134 pounds per day (ppd) is maintained with aeration
basins configured with selector zones to achieve biological phosphorus removal (Bio-P), tertiary
effluent filtration and the treatment of dewatering centrate with ferric chloride. The total nitrogen
limit of 500 ppd is maintained by passing all secondary clarifier effluent through nitrification
towers and denitrification reactors. Typically, the filtered TMWRF effluent contains less than 0.3
mg/L of TP and less than 2.0 mg/l of TN. TMWRF effluent is disinfected and dechlorinated prior
to discharge to Steamboat Creek. During irrigation season, typically April through September,
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approximately 4,000 acre-feet (7 MGD) of the TMWRF effluent is pumped to reuse sites in Reno
and Sparks.
Primary solids are gravity thickened to 4% solids prior to anaerobic digestion. The primary
sludge thickener serves as a fermenter, producing volatile fatty acids to support the Bio-P
process. Waste activated solids are thickened to 4.5% solids with diffused air floatation prior to
anaerobic digestion. The thickened sludge streams are combined just prior to entering the
digester complex. The anaerobic digestion process includes one acid phase digester and four
standard digesters. All digesters are operated in the mesophilic range with mechanical mixing.
A fourth digester is used as a holding and feed tank for the centrifuge dewatering operation.
The digested sludge is dewatered with vintage Bird centrifuges to 16-17% solids content. The
dewatered solids are hauled daily to the local municipal landfill. The gas from the acid phase
digester is flared for odor and air emission control. The gas from the standard digesters is
burned to heat water. The hot water is used for heating digester sludge and for heating the
TMWRF buildings. Excess gas is flared. A project to replace the aging electricity generator,
which is driven by an engine fueled with digester gas, is being developed with the goal of
generating nearly 40% of the TMWRF electrical demand with digester gas.
The City of Sparks employs the TMWRF staff and manages the day to day operations of
TMWRF. The City of Reno provides oversight of the TMWRF budget, capital improvements,
facilities planning, regulatory compliance and permitting issues. Reno and Sparks share the
cost of the TMWRF operations and maintenance budget under a long-standing agreement,
which apportions costs based on the measured sewer flow generated within each city’s service
area. Currently, Reno funds about 70% of the TMWRF costs and Sparks about 30%. The
TMWRF costs represent about 33% of the Reno and Sparks' non-capital sewer budgets.
TMWRF has an estimated replacement value of at least $500 million.
The ownership of the TMWRF capacity is shared between Reno and Sparks via an Interlocal
Agreement, as follows:
Reno Share = 68.63%
Sparks Share = 31.37%
Sparks leases 1.80 MGD of its capacity to the Sun Valley General Improvement District.
Sun Valley General Improvement District subleases 0.48 MGD to Washoe County.
Reno provides up to 1.35 MGD of its capacity to serve areas of Washoe County.
4.2.2

South Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility

Washoe County Department of Water Resources manages the South Truckee Meadows Water
Reclamation Facility (STMWRF). Located at the southern base of the Huffaker Hills and
originally constructed in 1991, the STMWRF is a secondary treatment facility with tertiary
filtration. The facility is presently permitted for 4.1 MGD (influent flow, 30 day average),
expandable to 6 MGD. STMWRF currently serves 11,700 customers in the South Truckee
Meadows and current influent flow is approximately 2.6 MGD.
The treatment process consists of influent pumping, fine screening, metering, and secondary
treatment by oxidation ditch process combined with two conventional secondary clarifiers for
solids separation. Effluent from the facility is filtered, disinfected to the 2.2 Total Coliform
Standard, stored year-round in the Huffaker Reservoir, and reused for irrigation water. Huffaker
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Reservoir has a storage capacity of 4,000 acre-feet, and was recently improved with a partial
membrane liner to elevation 4,482. Waste solids are pumped to the TMWRF for final treatment
and disposal.
Improvements in wastewater collection system infrastructure consist principally of expansion of
sewer interceptors, particularly those serving the Galena Fan area. The Mt. Rose interceptor
was recently extended from the Montreux subdivision to the Mt. Rose ski area. The St. James’s
subdivision is planning a future sewer interceptor alignment that will follow U.S. 395 south
through Pleasant Valley before turning west toward that subdivision.
4.2.3

Reno-Stead Water Reclamation Facility

The Reno-Stead Water Reclamation Facility (RSWRF) is located in Stead and is owned and
operated by the City of Reno. It serves the area of Stead within the Reno city limits on the west
side of the valley, including the Stead Airport and Silver Lake areas as shown in Figure 4-1. In
1974, the City of Reno replaced the original trickling filter plant with an activated sludge plant.
The plant was modified in 1987 to improve the secondary clarification and effluent disinfection
processes and in 1994; the sludge drying beds were replaced with centrifuge dewatering. The
plant was upgraded in 2000 to provide high quality effluent for reuse purposes. The City of
Reno recently completed an expansion which increased treatment capacity to 2.0 MGD. The
improvements included a new headworks, new aeration basins and blower building, an
additional secondary clarifier, activated sludge pump station improvements, conversion of the
oxidation ditch to an emergency storage basin, new tertiary filter equipment, and a new solids
handling and disposal system. Waste solids are pumped to TMWRF for final treatment and
disposal, similar to the solids disposal operation at STMWRF.
The RSWRF has the capacity to treat an average monthly flow of 2.35 MGD. The plant effluent
either discharges by gravity to Swan Creek, which drains to the Swan Lake wetlands, or it is
reclaimed and pumped to several sites within the community for turf irrigation. All effluent is
disinfected to meet the Total Coliform Standard for unrestricted reuse. The reclaimed water
typically carries a residual chlorine concentration of 1 mg/l. Effluent discharged to the creek is
dechlorinated to meet the 0.1 mg/l total residual chlorine concentration standard.
4.2.4

Lemmon Valley Wastewater Treatment Plant

The Lemmon Valley Wastewater Treatment Plant is located in East Lemmon Valley at the
southeast end of Swan Lake and is owned and operated by Washoe County. It currently serves
1,100 homes within East Lemmon Valley, Black Springs, and Horizon Hills. It is a secondary
treatment plant and was built in 1971. It currently processes 0.2 MGD and has a permitted
capacity of 0.3 MGD.
The treatment plant consists of a grit well, comminutor, wet well pump station, contact
stabilization tank, secondary clarification, and aerobic sludge digestion. Effluent is discharged
to evaporation ponds, including a 0.65 MGD discharge allowed to the Swan Lake playa for
water balance management. The facility does not have an effluent reuse program. Digested
solids are sent to sludge-drying beds or to solids ponds during wet weather months.
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4.2.5

Cold Springs Water Reclamation Facility

Washoe County also owns and operates the Cold Springs Water Reclamation Facility
(CSWRF), a secondary treatment plant located in the northern portion of Cold Springs Valley.
The plant currently serves approximately 1,800 homes, and the average daily influent flow is
about 0.35 MGD. In 1997 a nitrate plume in the shallow aquifer of Cold Springs Valley was
found to exceed the 10 mg/l state action level. Monitoring of the shallow aquifer in 2001
showed a significant increase in the nitrate concentrations. The Cold Springs Wastewater
Facility Plan recommends alternatives that include sewering several areas currently served by
septic systems. Based on groundwater studies, once these areas are taken off septic systems,
the nitrate concentrations in the shallow aquifer should start a gradual decrease to below the 10
mg/l action level. New development in the area is connecting to CSWRF.
The CSWRF has recently been changed from the former sequencing batch reactor (SBR)
facility collecting and treating 0.35 MGD, to a new 0.7 MGD (average daily flow) facility including
a new headworks, oxidation ditch, solids processing facilities, and two secondary clarifiers to aid
in activated sludge wasting and recycling. Secondary treated wastewater is denitrified and
disposed of at 12 rapid infiltration basins, which range in size from 1.2 to 2.1 acres. With these
recent upgrades reclaimed water may be used onsite and for irrigation at approved sites in the
near future. Additionally, plant capacity may be expanded to 1.2 MGD by adding another
oxidation ditch when growth requires it. In the past, sludge was dried in lined sludge lagoons.
Presently, the three original SBR basins are used for aerobic sludge digestion prior to sludge
dewatering via centrifuge for disposal in the landfill.

4.3

Regional Wastewater Facility Planning

The reuse and disposal of reclaimed water from the various water reclamation facilities in the
region may eventually be constrained by a number of factors if they continue to be operated as
independent systems. Regional water challenges in the planning area include such complex,
integrated issues as:
•

Ensuring the availability of sustainable water supplies and infrastructure to meet the
needs of existing customers, as well as and future demands within the Truckee
Meadows Services Area (TMSA)

•

Providing appropriate water quality and treatment capacity at various wastewater
treatment facilities (WWTF)

•

Providing for adequate reclaimed water demands, reclaimed water system capacity and
effluent disposal capacity

•

Addressing competing needs for the limited water resources available in the planning
area to meet commitments to water supply, water quality, instream flows and the
environment

With regional coordination and cooperation, the possible uses for reclaimed water could be
expanded to include uses such as residential landscape irrigation, or groundwater recharge or
indirect potable reuse. NDEP does not permit the use of reclaimed water on residential homes
and is not currently considering a change in this position. However, the use of high quality
reclaimed water for theseis purposes, or others, would provide additional means of beneficially
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utilizing the reclaimed water, while at the same time extending the region’s limited water
supplies.
High-level plans for wastewater infrastructure improvements envisioned to provide for the needs
of the planning area’s service providers to the year 2030 are included in two documents
completed in late 2007 and early 2008: the City of Reno and Washoe County TMSA/FSA Water,
Wastewater and Flood Management Facility Plan (ECO:LOGIC, 2007) and the City of Sparks
Conceptual Facility Master Plan (Stantec, 2008), referred to collectively as the “TMSA Facility
Plan”. This facility plan is the most current comprehensive, regional planning-level compilation
available and serves as an important source of information for this chapter. Although not
specifically incorporated in this Plan Update, the utility providers each have facility repair and
replacement programs in place to upgrade the existing systems and maintain the integrity of the
region’s existing water and wastewater infrastructure.
4.3.1

North Valleys Planning

In 2008 the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission and the Western Regional Water
Commission initiated a collaborative effort among key staff from the City of Reno (Reno), the
City of Sparks (Sparks), Washoe County Department of Water Resources (WCDWR), Sun
Valley General Improvement District (SVGID) and the Truckee Meadows Water Authority
(TMWA) to develop recommended solutions to certain water issues in the planning area using
current water management circumstances in the North Valleys.
The first objective was to evaluate the feasibility and merits of expanding reclaimed water uses
in Stead, Lemmon Valley and Cold Springs. Water, wastewater and reclaimed water issues in
the North Valleys were selected as a representative example of significant regional concern to
be addressed through a collaborative process, referred to as the North Valleys Initiative (NVI).
The recommended solutions and lessons learned from this process can be applied to other
similar regional water management issues within the planning area.
The TMSA Facility Plan (ECO:LOGIC, 2007) estimates that future wastewater flows from Stead
and Lemmon Valley could eventually reach as much as 8,000 acre-feet per year, based on the
long-term development potential. The Swan Lake wetlands and playa can benefit from more
water, and an agreement has been reached with the Swan Lake Advisory Committee and the
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP) to allow as much as 2,240 acre-feet per
year to be released to the playa in the future. This is the maximum amount of water that the
wetlands and playa can accommodate. More water could disrupt the natural wetland and playa
processes and increase potential 100-year flood hazards for surrounding properties. Other
means to reuse or dispose of the reclaimed water will be needed.
Cold Springs is in a similar situation. Currently, the reclaimed water from the Cold Springs
Water Reclamation Facility percolates into the groundwater through a series of infiltration
basins. The amount of water the basins can infiltrate is limited; therefore, the disposal capacity
will not be sufficient for the projected future flows. Because of their proximity and similarities
concerning water supply and wastewater disposal, NVI considered Stead, Lemmon Valley and
Cold Springs as one planning area.
A number of alternatives for reusing and/or disposing of treated wastewater effluentreclaimed
water have been evaluated in the past. For instance, plans have been developed to expand the
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reclaimed water distribution system in the Stead area to include existing and future commercial
irrigation demands. Future irrigation demands could use hundreds more acre-feet of reclaimed
water per year. Some additional reuse and disposal alternatives allowed under current NDEP
regulations and policies include:
•

Create beneficial year-round wetlands at the White Lake playa, similar to what has been
developed as a park and wildlife viewing area at Swan Lake

•

Export to Long Valley Creek in California, which could provide an outlet during the nonirrigation season or other periods when not all of the reclaimed water generated in the
area can be placed to beneficial use

•

Export to other areas such as Bedell Flat or Warm Springs

Considering these alternatives, the NVI team developed other options that would make better
use of the reclaimed water resource. In general, potential water resource benefits could include
water supply reliability for both municipal and domestic wells, a new source of water to help
meet water rights and water quality obligations, and more water available for the environment.
Research of reclaimed water uses throughout the United States showed that numerous states,
including California, Arizona, Washington and Idaho, allow reclaimed water use for residential
landscape irrigation. Most notably, the award-winning community of Serrano, in El Dorado
Hills, California, has been successfully using reclaimed water to irrigate both front and back yard
landscaping throughout the development for 10 years.
Citizens locally are already familiar with the reclaimed water irrigation systems in widespread
use today in the South Truckee Meadows and Sparks. These systems are used to supply
irrigation water to schools, parks and landscape medians. In Nevada however, NDEP does not
permit the use of reclaimed water for residential homes and is not officially considering a
change in this position. One reason is that Nevada’s current reclaimed water regulations do not
provide for the same level of treatment and reliability as required in states that allow residential
landscape irrigation. To allow reclaimed water use for residential irrigation, changes to the
regulations would be necessary, as would improvements at the wastewater reclamation facilities
to provide the necessary high quality water.
Another use of reclaimed water in other states is groundwater recharge. California, Arizona,
Texas and Florida are leading the way in advancing technologies and regulations to expand this
practice. Groundwater recharge is being performed for a number of reasons, such as to form a
water quality or sea water intrusion barrier, to bolster declining groundwater levels due to overpumping, and to augment potable water supplies, referred to as indirect potable reuse (IPR).
The Orange County Groundwater Replenishment System in California is the best example of a
large-scale reclaimed water groundwater recharge project implemented in the United States.
The following excerpt is taken from the Overview section of the Groundwater Replenishment
System website (www.gwrsystem.com):
The Groundwater Replenishment System has evolved and changed over time as new goals,
data, regulations and facts have been identified. However, the needs and benefits of the project
have remained constant:
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•

Orange County needs more reliable, high-quality water in the future to replenish the
groundwater basin, to protect the groundwater basin from seawater intrusion, and for
industrial uses.

•

The Groundwater Replenishment System decreases Orange County's reliance on
imported water from northern California and the Colorado River.

•

The Groundwater Replenishment System's locally-controlled water helps drought-proof
Orange County.

•

The Groundwater Replenishment System helps reduce mineral build up in Orange
County's groundwater by providing a new source of ultra-pure water to blend with other
sources, including imported water.

Many of these benefits, and others, could be realized locally with additional uses of reclaimed
water. Residential landscape irrigation could play a significant role in meeting future water
supply requirements. Highly treated reclaimed water could be used as an economic
development incentive to attract specialized water intensive industries to commercial and
industrial properties. Reclaimed water could be used to enhance existing wetlands, develop
new ones, and help maintain important wildlife habitat. Groundwater replenishment could also
be implemented with purified reclaimed water in a technically and environmentally sound
manner that would enhance the sustainability of the region’s water supplies.
These new uses of the reclaimed water would require regional coordination and cooperation
between local governments, water and wastewater service providers, regulatory entities and
other stakeholders. With appropriate treatment, regulatory oversight and buy-in from the
general public, reclaimed water resources could be used to help provide watershed
sustainability.
Reno’s Advanced Treatment Pilot Test: In addition to the NVI process, an ongoing advanced
treatment pilot study at the Reno-Stead Water Reclamation Facility has been undertaken by the
City of Reno and ECO:LOGIC Engineering. Consideration of groundwater replenishment and
IPR using highly treated municipal wastewater effluent must include demonstration of safe,
reliable water quality, practicality, affordability and public acceptance. Coastal communities
such as Orange County, California utilize reverse osmosis (RO), high-energy UV and peroxide
treatment because RO brine disposal to the ocean is available. This approach may be neither
affordable nor appropriate for many inland areas such as the Truckee Meadows. To address
the feasibility of IPR without RO, the City of Reno developed an alternative treatment
demonstration project for public review and regulatory evaluation using either sand filtration or
membrane filtration (MF), ozonation (O3), and biologically activated carbon (BAC). Reno’s MFO3-BAC pilot project successfully demonstrated the following process capabilities:
•

Produces a water quality that meets or exceeds all drinking water regulations, as well as
reduces non-regulated endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs) and pharmaceuticals
and personal care products (PPCPs) to very low and non-detect concentrations.

•

Avoids increasing the corrosivity of the product water, a serious concern for recharge in
arsenic-rich aquifer formations.

•

Significantly reduces biodegradable dissolved organic carbon (BDOC) concentrations to
minimize bio-fouling of aquifer injection wells.
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•

Removes ozonation transformation byproducts.

•

Reduces product water estrogen activity in human cell bioassays to background levels.

Compared to reverse osmosis-high energy UV systems, Reno’s MF-O3-BAC process has the
benefits of multi-barrier treatment for all major categories of contaminants of concern, which
provides additional reliability; lower capital costs; lower operation and maintenance (O/M) costs
and simpler O/M tasks, lower energy use because of the high energy demand of reverse
osmosis; and eliminates treatment and disposal of process reject water.
Regulatory Collaboration: A number of specific activities and workshops were conducted for
the benefit of NDEP and Washoe County District Health Department (WCDHD). CH2MHill was
hired to meet independently with regulators from NDEP and WCDHD to obtain feedback
regarding the implementation of expanded reclaimed water uses. Possible changes to the
existing Nevada Administrative Code (NAC) and/or Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS), proposed
public education and input programs, and additional studies relative to health impacts and reuse
options were the primary take-home messages from these interviews.
NDEP also initiated discussions with the WCDHD concerning the potential use of reclaimed
water for residential use. Issues being discussed will be addressed through NDEP’s permitting
process of WWTFs and include appropriate effluent limitations, treatment reliability standards,
as well as compliance points and assurances. Additionally, NDEP would need to seek a
change to NAC 445A to include higher water quality standards and treatment requirements.
Assuming regulatory changes were completed, a service provider would need to request a
modification of its permit. NDEP does not regulate, nor does it have the authority to regulate a
residential reclaimed water program, therefore, the county or other local government would
have to be the primary regulatory agency. All of these issues will need to be resolved prior to
any future decision on residential reuse.
Cost of Service Evaluation: A planning level evaluation of the various costs of three disposal
or reuse scenarios was also conducted. The evaluation considered the cost implications of both
water supply and wastewater disposal for three scenarios. Each scenario considered RSWRF’s
next 2-MGD expansion for wastewater treatment and disposal. Scenario 1 is representative of
the current water management approach; import water to the North Valleys, use it once, treat it
and dispose of it. Discharge of the treated wastewater to Long Valley Creek was selected as a
representative disposal alternative to evaluate this scenario.
Scenario 2 represents expansion of existing reclaimed water uses by incorporating front and
back yard residential irrigation for new construction. Factors such as added costs for
wastewater treatment, dual water systems, reduced water rights, differences in potable water
distribution piping and connection fees were taken into consideration. In coordination with the
NVI team, the City of Sparks contracted for an outside evaluation by Optimatics, Inc. to evaluate
the differences between a conventional water distribution system, and a dual water system
where residential irrigation demands were provided by reclaimed water. The evaluation
generally concluded that a dual water system costs about twice as much as a conventional
system. This result is due to the reclaimed water system requirement for a 10-hour, night-time
irrigation period, rather than spreading the demand out more evenly over a 24-hour period. The
local fire department’s requirement to provide fire flows from the potable system also prevents
downsizing the potable system.
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Scenario 3 represents one potential indirect potable reuse scenario, whereby treated
wastewater is purified through an advanced treatment process, and recharged to replenish the
local aquifer. For cost estimating purposes, Reno’s MF-O3-BAC pilot treatment process was
utilized, and it was assumed that the water would be recharged on Washoe County property
north of the Stead Airport, which is an area generally isolated from municipal and domestic
wells.
Findings: The NVI team presented the findings from this work to the management and director
level staff of Reno, Sparks, Washoe County, TMWA and SVGID. Interestingly, based on the
available information, the estimated capital costs for water and wastewater service for each of
the three scenarios, including water rights, is approximately equal. After reaching this
conclusion, the general consensus from the NVI team was, if the region is going to spend the
same amount of money for water and wastewater infrastructure, regardless of which disposal or
reuse scenario is implemented, the region should make the investment that maximizes the
benefits provided by the available water resources.
An additionalOne conclusion was that the feasibility and public perception issues associated
with implementing, or not implementing, a groundwater recharge option using reclaimed water
impacts the implementation of other forms of reuse. In many cases, groundwater recharge
provides the most efficient and productive use of reclaimed water resources. It can also result
in higher overall water quality for the region. Past experience in other states, however, has
shown that proposals to replenish potable water supplies using reclaimed water can meet
resistance due to public concerns about water quality; therefore the feasibility issue is primarily
a public acceptance issue. Groundwater recharge does not diminish the benefits of other forms
of reuse, such as the current practice of non-potable irrigation reuse in specific areas and
applications. However, if groundwater recharge is not accepted in Washoe County, future
reclaimed water programs may be limited to non-potable applications, regardless of the
compelling benefits that groundwater recharge could provide.

Much has been learned regarding the use of reclaimed water for residential irrigation and
groundwater recharge, and what will be necessary to move forward with implementation of one
or both programs. Many issues would need to be addressedquestions remain, depending on
what direction the region wants to take in using reclaimed water to help develop and implement
sustainable solutions, such as:.
•

updating existing or establishing new reuse ordinances;

•

addressing public health protection responsibilities;

•

recommending and implementing new water rights policies (many potential issues, such
as reduced water rights dedication could be an outcome);

•

obtaining local and State regulatory buy-in for expanded use of reclaimed water
(residential irrigation/storage options/ASR/IPR);

•

recommending and implementing more consistent reclaimed water rate structures
(connection and O&M fees);

•

addressing technical challenges (storage options, effluent management plans, crossconnection control, inspection, etc.);
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•

recommending administrative roles (i.e., does each utility manage their own system or
does one entity oversee the whole reclaimed system?);

•

developing a community outreach program to gain broad support for the program.

Groundwater recharge does not diminish the benefits of other forms of reuse, such as the
current practice of non-potable irrigation reuse in specific areas and applications. However, if
groundwater recharge is not accepted in Washoe County, future reclaimed water programs may
be limited to non-potable applications, regardless of the compelling benefits that groundwater
recharge could provide.
The North Valleys Initiative process also resulted in a broad realization that reclaimed water is
not limited to one product or one type of use. Reclaimed water is a resource that can satisfy
multiple purposes where the water quality is tailored to the specific use. Reclaimed water can
provide high quality water for people, a healthy economy, and a healthy environment.
4.3.2 Interconnection of Reno-Stead Water Reclamation Facility to Spanish
Springs Valley
Connecting the Reno Stead WRF to the reclaimed water system in Spanish Springs with an
intertie pipeline may provide substantial benefits to the community. The City of Sparks has an
extensive reclaimed water system, with existing demands approaching 2,000 af/yr. The City is
also looking at serving additional customers, such as the West Pyramid area, which have
estimated year-round demands of 750 af. If reclaimed water from RSWRF could be used to
meet a portion of these existing and future demands, the displaced water from TMWRF would
be available to satisfy additional beneficial uses. For example, the reclaimed water could be
recharged in Spanish Springs to help replenish the local aquifer as part of a long-term
groundwater management strategy. The RWPC previously determined that the available water
rights are out of balance with available groundwater resources in Spanish Springs, and
recommended that stakeholders in this basin work together to ensure a comprehensive
sustainable management plan for the basin is implemented.
The displaced water could also be used to provide additional irrigation demands in the Truckee
Meadows, such as extension of the reclaimed water system to other areas within Sparks and
the City of Reno. The displaced water could also provide increased flows in the Truckee River,
as long as the TMWRF discharge permit conditions and WLAs are satisfied. Alternatively, an
intertie pipeline could be used to convey reclaimed water from Sparks to Stead. Operation of
the pipeline in this manner could be beneficial to help TMWRF meet discharge permit
limitations, or it could provide additional reclaimed water for aquifer storage and recovery in
Lemmon Valley or other groundwater basins.
4.3.3 Interconnection of Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility to South
Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility
A reclaimed water intertie pipeline, which would interconnect TMWRF and STMWRF via
Huffaker Reservoir, is another alternative that has the potential to provide regional benefits.
The TMWRF supply would provide additional seasonal irrigation water to the South Truckee
Meadows that would facilitate the earlier conversion of tributary creek water currently used for
irrigation to potable supplies.
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The interconnection could also provide a potential short-term solution to help TMWRF meet
discharge limitations to the Truckee River. For instance, as the TMWRF service area continues
to develop, reclaimed water in excess of the permit limit could be sent to Huffaker Reservoir. In
this case, the excess flow could be used for irrigation in the summer months and stored in the
winter months. The winter storage volume could either be used for the next year’s irrigation
season or returned to TMWRF and discharged to the Truckee River during low effluent flow
periods. An integrated water balance of existing and future TMWRF and STMWRF flows,
discharges, reclaimed water demands and storage is needed to determine the feasibility of this
alternative.
4.3.4

Decommissioning of the Gold Ranch Wastewater Treatment Facility

The Gold Ranch Wastewater Treatment Facility is a small privately-owned extended aeration
activated sludge treatment facility utilizing ON/OFF aeration. It has a rated capacity of 25,000
GPD and currently processes 10,000 GPD serving the Gold Ranch tourist commercial property
near the California – Nevada border. Effluent disposal is via a leach field system.
Reno and Washoe County have taken a proactive approach in developing plans to identify
possible pollutant loading to the Truckee River within the Verdi area. A general consensus has
been to plan for facilities that will remove the major wastewater contributions from this area and
sewer to TMWRF. In 2001, Washoe County received federal grant funds and moved forward
with the extension of the Lawton/Verdi Interceptor. The Boomtown and Verdi Meadows areas
were connected to the interceptor, and their respective wastewater treatment facilities have
been decommissioned. The interceptor will also allow for removal of numerous septic systems,
and the future decommissioning of the Gold Ranch wastewater treatment plant. This facility’s
discharge permit contains a condition requiring it to be abandoned when the Lawton/Verdi
Interceptor is available.

4.4

Wastewater Planning for Other Areas

In addition to the existing water reclamation facilities, wastewater facility planning for other
developing areas needs to be coordinated with ongoing, regional planning efforts.
4.4.1

Lower Truckee River

Mustang and Patrick / Tracy Areas
Significant undeveloped, industrial zoned lands are located in the Mustang and Patrick / Tracy
areas, including 2,205 acres adjacent to Interstate 80 E., approximately 8 miles east of Vista
Blvd. For instance, the proposed for the development of a Patrick Nevada Ttechnology Ppark is
located on 2,205 acres adjacent to Interstate 80 E., approximately 8 miles east of Vista Blvd. in
the East Truckee Canyon planning area. The entire project is located either in the City of
Sparks or in the sphere of influence of the City of Sparks. Currently, tThe land owner and
developer contemplates the use are engaged in a master planning/pre-annexation process with
the City for land-use, infrastructure, and public safety facilities. This master planning/preannexation process is scheduled to be completed in the fall of 2010.
The proposed Patrick Nevada Technology Park intends to capitalize on the unique infrastructure
the site affords, including accessibility I-80; fiber optics capacity, natural gas accessibility and
renewable energy (solar energy approval, proposed wind energy projects, and geothermal
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resources). In addition to 1,125 acre-feet of permitted groundwater rights, which the land owner
has banked with Washoe County, the developer is seeking delivery of a minimum of 4,000 acrefeet annually of TMWRF reclaimed water via a new pipeline in addition to 1,125 acre-feet of
permitted groundwater rightsto be developed to the project site.
The reclaimed water would be utilized for water cooling a state-of-the-art energy generation
complex to supply dedicated power to a technology campus hosting data centers.
The use of reclaimed water would provide a strategic benefit to the development of the
technology park, as well as provide benefits for the Truckee River. Use of reclaimed water
would not compete for the region’s limited water resources needed for municipal demands and
environmental uses, and the project would use reclaimed water year round, compared to
existing seasonal irrigation. Year round use of reclaimed water improves the ability of the
Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility to meet the stringent Total Nitrogen discharge
limits to the Truckee River.
In addition to the potential development of industrial areas within Sparks’ East Truckee Canyon
planning area, there is also significant development potential on the Storey County side of the
river. This area includes existing industrial development such as Kal Kan and Kaiser Aluminum,
and continued commercial and industrial development within the Tahoe Reno Industrial Center
(TRIC). Wastewater from the existing industries is treated either through on-site facilities, or in
the case of TRIC, through a small community sewer collection and treatment system.
Wastewater disposal is managed by a combination of reclaimed water irrigation and/or subsurface infiltration. Wastewater treatment facilities along the Lower Truckee River are shown in
Figure 3-4. To help protect water quality within the Truckee River, wastewater facility plans for
these areas recommend that treatment facilities be implemented that include biological nitrogen
removal, with subsurface disposal and/or landscape irrigation. Joint wastewater treatment and
facility planning could be economically advantageous to both Washoe and Storey counties and
should be considered in future work.
As this area of Sparks and Storey County continues to grow, it will be important to monitor
groundwater and surface water quality to check for non-point source pollutants entering the
Truckee River. These additional pollutant loads have the potential to impact sensitive river
water quality improvement programs underway in Washoe County.
4.2.11Wadsworth Wastewater Treatment Facility
This area’s long-term sewer and potable water supply may require a separate planning effort as
this area continues to grow. Possible solutions include an interagency approach for combined
facilities with the Tribe, the Town of Fernley and Washoe County. Currently, the Pyramid Lake
Paiute Tribe facility provides secondary treatment and disposal through sedimentation and
facultative lagoons for the town of Wadsworth. Rapid infiltration basins are constructed, but
evaporation in the lagoons has dominated the disposal process. Current influent flow is
approximately 35,000 GPD. No discharge permit is required for this facility. The Wadsworth
Wastewater Treatment Facility is mentioned for regional information and coordination purposes
only; it does not fall under the jurisdiction of this Regional Water Plan.
Septic systems will continue to be used in this area within the planning time frame. There is
evidence of nitrate contamination to the groundwater within the Wadsworth area, indicating the
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need for community sewering. Additionally, the Stampmill Estates subdivision may need
sewering. A large residential development has been proposed adjacent to Stampmill Estates,
which would require a municipal water and sewer system. If this project develops in the future,
Stampmill Estates should be included in plans for municipal sewer service. Discussions among
Washoe County, the Tribe, and the Town of Fernley to seek an area-wide water and wastewater
strategy should also be revisited.
4.4.2

Warm Springs

Septic systems will continue to service a majority of this area. However, within the Specific Plan
Area east of Pyramid Highway, a future wastewater treatment plant is anticipated to eventually
serve a planned development of approximately 750 lots. The proposed 0.2 MGD treatment
plant would be built in phases, with effluent disposal from the first phase accomplished using
rapid infiltration basins. For future phases, seasonal storage and irrigation using reclaimed
water will likely be considered. The planned development is not being actively pursued at this
time.
4.4.3

Washoe Valley

Within New Washoe City, nitrate contamination to the groundwater system is occurring. Effluent
from septic systems is suspected as the nitrate source. Community sewer would seem to be
the appropriate method of protecting this drinking water source; however, none is currently
planned or anticipated. At concentrations above 10 mg/L as nitrogen, nitrate becomes a
drinking water concern;, however Tthe extent to which this contamination is a potential health
problem to the New Washoe City population has not been determined.
4.4.4

Spanish Springs

In 2000, NDEP issued a directive to the County to plan for sewering of existing lots with septic
systems in the Spanish Springs area due to elevated nitrate concentrations detected in public
drinking water wells. The subdivisions which are not sewered include: Bridle Path, Sky Ranch,
Surprise Valley Ranchos Phase I, Desert Springs and Pyramid Ranch Estates. Various design
alternatives associated with the construction of a new facility in Spanish Springs Valley that
would provide service to the residents in Spanish Springs were evaluated by Washoe County.
The two primary alternatives were the construction of a new plant in Spanish Springs Valley and
continued servicing via TMWRF. The Spanish Springs Valley Wastewater Reclamation Facility
Plan, drafted in November 2004, indicates that the alternatives are essentially of equal cost.
However, the connection fee for a new Spanish Springs plant would exceed the current rate
being offered by the City of Sparks for a connection to TMWRF. Thus, the recommended
alternative was to continue service to TMWRF and negotiate an acceptable service agreement
with the City of Sparks.
The facility plan was adopted by the Board of County Commissioners for phased sewering of
the existing lots with septic systems in the area. The plan requires 75% grant funding for the
sewering to proceed. Phased sewering commenced in early 2005; Phase IA of the program is
complete and serves approximately 230 homes. Washoe County recently received grant
funding from the Corps of Engineers for the construction of Phase 1B.
The wastewater collection systems have been and will continue to be extended into new areas
of growth.
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4.4.5

Lemmon Valley and Golden Valley

Both the East and West Lemmon Valley hydrographic basins and Golden Valley, a sub-basin
within East Lemmon Valley, are deficient in sustained perennial yields for water supply. All of
Golden Valley’s domestic wastewater treatment and disposal needs are provided by individual
septic systems.
Groundwater samples from some areas of Golden Valley exceed state and federal drinking
water standards for nitrate. Additionally, Widmer and McKay (1992) predicted that nitrate
concentrations would increase over time. Washoe County and the Bureau of Reclamation
(BOR) implemented a federally funded artificial groundwater recharge pilot project by injecting
fresh water into the Golden Valley aquifer from 1989 to 1998. Results of the study indicated
that injection improved water quality with respect to nitrate.
Based on the groundwater recharge pilot project, a recharge program has been approved,
funded by establishing a Golden Valley recharge service area, and implemented. Presently, the
program injects approximately 60 acre-feet of fresh water per year into the Golden Valley
aquifer, and WCDWR is investigating further options of expanding the injection system. The
volume of recharge required is estimated to be as much as 300 af/yr.

4.5

Septic Systems

The cumulative effect of septic systems on surface waters is not easily calculable or
measurable. It may take years to begin detecting increased pollutant loads in surface water
resources. Because groundwater quality is protected to drinking water standards, which are
commonlyoften much less restrictive than riveraquiticaquatic life criteria standardsthat apply to
creeks and rivers, protection of groundwater quality to the level of the drinking water standards
may not provide adequate protection to nearby surface waters. This situation may potentially
exist in the Verdi, Spanish Springs, Mogul, Ambrose Park, and Island 18 areas (Figure 3-3).
In areas where there is little recharge, effluent from septic system leach fields can recycle
through the groundwater system, increasing pollutants to unacceptable levels. This trend was
found in sampling of municipal wells in portions of Spanish Springs, Lemmon Valley, Golden
Valley and New Washoe City.
RWPC Policy 2.2.a, in conjunction with Washoe County District Health Department regulations
and Washoe County development policies, responds to issues of groundwater contamination
resulting from septic systems. The policy is as follows:
Policy 2.2.a: Septic Tank Density and Groundwater Pollution
Development density and groundwater quality/accountability issues should
determine whether individual sewage disposal systems can be utilized. When
adverse surface or groundwater impacts occur as a result of a concentration of
septic systems, alternative sewage disposal, groundwater treatment, or other
techniques shall be implemented. The selection of techniques to achieve this
performance standard shall be based on cost, longevity of the solution, and
existence of a credible entity to be responsible for the continuing performance of
the selected system. Future individual septic systems shall not be allowed in
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densities that would degrade groundwater or surface water quality such that it no
longer meets beneficial use standards.
In some areas of Washoe County, the number of septic systems allowed has been limited
based on an analysis of the potential impacts to water quality. One such area is Verdi, where
the Washoe County Comprehensive Plan allows a maximum of 1,300 septic systems (Washoe
County, 2002).
The WCDWR has identified areas of water quality degradation as a result of septic system
effluent, occurring predominantly in areas with high-density. In addition to high densities,
contributing factors to water quality degradation include shallow depths to ground water,
permeable soil conditions, and proximity to sensitive receptors, such as water supply wells,
creeks, rivers, and lakes. These conditions are present in Spanish Springs Valley, Golden
Valley, Washoe Valley and Lemmon Valley. In Spanish Springs Valley, fifteen years of groundwater quality monitoring have shown increasing levels of nitrate contamination in municipal
wells. Almost 2,000 septic systems are located within a four square-mile area, with almost half
of these systems within 2,000 feet of one or more municipal water supply wells. Two of six
municipal wells in the highly developed portion of Spanish Springs Valley have nitrate
concentrations at or approaching the MCL of 10 ppm.
Using lessons learned in these areas, and especially in Spanish Springs Valley, the WCDWR
expanded the scope of the septic system effluent investigation throughout the densely
populated portions of Washoe County. The goals of the study were to investigate the potential
for nitrate contamination in the metropolitan and suburban areas of the Reno-Sparks
metropolitan area, and to provide recommendations for prioritizing additional study of areas
potentially contaminated by septic systems. Determining where groundwater quality is at risk
from septic systems is essential information for regional water management and planning
activities.
Sixteen Project Areas were identified for investigation and are depicted in Figure 1. Data from
these specific areas were analyzed to determine the potential for areas with high-density septic
systems to contribute to water quality degradation. The basis for potential water quality
degradation was based on density factors and proximity to sensitive receptors. During this
process, data gaps became apparent and were noted for future investigations. A prioritized list
of Project Areas that exhibit a high likelihood (relative to other Project Areas) of degrading water
quality was developed, along with recommendations for further study and analysis.
Results of this study and previous studies point to the importance of density of septic systems,
distance to sensitive receptors, and parcel size. Ranking the Project Areas based on these
factors revealed three distinct groupings:
•

• Previously studied areas with sufficient data and known impacts to sensitive

receptors.
•

• Areas with insufficient data and suspected impacts to sensitive receptors.

•

• Areas with insufficient data and not suspected to impact sensitive receptors.
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Based on the information collected and analyzed in this report, there are sufficient data in five
Project Areas to make recommendations for management actions. There is insufficient
information, however, to take action with respect to nine of the Project Areas. These Project
Areas ranked high on the priority list, but required additional information in order to make
management recommendations. Two Project Areas out of the sixteen studied were suspected
to be of low risk to receptors and are of low priority. Table 4-2 lists the categorized final
rankings based on data needs and relative risk. This final ranking should not be construed as a
ranking from most contaminated to least contaminated; insufficient information is available to
make such a determination.

Table 4-2 needs reformattingProject Areas by Ranking
Project Area
Final Rank
Spanish Springs
1 (1)
Cold Springs
2 (1)
Washoe
3 (1)
Heppner
4 (1)
Mt. Rose
5 (2)
Golden Valley
6 (1)
Ambrose
7 (2)
Hidden Valley
8 (2)
Huffaker
9 (2)
Verdi
10 (2)
Geiger
11 (2)
Island 18
12 (2)
Mogul
13 (2)
Silver Knolls
14 (3)
Pleasant Valley
15 (2)
New Washoe
16 (3)
1) Sufficient data and known impacts
2) Insufficient data with suspected impacts
3) Insufficient data with little suspected impact
Project Area Final Rank
Spanish Springs 1
Cold Springs 2
Washoe 3
Heppner 4
Mt. Rose 5 Sufficient data and known impacts
Golden Valley 6
Ambrose 7 Insufficient data with suspected impacts
Hidden Valley 8
Huffaker 9 Insufficient data with little suspected impact
Verdi 10
Geiger 11
Island 18 12
Mogul 13
Silver Knolls 14
Pleasant Valley 15
New Washoe 16
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Based on the information obtained from the data review and conclusions drawn from the body of
evidence, the following recommendations are made:
•

• Collect additional water quality and water level data from domestic well owners in all
Project Areas.

•

• Collect water quality samples from surface water bodies adjacent to and downstream
of high density septic systems.

•

• Perform additional analysis of currently available data, including basic mass balance
and vadose-zone modeling of areas requiring further investigation.

•

• Perform a GIS-based analysis of land-use, septic system age, and water quality trends
around water supply wells.

•

• Consider the potential for other sources of nitrate contamination.

The management options for mitigation of nitrate contamination due to high densities of septic
systems have been studied regionally (AGRA, 2000), in Spanish Springs (WCDWR, 2002), Cold
Springs (Kennedy/Jenks, 2002) and Golden Valley (WCDWR, 2004). The results of these
various analyses have coalesced around four possible mitigation strategies:
•

Conversion of septic systems to a municipal sewer system

•

Conversion of septic systems to nitrate reducing septic systems

•

Dilution of groundwater via artificial recharge with treated drinking water resources

•

Pumping of high nitrate groundwater for non-potable uses to remove nitrates from the
groundwater aquifer

The Washoe County District Health Department has undertaken several measures to reduce
future potential impacts from septic systems. For example, effective 2001, the minimum lot or
parcel size for new subdivisions and second or subsequent parcel maps proposing to use septic
disposal was established at 5 acres. Smaller lots may be considered if it can be shown that
adequate measures have been taken to ensure that the smaller lot area will not have a greater
impact to the groundwater quality than the 5 acre lot size.
Adequate measures might include the installation of nitrate reducing septic systems. These
systems received considerable interest from the public in Spanish Springs Valley as a potential
low cost alternative to conventional sewer service for dwellings currently using septic systems.
The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (2005) conducted a the La Pine National
Decentralized Wastewater Demonstration Project in cooperation with Deschutes County, the
EPA, and USGS. The multi-year project to studyied the performance of 11 individual nitrate
reducing systems installed at residences nearin the La Pine, Oregon area. After visiting with the
investigators at the project site, WCDWR staff concluded that the results would be applicable to
the issues and needs in this region.
The project’s main tasks included field-testing the individual systems, development of a three
dimensional groundwater/nitrate fate and transport model, development of a long-term
maintenance program and development of a low-interest loan program. The project also
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evaluated septic tank and sand filter performance in order to provide baseline information on the
impacts of conventional systems on the aquifer. The study found that, although several
systems can effectively reduce typical water quality parameters (5-day biochemical oxygen
demand, total suspended solids, and fecal coliform) but that nitrogen reduction can be more
difficult to achieve in the field. Several systems that showed high levels of nitrogen reduction in
test centers, they did not perform as well in the field. and nNitrogen reduction below 10 mg/L
appears to be difficult to achieve consistently without a secondary carbon source.
Conversion of septic systems to a municipal sewer system appears to be the most reliable,
albeit expensive, mitigation of nitrate contamination due to high densities of septic systems.
Artificial groundwater recharge using fresh water injected into the aquifer, such as in Golden
Valley, has also proven beneficial in improving water quality with respect to nitrate.

4.6

Watershed Management Programs to Protect the Availability and Quality of
Water Resources
4.6.1

Point Source Pollution

This system rests on the definition of point source: “any discernible, confined, and discrete
conveyance” of pollutants to a water body. The definition of discrete conveyance includes, but
is not limited to, “any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container,
rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, landfill leachate collection system, vessel
or other floating craft from which pollutants are or may be discharged.”
4.6.2

Non-point Source pollution

The term “non-point source pollution” has been used in many different ways in many different
contexts over the past twenty-five years. Some define it as “polluted runoff from rain or snow,”
others as pollution from “diffuse sources,” and still others, colorfully, as “poison runoff.”
When all is said and done, the most accurate, complete, and enduring definition of the term is
the very simplest. A “non-point source” is exactly what the words say: Any source of pollution
that is not a point source.
4.6.3

Reduction of Non-point Source

RWPC Policy 2.1.b, below, supports the concept of reducing non-point source loading to the
Truckee River and water quality trading:
Policy 2.1.b: Reduction of Non-point Source Pollution for TMWRF Pollution Credit
Options for centralized wastewater treatment with surface water discharge shall
include alternatives for reducing non-point source pollution, which may be more
environmentally sensitive, and shall be pursued as pollutant credits for TMWRF.
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4.6.4

Regulatory Considerations

Clean Water Act
In 1972, Congress passed the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly referred to as the
Clean Water Act (“CWA”). The CWA, whose mission was to “restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters,” laid out as its main goals as
zero discharge of pollutants into fishable and swimable waters by 1983 and zero discharge of
pollutants into navigable waters by 1985.
NPDES Permit Program
One of the first steps taken was the implementation of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (“NPDES”). This program controls water pollution by regulating point
sources that discharge pollutants into waters of the United States. Point sources are discrete
conveyances such as pipes or man-made ditches. Industrial, municipal, and other facilities
must obtain permits if their discharges go directly to surface waters.
NPDES is a progressive program that continually attempts to identify and control “new” point
sources of pollution. Over the years, the EPA has included more sources under its definition of
point source pollution. These sources are now regulated under the NPDES program.
For example, in the early years of the Act, municipal stormwater pollution, or “urban runoff,” was
an unregulated, non-point source, even though it is responsible for many of our nation’s most
severe water quality problems. Much of it is collected in and discharged through stormwater
pipes; however, that perspective is changing nationally. Stormwater management programs are
expected to control many forms of urban runoff by bringing them under the NPDES umbrella.
In the 1980s, studies conducted by the EPA and others indicated that stormwater runoff from
urbanized areas is a leading cause of impairment to the nation’s receiving water bodies. These
studies and numerous legal actions by environmental organizations culminated with the
publication of Federal regulations that required municipalities to control non-point source
pollution in urban runoff that flows through their storm drain systems. The regulatory process
began in 1987 when Congress amended the Clean Water Act. In 1990, under Phase I, the EPA
required NPDES permit coverage for stormwater discharges from medium and large municipal
separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) located in urban areas with populations of 100,000 or
more. On March 10, 2003, Phase II of the NPDES stormwater program became effective. In
addition to requiring permit coverage for certain regulated small MS4s, Phase II also lowered
the threshold for regulation of construction activities from 5 acres to 1 acre of land disturbance.
Water Quality Standards
The CWA also sets specific water quality standards based on the intended use of the water, i.e.
“beneficial uses”. These include water quality for aquatic life, recreational, agricultural,
industrial, and municipal uses. Specific water quality standards are set by states, territories,
and authorized tribes. They associate the uses for each water body; for example, drinking
water supply, contact recreation (swimming), and aquatic life support (fishing), and the scientific
criteria to support those uses. States cannot set standards that allow higher concentrations of
pollutants than EPA standards; they can be more restrictive, but not less.
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Clean Water Act Section 303(d)
Under section 303(d) of the 1972 CWA, the states, territories, and authorized tribes are required
to develop lists of impaired waters. Impaired waters are those waters that do not meet water
quality standards that have been established. The law requires that these jurisdictions establish
priority rankings for waters on 303(d) lists and develop total maximum daily loads for these
waters. As stated before, the CWA requires states to establish water quality standards based on
beneficial uses established for a given water body.
Total Maximum Daily Load
A Total Maximum Daily Load (“TMDL”) is a calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant
that a water body can receive and still meet water quality standards. A TMDL is the total
allowable amount of a single pollutant from all contributing point and non-point sources. The
calculation must include a margin of safety to ensure that the water body can be used for the
purposes the State has designated. The calculation must also account for seasonal variation in
water quality. The point source portion of the TMDL is called the Wasteload Allocation (“WLA”).
The non-point source portion of the TMDL is called the Load Allocation. The Load Allocation
also includes background sources of the pollutant.
Water Quality Issues Specific to the Truckee River
The Truckee River is the sole outlet of Lake Tahoe, is 140 miles long in northern California
and Nevada, and drains 3,120 square miles of land. Moving through two states, one sovereign
nation, multiple counties, towns, and a large city, there are many entities which must cooperate
to truly provide watershed protection. It is also filled by many creeks and urban stormwater
outlets as it moves through Truckee, Reno, Sparks, and out into the desert, finally emptying into
Pyramid Lake.
Historically, entities have been permitted for discharge to or work on the Truckee River, without
interaction or consequence to other agencies. More recently, coordination efforts focused on
protection of the whole watershed have been implemented, with agreements, collaborative
projects and funding sources, and overall visions for how improvement of water quality may be
inextricably linked to protection of soil resources and conservation, smaller creeks and streams
that may carry heavy loads of pollutants, and urban stormwater which may provide thermal
pollution to the Truckee River.
4.6.5

Current Watershed Management Efforts

Watershed Management is an integrated approach to protecting water resources. The
watershed approach coordinates environmental management within geographic boundaries to
focus efforts of stakeholders, public and private, to address the highest priority problems, in the
maintenance and improvement of the quality of water resources. The objective of watershed
protection is to develop management strategies to allow for demands and protect beneficial
uses throughout the watershed. Water Resource specialists within the Truckee River
watershed must manage these most regulated resources and find creative solutions to issues
which continue downstream and upstream across political jurisdictions. By using the watershed
approach to bring together stakeholders most affected by management decisions, sharing data
and other technical resources, the larger community may use an iterative process to assess,
set environmental objectives, identify priority problems, develop management options and
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action plans, and implement these plans, gaining consensus and evaluating effectiveness
throughout the process.
River Permitting
Working in or around the Truckee River on restoration, flood control, and construction projects
requires many permits, protective measures and monitoring to meet Federal, State and local
guidelines and regulations. The Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission funded the
Updated Truckee River Restoration and Construction Site Permitting Handbook (2009), which
includes a Permitting Process Flowchart to assist users in completing all required permits for
river protection. As precursory steps, The Regional Water Management Fund contributed funds
to developing River Permitting Technical Memos and preliminary maps (year?), which were
used to prepare the Updated Truckee River Restoration and Construction Site Permitting
Handbook (2009, available for download at www.tmstormwater.com or
www.washoecounty.us/water/index.htm). In May 2009, a Working in the River and Permitting
Workshop was offered in Reno, to guide users through the handbook and permitting process.
Watershed Mapserver
The Truckee Meadows Stormwater Permit Coordinating Committee___ (“TMSWPCC”) has
been providing watershed assessments to the tributaries of the Truckee River since 2005 (see
Section xxx), in order to record changes to the tributaries in the Truckee Meadows, and
compare with baseline conditions captured in 2002 (Widmer and Jesch). These tributary
assessments provide valuable information on our creeks and streams, and the 2008
assessment is accessible through the City of Reno Watershed Map Server. This GIS tool is
linked to the River Permitting Section as a free enhancement for users. This map server
illustrates the Truckee River from the California-Nevada border to Pyramid Lake and lists the
agencies that have regulatory authority of various reaches. This map server is also available as
a link on www.tmstormwater.com.
Truckee River Info Gateway (“TRIG”)
The City of Reno and City of Sparks recognized a great need for a watershed clearinghouse for
all stakeholders to share technical data, maps, and other valuable resources collected on the
Truckee River and tributaries. The Truckee River Info Gateway (www.truckeeriverinfo.org) was
developed in 2004 by Ecological Resource Associates (ERA) for Reno and Sparks, and has
become the premier data gathering/sharing tool for technical users in the Truckee watershed.
This resource was intended to save local resources by providing a platform and online database
to share valuable information through, and build better understanding of the complexity of the
watershed. In 2009, the TRIG server was moved from its original home at UC Davis to the
Nevada Department of Information Technology, to provide local hosting. During 2010, it is
hoped that the NNWPC will begin sharing in routine maintenance and expansion costs for TRIG
through an Interlocal Agreement with the City of Reno.
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4.6.6

Water Quality Standards

Water quality standards for Nevada are contained in the Nevada Administrative Code (NAC),
Chapter 445A.118-445A.225.
Current 303d Listings for the Truckee River and its Tributaries
Nevada's 2006 303(d) Impaired Waters List: Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act requires that
each state develop a list of waterbodies that need additional work beyond existing controls to
achieve or maintain water quality standards, and submit an updated list to the Environmental
Protection Agency (“EPA”) every two years. Nevada's 2006 303(d) Impaired Waters List
provides a comprehensive inventory of water bodies impaired by all sources. This inventory is
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the basis for targeting water bodies for watershed-based solutions, and the TMDL process
provides an organized framework to develop these solutions. The list can be obtained online at
http://ndep.nv.gov/bwqp/file/303d_list09-att1.pdf
(consider including the lists in an appendix?)
4.6.7

Total Maximum Daily Loads

The additional work that may be necessary beyond existing controls for listed waterbodies,
includes the establishment of Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs).
http://ndep.nv.gov/PHOTO/hobart08.htmThe TMDL process provides an analytical framework to
identify the relative contributions of each pollutant. The TMDL identifies the sources and causes
of pollution, e.g., point sources, non-point sources, or a combination of both, and establishes
allocations for each specificsource of pollutantion as needed to attain water quality standards.
TMDLs are measured at Lockwood under the assumption that if the TMDLs are being met at
Lockwood, located down stream from the Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility, they
are being met on the rest of the “impaired” river stretch. TMDLs are established for pollutants
that exceed water quality standards 10 percent or more of the time for the five year listing period
for 303(d) listed impaired waters. The three constituents for which TMDLs have been
established on the Truckee River, total nitrogen, total phosphorus, and total dissolved solids
(TDS, or salts dissolved in the water), are by no means the only pollutants in the water at
Lockwood. They are, however, the pollutants identified as causing impairment.

Source

Table 4-3 Summary of Truckee River Total Maximum Daily Loads,
Waste Load Allocations and Load Allocations
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
TDS

Non-Point
Sources/Background

450 lbs/day

75.25 lbs/day

None assigned

TMWRF

500 lbs/day (annual average)

134 lbs/day

(WLA)

500 lbs/day (30 day average, May–
Oct.)

120,168
lbs/day

Vista Canyon Group

16.7 lbs/day

4.75 lbs/day

9,730 lbs/day

33.3 lbs/day

WLA Trade
Agreement

19,390 lbs/day

1,000 lbs/day

214 lbs/day

900,528
lbs/day

(LA)

(WLA)
Sparks Marina Lake
(WLA)
TMDL
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Wasteload allocations (WLA) are determined for each identified pollutant at each point source of
pollution. For example, there are allocations for TMWRF, Vista Canyon, and the Sparks Marina
Park, which all discharge to the Truckee River. These entities must comply with their NPDES
permit requirements, which contain discharge limitations designed to meet the WLAs. Load
Allocations (“LA”) are determined for background and non-point sources.
To be developed:
TMDL Development History
During the 1980s, NDEP observed low dissolved oxygen (“DO”) levels in the lower Truckee
River and determined that the primary cause was an overabundance of algae growing along the
river bottom. While healthy rivers have some amount of benthic algae, too much lowers DO
levels and crowds out other beneficial species. The algae problem was largely attributed to
excess nutrients in the water, i.e. nitrogen and phosphorus. The sources of these nutrients
were non-point source runoff in the Truckee River watershed, treated wastewater effluent
discharged from TMWRF and other minor and poorly defined point sources. Since that time
TMWRF has been improved and has successfully reduced the levels of nitrogen and
phosphorus in its effluent.
By the early 1990s Truckee River water quality remained impaired for nutrients and other
pollutants and as a result, in 1992 the Truckee River was listed on the 303(d) list for Total
Nitrogen (“TN”), Total Phosphorus (“TP”), Total Dissolved Solids (“TDS”), DO, and
Temperature.
With the exception of TDS, the River was generally listed as impaired from the reach
immediately downstream of Lockwood and continuing downstream to Pyramid Lake. TDS was
only shown to impair the river between the East McCarran Bridge and Lockwood, downstream.
In 1994, the State completed three separate TMDLs for TP, TN, and TDS respectively (see
Table 4.2 above). The TN TMDL was set to minimize DO violations for the 1988 low flow year.
Both the TP and TDS TMDL were set based on average annual flow conditions. TP and TN
were addressed in TMDLs due to the relation between nutrient loads, algal breakouts, and the
resulting depletion of DO. Once a constituent is addressed in a TMDL, it can be taken off the
303(d) list; therefore, TN, TP and TDS were removed in 1994.
Impact upon TMWRF Permit
to be developed
TMDL Review and Revision
An effort is underway among the City of Reno, the City of Sparks, Washoe County and the
Truckee Meadows Water Authority, in collaboration with NDEP and EPA, to conduct a Third
Party review of the 1994 nutrient TMDL and applicable Water Quality Standards (“WQS”). This
effort is appropriate for the following reasons:
•

•

Scientists and engineers now have a better understanding of river processes and there
have been significant advancements in available software and the predictive capabilities
of watershed and water quality models.
Significantly more data exists than were available during the development of the 1994
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TMDL. Since 1990, there has been an increase in data collection on the Truckee River
through the Coordinated Monitoring Program and other efforts.
• The combination of extensive data and improved computer tools has greatly increased
the general understanding of the Truckee River and related watershed processes and
has increased the ability to better simulate the river and watershed with computer
models.
• The water quality standard for TP was established using a national guideline, rather than
a site-specific approach. With advancement in the understanding of Truckee River
functions and processes, a site-specific standard can be developed that is protective of
the river and its beneficial uses without being overly restrictive.
• The hydrologic conditions used in the 1994 TMDL were based on 1988 river operations
that deviated significantly from typical operations. 1988 Conditions will not be
applicable after the implementation of the Truckee River Operating Agreement
(“TROA”).
• Low flow projections for a revised TMDL should reflect current and probable future low
flow conditions and regulatory requirements as defined by TROA implementation.
• Determination of the requirements for discharges to the Truckee River will allow longrange wastewater infrastructure planning to be conducted properly.
•

The 1994 TMDL was not flexible enough to consider restoration and potential future
benefits which could result due to changes in the physical conditions of the Truckee
River system.
4.6.8

Truckee River Modeling for Water Quality

TRHSPF: The Truckee River Hydrological Simulation Program FORTRAN (TRHSPF) is
an in-stream water quality model used to predict occurrences of low dissolved oxygen resulting
from benthic algae, low flow, and other pollutants. It incorporates peer-reviewed empirical and
theoretical equations related to the growth, death, nutrient preferences and removal of benthic
algae. TRHSPF inputs include projected point source flows and diversions as generated by a
water operations model, and tributary flows and nonpoint source loads from a watershed model.
WARMF
TROM: The Truckee River Operations Model (TROM) is a water operations model that
projects regulatory flows (reservoir releases, diversions) with and without different flow
management strategies (e.g., TROA) in place. The model accounts for future municipal and
industrial (M&I) demands, and conversion of water rights from agricultural to M&I. TROM was
used to support the TROA EIS/EIR analysis released in 2008. TROM output, available for a
100-year period, is used for input to the watershed and water quality models to define conditions
with and without flow management in place.
WARMF: Watershed Analysis Risk Management Framework (WARMF), a watershed model
adapted to the Truckee River basin, forecasts nonpoint source loads under current and future
land use as well as projects potential nonpoint load reductions. WARMF inputs include
meteorology, land use, as well as managed flows provided by TROM (e.g., reservoir releases,
municipal and agricultural diversions). WARMF calculates the distinction between stormwater
and non-stormwater nonpoint sources and also simulates potential improvements and
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reductions of nonpoint source loads from BMPs, conversion of agricultural lands, and removal of
septic systems.
Tributary flows and nonpoint source loads predicted by WARMF are linked to the in-stream
water quality model, TRHSPF. TRHSPF calculates in-stream temperature and constituent
concentrations (e.g., nutrients, dissolved oxygen), and has the capability to assess potential
nutrient assimilative capacity benefits due to deeper water and cooler temperatures realized
through stream restoration. The three linked models, run together under various flow
management scenarios, provide an understanding of how the Truckee River system assimilates
nutrients and complies with water quality standards.
TMDL revision
Non-point sources of Nitrogen
to be developed
Non-point sources Phosphorus Water quality trading of total phosphorus, total Non-point
sources TDS to be developed
4.6.8

Truckee River Coordinated Monitoring Program

Background: The Truckee River watershed is currently monitored and sampled by many
different groups for water quality. Under the Clean Water Act, the co-permittees under the
Truckee Meadows Municipal Stormwater Permit (Section xx) monitor the North Truckee Drain,
Whites Creek, and Steamboat Creek, above and below heavily developed areas quarterly per
the MS4 permit requirements and Sample Analysis Plan.
The TMWRF monitors the Truckee River at various points upstream and downstream of the
urbanized area, as well as Steamboat Creek above and below the discharge point, to track
potential water quality impacts on the river, per discharge permit requirements. The quality of
our water supply is monitored by TMWA and Washoe County under the Safe Drinking Water
Act. The Truckee River Flood Project monitors flows for flood prediction and future projects.
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (“NDEP”) monitors streams for setting standards
and identifying Impaired Water Bodies to update the NV 303(d) list of Impaired Waters.
Current: Raising concerns over the health of the Truckee River, the Legislative Committee to
Oversee the Western Regional Water Commission requested a bill draft for a Truckee River
monitoring resolution during August 2008. With the Legislative direction (BDR R-237), NDEP
gathered a working group to create a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) to encourage
entities that are engaged in water quality monitoring of the Truckee River to coordinate
activities. With 14 signatories, the MOU sought to bring parties together, provide a platform for
collaboration and quality control, provide a data clearinghouse for technical resources and
dissemination of public information on the health of the Truckee River.
The Truckee Meadows Watershed Committee (“TMWC”) applied for Nevada Clean Water Act
funding under 319(h), and was awarded grant funds to contract a consultant for facilitation of the
coordinated monitoring efforts. The City of Reno, as Coordinator for the TMWC, entered into a
contract with NDEP for facilitation support. The City released a Request for Qualifications
(“RFQ”) for facilitation in Fall 2009, and 14 firms responded. The TMWC screened firms, and
presented the top 5 to the MOU committee, who performed interviews and awarded
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Kennedy/Jenks Consultants the contract for facilitating the process with MOU stakeholders.
The kickoff meeting was held in May 2010, with the goals of determining a roadmap to create a
Coordinated Monitoring Plan, and scheduling a series of technical meetings to compile and
coordinate information. The group envisions a fully edited Coordinated Monitoring Plan in
February 2011 to report back to the Legislative Committee.
Coordination with the Tribe’s Water Quality and Quantity Goals
In January 2007, the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) granted the Pyramid Lake
Paiute Tribe (“PLPT”) “treatment as a state” status for adoption of water quality standards and
conducting 401 certifications within the boundaries of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Indian
Reservation. In September 2008, the PLPT adopted a Water Quality Control Plan (“WQCP”),
which addresses issues such as beneficial uses, antidegradation, water quality criteria, scientific
justification, and implementation plans. The EPA approved the WQCP on December 19, 2008.
The WQCP includes narrative and numeric WQS for Pyramid Lake, the lower Truckee River
and all surface waters within the Reservation.
The WQCP includes numeric water quality criteria for both nitrogen and phosphorus. The total
nitrogen standards in the WQCP are identical to the State criteria applicable to the river from
McCarran Boulevard to Wadsworth. However, with regard to phosphorus, the WQCP criterion
is expressed as orthophosphate, in contrast to the State’s 1984 criterion for total phosphorus,
which is a more stringent standard. The WQCP criterion is designed to protect the most
sensitive beneficial uses of the downstream reaches of the river. According to the WQCP, the
orthophosphate criterion is “based on its secondary importance in regulating algal growth”
(PLPT, 2008). The WQCP notes the advantage of this criterion over total phosphorus is that “it
regulates the availability of phosphorus to the algae” and avoids triggering exceedances of the
WQS due solely to increased turbidity, which is separately regulated. The Nevada standard
was likely adapted from EPA 304(a) advisory criteria and is acknowledged to be a provisional
value awaiting better science.
As noted above, the PLPT recently developed criteria for orthophosphate applicable to
downstream reaches of the river within the PLPT’s jurisdiction. Given the inconsistency
between the two criteria, and the more current nature of the scientific studies underlying the
PLPT standards, the Third Parties are pursuing possible revisions to the existing state
criteria.Yet to be developed
Seasonal Modifications of Total Maximum Daily Loads for the Truckee River
Yet to be developed
Flow Augmentation Benefits on River Water Quality
Yet to be developed
Viability of Water Quality Trading
Yet to be developed
Water Chemistry
to be developed
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Pollution and Problem Areas
to be developed
4.7

Current Watershed Management Efforts

Current watershed management efforts include the following and will be discussed in greater
detail within this section:
Lower Truckee River Restoration
Restoration MOU
BOR
Flood Project
Truckee Meadows Watershed Management Program
Initial Plan Development
Tributary Assessments
Watershed Coordinator
Watershed Management Manual
LID manual
2004 Interlocal agreement
4.74.7.1

River and Stream Restoration

The community is actively engaged in restoration efforts on the middle and lower Truckee River.
Land uses including timber harvesting and ski resorts in the middle reach, and flood control,
irrigation, channelization, and urbanization with resulting hydromodification downstream has
greatly altered instream and adjacent riparian habitats. In some locations, such alterations to
waterways have eliminated floodplains and meanders, causing steeper instream gradients,
bank erosion, channel downcutting, lower stream bed elevations and lower groundwater tables.
Lowered water tables quickly disconnect the floodplain and vegetation requiring water from the
water surface, and loss of streamside vegetation results. Here in the Truckee River watershed,
this has resulted in warmer water temperatures instream and subsequent reduced amounts of
dissolved oxygen available for native fish communities. The reduced or absent riparian and
instream complexity has caused a decline in habitat available to fish as cover, for spawning, and
migration. The results of all this has lead to the non-functional river and stream reaches
observable in the region today, necessitating watershed restoration efforts.
Middle Truckee River Restoration
The middle Truckee River, from Fanny Bridge at Tahoe City, to the Verdi area in Nevada, has
many beneficial uses and demands. The Truckee River Watershed Council is a nonprofit
organization committed to “collaborative solutions to protect, enhance, and restore the Truckee
River watershed”, facilitating partnerships to benefit the watershed. Projects prioritized highest
are located throughout the middle Truckee River, and on tributaries feeding it, including
restoration projects as well as behavior-changing education on best management practices.
These projects have been assembled with a wide inclusion of stakeholders, and include
meadow and riparian restoration to re-establish properly functioning conditions and reduce
erosion, urban stream management using best management practices to reduce stormwater
pollution, bank stabilization of incised creeks, floodplain restoration, habitat restoration,
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agricultural lands restoration, acquisitions of key properties in the river canyon, with assessment
and restoration following, road improvements to decrease sediment reaching streams and river,
mapping of forest road and trail networks, upgrade and replacement of culvert and bridge
systems, fuels reductions, and low impact development projects to recharge local aquifers, treat
runoff, and prevent hydromodification from urbanization wherever possible.
Lower Truckee River Restoration
The lower Truckee River, running from the Truckee Meadows metropolitan area to Pyramid
Lake, is a vital resource that serves multiple public and private benefits. Due to significant
channelization efforts during the 20th century much of the river between Sparks and Wadsworth
has been highly degraded. The extent, size and condition of the riparian forest, and of bird,
amphibian and native fish species, are greatly reduced compared to their 19th century presettlement states. Restoration requires rebuilding the physical environment, especially to restore
channel geometry and the connection of the river to the floodplain, and active reintroduction of
native plants.
The Nature Conservancy began working in partnership with a team of public agencies toward a
sustainable Truckee River from its headwaters in the Sierra Nevada to its terminus at Pyramid
Lake. The Nature Conservancy (TNC) has been working actively to restore key reaches of the
lower river and floodplain since 2000 when it entered into contract to purchase McCarran Ranch
along five miles of the river. The Conservancy’s partner agencies each have their own distinct
goals for the river, but as a whole they are compatible and mutually reinforcing: improve water
quality, wildlife habitat and the fishery, flood protection, and opportunities for recreation.
The partner agencies include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (BOR)
City of Reno (Reno)
City of Sparks (Sparks)
U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW)
Washoe County
Water Planning Commission (WPC)
Truckee Meadows Flood Management Project (Flood Project)

The overall goal of the Truckee River Project is to conserve priority native Truckee River plants
and animals by protecting and restoring the lands and waters they need to survive. The project
has two separate but integrated parts. On the lower river in Nevada, downstream of the
Truckee Meadows to Wadsworth, TNC is implementing a large-scale floodplain acquisition and
restoration program. The riparian forest and wetlands, and the birds that depend on them, are
TNC’s focal interests in the lower river. Restoration will also improve the rivers ability to sustain
a higher flow for eventual flood protection efforts in the Truckee Meadows. River restoration is
considered a “non-structural improvement” in Reno and Sparks wastewater facility planning for
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water quality improvements. Reno and Sparks began participating in river restoration on the
lower Truckee River in 2003 when the McCarran Ranch pilot project was initiated.
2002 Memorandum of Understanding
The three local governments and the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding supporting the multiple goals to be achieved through river restoration
acknowledging a regional collaborative effort to restore the lower Truckee River below Vista.
The Memorandum of Understanding generally describes the benefits, goals and management
principles that the major stakeholders agree are necessary to develop a comprehensive
program to restore the lower Truckee River.
The lower river falls under the jurisdiction of multiple local, state, and federal agencies and units
of government, and involves multiple private landowners. To successfully take advantage of
this opportunity, public agencies and private landowners needed to cooperate and coordinate
their river restoration activities. This statement of public benefits, goals, and management
principles agreed upon by key lower-river stakeholders, represented a common understanding
and foundation from which more detailed work programs have been pursued with a high
likelihood of success.
These goals and benefits are:
Public Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Recreation, open space, fishing, non-motorized boating and activities that are
fundamental to the region’s quality of life
Water quality and the related wastewater treatment capacity of the region, which is
fundamental to economic growth
Attenuation of peak flood flows for public safety and to protect private and public
property and infrastructure
Habitat and wildlife benefits for fish, birds, mammals and plant communities that are part
and parcel of our region’s natural heritage

Public Goals:
•
•
•
•

Mitigation of flood flows
Cost-effective wastewater quality treatment
Public recreation opportunities that are high quality, easy to access and ample in
number
Preservation and restoration of aquatic and terrestrial habitat in the river corridor

Management Principles:
•
•

The goals of public recreation, water quality, flood attenuation, and habitat restoration
are, by and large, compatible.
Planning and implementation efforts for any single public goal (e.g. flood protection) in
the lower river corridor shall consider and be consistent with other public goals, private
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•

interests, regional economic growth and preservation of tax revenue and public fiscal
capacity.
Coordination of lower river activities is highly desirable to achieve economies of scale
and avoid potential conflicts.
4.7.2

On the Ground Restoration Efforts

The Nature Conservancy (“TNC”)’s demonstration project began in 2001 at McCarran Ranch
with revegetation. Then, in 2003, the Conservancy and partner agencies implemented a $1.2
million 1-mile pilot restoration project at McCarran Ranch that included channel and floodplain
restoration and revegetation.
From 2003 until November 2005 the Cities and TNC worked to implement the remainder of the
McCarran Ranch restoration under the auspices of an Army Corps of Engineers 1135
Ecosystem Restoration Project. Under that program the Cities would have funded roughly 35%
of the costs, and the federal government would have provided the remainder. In the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina, however, nearly all discretionary funds for the Army Corps of Engineers
were redirected to the Gulf recovery effort, and the near term McCarran Ranch project funding
was lost.
The Desert Terminal Lakes (DTL) program was created by Senator Reid for purposes of
restoring the health of Walker Lake and Pyramid Lake. The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (BOR)
issued a Request for Proposals in May 2005 for projects to improve the health and increase flow
to Pyramid Lake and the Truckee River. Together Reno, Sparks and The Nature Conservancy
were awarded $9.6 million to complete river restoration at McCarran Ranch and implement river
restoration at Mustang Ranch, Lockwood and below Derby Dam. To satisfy the requirement of
the DTL grant program to increase flows to Pyramid Lake, the Cities committed 250 acre-feet of
Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility (“TMWRF”)’s groundwater component of treated
effluent to Pyramid Lake. An additional $5.0 million of Nevada Question 1 funds, administered
by Washoe County, has also been used to implement the program.
The entire McCarran Ranch site is 305 acres and has 5 miles of restored river.
Habitat improvements include: 120 acres of native plantings, 18 riffles, 11 wetlands, and
improved channel sinuosity.
The Lockwood property, owned by Washoe County, is located about 10 miles downstream of
Reno. Completed in 2009, the restoration includes a new river meander, 8 riffles, 2 wetlands,
and 28 acres of revegetation. The Lockwood restoration project also includes recreational
elements such as a non-motorized, multi-use trailhead, onsite parking, restroom facilities, picnic
tables, and interpretive signs.
Improvements at the Mustang restoration site completed in February of 2010 include new
meanders in the river channel.
Below Derby Dam, the initial vision was an installation of a low flow channel to assist in fish
passage. However, after the Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”)was completed, it was
concluded that revegetation alone would be most beneficial. The revegetation and white top
control project was launched in 2009.
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Consequently, since 2003, the floodplain along 11 miles of the lower river between Sparks and
Wadsworth has been restored. As of this writing, there is still revegetation and establishment in
progress. When finished, the restored sites will help floodwaters spread naturally over the
landscape, improving fish habitat and boosting water quality.
4.7.3

The Flood Project and River Restoration

Need to coordinate with Chapter 5 and refer to (or expand on) explanation for ACOE flood
project credit for restoration.
In the mean time, negotiations for restoration of the 102 Ranch located about 20 miles
downstream of Reno, also progressed once the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) acquired
ownership. The Cities of Reno and Sparks funded the design at the 102 Ranch. Funding for the
construction came to fruition through the State of Nevada AB-5 allocated to the Truckee River
Flood Project and additional Desert Terminus Lakes Program funds from BOR. The restoration
at the 102 Ranch includes 2 new river meanders, 6 riffles, 5 wetlands, and 115 acres of
revegetation.
The Corps and Washoe County have proposed a flood control alternative that would increase
the rate of Truckee River floodwaters downstream of the Truckee Meadows. There is also an
expected increase in erosional damage from these events. In order to mitigate these
floodwaters, the Corps is interested in river restoration efforts on the lower Truckee River.
Restoration efforts would include:
•
•
•
•

Increasing the river sinuosity to help reduce floodwater velocity
Reconnecting the flood plain to the river to reduce flood flow depths, velocity and scour
Re-vegetating the banks and flood plains to reduce erosion of the banks and soils
Increase the flood storage of reaches to attenuate flood peaks

Collaboration and cost sharing by and between agencies and land owners will, in many
instances, help achieve the greatest benefits in the most cost-effective manner. As a result of
these efforts, the WPC has adopted the following policy:
Policy 3.1.d: Truckee River Restoration (To be reviewed)
In review of proposed projects and proposed land use changes within the areas
identified for restoration in Exhibit A, the local governments shall make findings
supporting the implementation of potential restoration projects as identified in the
Lower Truckee River Restoration Plan or the Truckee River Flood Management
project being developed in conjunction with the Corps of Engineers.
Steamboat Creek Restoration
Several studies based on water quality monitoring data have shown that Steamboat Creek is a
major source of non-point source pollution to the Truckee River. The pollution contribution
results from bank erosion, exotic weed populations, geothermal mineral deposits, irrigation
return waters, urban stormwater, and the cumulative impacts of human activities throughout the
watershed. Steamboat Creek flows from Washoe Lake flowing through Pleasant Valley,
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Steamboat Valley, and along the eastern edge of the south and central Truckee Meadows
before discharging to the Truckee River. Steamboat Creek receives flows from many streams
flowing down the north Carson Range, including Browns, Galena, Jones, Whites, Thomas, Dry
and South Evans Creeks, most of which have undergone significant urbanization in the last
twenty years, changing their functionalities and increasing non-point source pollution.
Steamboat Creek restoration projects were evaluated and the subwatershed assessed for
feasibility and prioritization. Unfortunately, mercury was found in project reaches and has been
identified as a significant obstacle in the way of restoring this watershed. Mercury is a
dangerous neurotoxin, and once converted from elemental mercury to methylated mercury,
effectively makes its way up the food chain. Studies have shown geothermal areas in the
Truckee Meadows to be high in mercury, and fish in Washoe Lake have been recognized as
containing high levels of methyl mercury. Projects implementing the Steamboat Creek
Restoration Master Plan, including excavation and re-vegetation of new floodplains, would
liberate mercury that is currently buried in sediment. These projects have been postponed
indefinitely since findings were made.
The Regional Transportation Commission (“RTC”) is planning a new southeast connector route
in the Truckee Meadows, which would run north-south through the Steamboat Creek area.
While the planning is still underway for this connector route, there would be significant changes
to the location of this drainage, as well as its configuration.
4.7.4

Watershed Management and Protection in the Truckee Meadows

Watershed health is greatly dependent upon the integrity of riparian conditions and how well
streams function without eroding. In annual assessments, named streams have been rated for
how well they behave as naturally functioning drainageways, and how vulnerable they are to
degradation caused by improper adjacent land use. Year by year comparisons are made in
annual assessments with recommendations for maintenance and restoration of each stream.
The Truckee Meadows Watershed Protection Manual was developed by Kennedy/Jenks
Consultants in 2005. This manual, funded by a combination of the Water Planning Commission
and NDEP, was produced to establish the protocol. The Monitoring Program, Section 4
includes procedures for performing tributary assessments.
4.7.5

Watershed Assessments for Tributaries to the Truckee River (historical)

In 2002, the Washoe County Department of Water Resources, the University of Nevada
Cooperative Extension, and the Washoe-Storey Conservation District partnered to develop a
Watershed Management and Protection Plan. The RWPC published "Watershed Assessment
for Tributaries to the Truckee River" (Widmer and Jesch, 2002), to provide the community a
report card on the baseline condition of tributaries. It was suggested that comparing it to current
conditions of each tributary annually would provide decision makers with the most relevant and
up to date opportunities for restoration, locate weed populations, provide opportunities for
watershed protection, determine whether BMPs are mitigating stormwater pollution; help identify
locations for trails or other open space ameneties, and greatly assist planners and regulators.
This report contained substantial mapping of geographic information and stream surveys noting
the condition of the various stream reaches that were used to trace the sources of watershed
problems.
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4.7.6

Stream Surveys (current)

The Watershed Protection Manual (Kennedy/Jenks, 2005) provided a reference and
compendium of watershed protection activities and programs developed in 2004 and 2005 for
the jurisdictions of City of Reno, City of Sparks, and Washoe County. Twenty-five tributaries
draining to the Truckee River were assessed initially (Widmer and Jesch, 2002), most of which
are assessed annually (beginning in 2005). Upper, middle and lower creek reaches were
established (2002) and assessed on a rotating basis, funded by the Truckee Meadows
Watershed Committee (TMWC):
•

North Carson Range - Peavine Creeks: Hunter, Alum, Peavine, Mogul, Chalk, North
Evans, Dog, Sunrise, Bull Ranch, and Towers/Roberts

•

Washoe Valley Creeks: Jumbo, Davis, Ophir, Winter, Lewers, Franktown, McKewen
and Muskgrove

•

North Truckee Drain

•

South Truckee Meadows Creeks: Galena, Whites, Thomas, Jones, Bailey and
Browns

Watershed health is greatly dependent upon the integrity of riparian conditions and how well
streams function without eroding. In annual assessments, named streams have been rated for
how well they behave as naturally functioning drainageways, and how vulnerable they are to
degradation caused by improper adjacent land use. Year by year comparisons are made in
annual assessments with recommendations for maintenance and restoration of each stream.
The “Watershed Assessment for Tributaries to the Truckee River” (2005-2009) provides annual
survey results for streams, including apparent hydrologic functioning patterns for each stream
(upward or downward), and prioritization for restoration. The Manual identified methods
available for evaluating stream health (BLM, 1988) and reaches of each tributary for
assessment, to be assessed on a rotating basis. Information from the assessments has been
used in the development of the City of Reno Truckee River Mapserver and the City of Reno
Truckee River Watershed MapTool. In an effort to involve more local experts in Assessments,
invitations are offered for volunteers to assist in the team assessments of waterways. Team
assessments are performed during summer months, and scheduled generally on Fridays to
facilitate attendance of agency representatives.
In the 2009 Watershed Assessment (Jesch and Jesch), the program was expanded to include
water quality, Geographic Information System (GIS) access, and a listing of impaired waters.
Basic water chemistry measurements were made during one week in October, which included
temperature, pH, electrical conductivity and dissolved oxygen in the streams. Photo points and
assessment team observations were provided in a GIS database. This GIS data should facilitate
users in having a better understanding of specific locations, building familiarity of our streams
and watershed. The Nevada 303(d) list of impaired waters included six tributaries within our
watershed, which were listed, with their constituents, in the Assessment.
Streams were assessed in groupings of geographic area, and ranked from low to high for
restoration priorities. The North Truckee Drain had no high priority needs in 2009. The Northern
Carson, Verdi and Peavine Creeks had some high priority needs, including Alum Creek middle
and lower reaches, Hunter Creek middle reach, and North Evans Creek middle reach. The
Southwest Truckee Meadows watersheds had high priority needs also, including Jones Creek
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middle reach, South Evans mid-upper, mid-mid, and mid-lower reaches, and Whites north fork
mid-lower reach, and Whites south fork, middle reach. Washoe Valley streams had no high
priority restoration needs, as all streams appear to be functioning properly. See Table 4-4 and
4-5 for these listings and action items established to restore stream and watershed health.
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Alum Middle

Not Apparent

High

Alum Lower

Not Apparent

High

Mogul Upper

Upward

Low

Mogul Middle

Upward

Low

Mogul Lower

Not Apparent

Low

Chalk Upper

Not Apparent

Med

Chalk Middle

Upward

Low

Chalk Lower

Not Apparent

Med

Hunter Middle
Peavine
Upper
Peavine
Middle
N Evans
Upper
N Evans
Middle
N Evans
Lower

Upward

High

Dog Lower
Roberts
Lower
Sunrise

Control Head-Cut Erosion

Monitor Channel Stability

Monitor Water Chemistry

Limit Herbicide Applications

Public Education

Enforce Construction Site BMPs

Control Invasive Weeds

Control Encroachment

Restore Riparian Vegetation

Restore Channel Floodplain

Reduce Lawn Care Chemicals

Trend

Stormwater Runoff Treatment

Creek

Reshape Channel Banks

Restoration Priority

Table 4-4 Northern Carson, Verdi, and Peavine Creeks

Upward
Downward

Med

Not Apparent

Med

Upward

High

Upward

Low

Upward

Low

Not Apparent

Low

Upward

Low

Source: Watershed Assessment for Tributaries to the Truckee River (Jesch and Jesch, 2009)
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Browns Middle

Upward

Low

Dry Middle

Upward
Not
Apparent

Med

Downward
Not
Apparent

High

Varies
Not
Apparent
Not
Apparent
Not
Apparent
Not
Apparent

High

Downward
Not
Apparent

High

Galena Middle
Jones Middle
S. Evans Mid/Upper
S. Evans Mid/Mid
S. Evans Mid/Lower
S. Evans Lower
Thomas Middle
Whites North
Mid/Upper
Whites North
Mid/Lower
Whites South Middle

Monitor Water Chemistry

Reduce Livestock Impacts

Monitor Channel Stability

Control Impacts From Vehicles

Public Education

Enforce Construction Site BMPs

Control Invasive Weeds

Control Encroachment

Restore Riparian Vegetation

Restore Channel Floodplain

Reduce Lawn Care Chemicals

Trend

Stormwater Runoff Treatment

Creek

Reshape Channel Banks

Restoration Priority

Table 4-5 Southwest Truckee Meadows Creeks

Low

High

High
Low
Low
Low

High

Source: Watershed Assessment for Tributaries to the Truckee River (Jesch and Jesch, 2009)
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NTD C Middle

Not Apparent

Med.

NTD D Lower

Downward

Low

Monitor Channel Stability

Monitor Water Chemistry

Treatment Basins

Public Education

Control Invasive Weeds

Control Encroachment

Restore Riparian Vegetation

Restore Channel Floodplain

Enforce Construction Site BMPs

Upward

Reduce Lawn Care Chemicals

NTD B Middle

Stormwater Runoff Treatment

Trend
Upward

Erosion Control Channel Banks

Reach
NTD A Upper

Restore Low Flow Channel

Restoration Priority

Table 4-6 North Truckee Drain

As evaluated between 2005 and 2009, construction and development projects remain the
largest single land use (affecting) Truckee Meadows stream health, when BMPs are not
followed to protect riparian buffer zones around streams. Encroachment, like that seen at Jones
Creek (middle reach, high priority) and Hunter Creek (middle, high priority), causes dramatic
changes in the stream zone in the affected area and downstream. The NEMO program (see
Outreach section) led a Riparian Buffers workshop in March 2010, the first of its kind in the
Truckee Meadows.
With the local agencies passing Ordinances to protect the watershed over the last few years
(City of Reno, Structural Controls Ordinance 2009; Washoe County, xxx, 2010), the waterways
should be protected through local code enforcement activities. Streams of the Truckee River
system facing downward trends in functionality such as Hunter and Jones Creeks may be
restored by collaborative efforts. With an upturn in the economy, it is hoped that development
projects requiring mitigation of streams may be directed towards high priority streams such as
these.
In 2010, the TMWC agreed to concentrate funds on evaluating tributaries impacted by
development and reduce efforts on those tributaries emptying into Washoe Lake, which do not
appear to be under development pressures.
4.7.7

Tributary Water Quality

(add data/reference from TRIG)
Yet to be developed
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4.84.8 Special Projects
4.8.1

Chalk Creek Outreach

Chalk Creek in Northwest Reno was found to be heavily laden with phosphorus, nitrogen, and
total dissolved solids (see section xx on water quality). Residents and owners of large turf areas
were targeted through public outreach and encouraged to adopt more responsible outdoor
water and chemical use. With assistance from the Truckee River Fund as part of the threeprong Chalk Creek watershed assessment and feasibility study, the City of Reno contracted
with Olsen and Associates to perform a geographically-determined outreach program.
Initial meetings involved crafting a positive take-home message for residents, not based upon
fear of contaminating the water supply, but one of stewardship instead. Next, initial surveys on
residents’ knowledge of outdoor runoff and stormwater pollution were completed, large turf
areas were identified and owners addressed, a public outreach presentation was created with
the results of technical studies, and various groups received information through target site
presentations, including the NW Neighborhood Advisory Board (NAB), the Parent-Teacher
Association at Westergard Elementary School, and sixth grade science students at Billinghurst
Middle School by the City Hydrologist.
Through discussion of the current situation, and a brief, citizen-friendly discussion of what can
be done to improve Chalk Creek’s water quality, residents were encouraged to adopt more
responsible outdoor water and chemical use habits. Surveys given after the presentations
suggested 71% of those surveyed were unaware of the creeks and trails in their neighborhood
before seeing the City’s presentation; 97% indicated an increased awareness of what goes into
their neighborhood creeks after the presentation; and 82% of respondents either agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement, “The presentation influenced me to change my watering,
yard care and/or storage practices.”
4.8.2

Alum Creek

Other Tributaries
4.8.3

North Truckee Drain

The North Truckee Drain (“NTD”) has a drainage area of nearly 77 square miles, primarily in
Spanish Springs Valley, and an average streamflow of 1-5 cfs. The NTD has been recorded
over time as having elevated levels of TN, TP, and TDS. The latest watershed assessment
found and an improving functionality trend over the last few years (Jesch & Jesch, 2009), with
riparian and stream vegetation flourishing and providing habitat. The North Truckee Drain
Relocation Project, currently in the planning phase, is identified as a Truckee River Flood
Project “TRAction Project”. The project will focus on flood mitigation by realigning the NTD from
near the Wild Island Adventure Park in Sparks and relocating the confluence with the Truckee
River approximately 4,500 feet down stream.
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4.8.4

Steamboat Tributaries

4.94.8.5
Program

Truckee Meadows Regional Stormwater Quality Management

The WPC has adopted the following policy in support of the Truckee Meadows Stormwater
Quality Management Program (“TMSWMP”):
Policy 3.1.f: Adoption of Uniform Stormwater Quality Programs
A stormwater quality program shall be implemented region-wide, including the
continuation and/or enhancement of existing programs in Reno/Sparks/Washoe
County, such as the Truckee Meadows Regional Stormwater Quality
Management Program, to address not only urban runoff but also other non-point
source contributions.
4.8.6

TMSWMP Program Area

Program Schedule and Annual Reporting Requirements
Yet to be developed
4.8.7

Intergovernmental Coordination

Yet to be developed
4.8.8

Public Education and Outreach

The MS4 co-permittees have a website that shares program elements with the public, at
www.tmstormwater.com. This website provides portals for three audiences: general citizens,
regulators or parties interested in the MS4 permit and information, and industry and developers.
Each of these portals provides a host of content for that audience, including contact information
for committee members, program elements, posted guidance documents, upcoming trainings,
online mapping, data, and permit tools, program news and meetings, frequently asked
questions, hotlines for reporting spills and water quality related issues, information about
stormwater pollution and the storm d rain system, related community programs, federal and
state requirements, Best Management Practices, commonly used terms, and other sources of
information. Downloads of all guidance and technical documents, such as the Construction Site
BMP Handbook, NV Construction Site Field Guide, Low Impact Development manual, etc.
4.8.9

Public Education and Outreach Program Needs

Yet to be developed
4.8.10 Stormwater Discharge Monitoring
Yet to be developed
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4.8.11 Stormwater Discharge Monitoring Program Needs
4.8.12 Construction Site Discharge
Yet to be developed
4.8.13 Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (“SWPPP”)
Yet to be developed
4.8.14 Industrial Discharge
Yet to be developed
4.8.15 Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Yet to be developed
4.8.16 Municipal Operations Program
Yet to be developed
4.8.17 Structural Controls
Yet to be developed
4.104.9

Land Use Planning

Yet to be developed
4.9.1

Low Impact Development

Yet to be developed
4.9.2

Stormwater Program Needs

Yet to be developed
4.9.3

Other Programs

Hill Slope Development
Truckee Meadows Regional Plan Policy 2.2.1 requires local governments to develop
management strategies for areas with slopes greater than 15 percent but less than 30 percent
within one year of adoption of the Regional Plan (TMRPA, 2002). Proposals for watershed
changes in areas with slopes greater than 15 percent are of concern as they relate to subjects
of the Regional Water Plan. Therefore, the management strategies that are developed as a
requirement of Regional Plan Policy 2.2.1 shall be submitted to the RWPC for review, comment
and recommendation.
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Policy 3.1.g: Management Strategies for Slopes Greater than 15 Percent
Local government management strategies for hillsides with natural slopes greater
than 15 percent and less than 30 percent shall be submitted to the NNWPC for
review, comment, and recommendations prior to incorporation into local
government Master Plans.
Local government management strategies should ensure that:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Activities comply with the terms of the storm water NPDES permits
Development on such slopes incorporates on-site and/or off-site mitigation measures for
impacts to habitat and water quality
Ordinances are enforced with respect to erosion control and runoff
Local governments and entities with responsibility for the provision of utilities such as
water, wastewater, and flood control services have identified the additional costs of
infrastructure, operations, and maintenance associated with development in these areas,
and said costs are economically feasible
Natural recharge areas are identified and protected
An analysis is performed to identify flood and erosion hazard areas, and potential
mitigation measures

Noxious Weed Control
“The rapid spread of invasive species remains one of our country's biggest environmental
problems, a situation complicated by the sheer number of invasive species, lack of a
coordinated and comprehensive effort to prevent introductions, monitor and survey for new
introductions, and the remarkable ability of invasive species to adapt, reproduce and ultimately
overtake entire ecosystems” (Western Governor’s Association Policy Resolution 10-4). Invasive
weeds are increasingly recognized as threats to water quality, wildlife habitat, recreational
activities and the economic stability of the agricultural industry. They increase the cost of water
purification, power generation and irrigation supply, reduce property values, and degrade
ecosystem functions.
In 2004, in an effort to better coordinate the management of invasive weeds, the Truckee
Meadows Weed Coordinating Group was formed. Members include federal agencies, state
agencies, county and city parks and roads staff, environmental organizations, the University of
Nevada Cooperative Extension, and others. Operating under an MOU and annual action plans,
this group seeks grant funding to inventory, control and monitor weeds, as well as restore
degraded sites. In 2009, a weed management plan was completed. No dedicated funds are
supplied to the group. Projects include broad weed surveys in 2005 and 2007; weed mapping;
guidelines on preventing the spread of weeds; weed treatment along tributaries to the Truckee
River, as well as along the river; weed treatment in other areas, such as Swan Lake Nature
Study Area; weed management and restoration of burned sites; a website with a weed reporting
form; and broad public outreach. The group seeks to avoid duplication of efforts and
strategically focus on those invasive weeds that represent the greatest opportunity for
successful elimination, such as medusahead, as well as the species that impair riparian habitat.
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In 2010, with grant funds from the Truckee River Fund, a boat inspection program modeled on
the program at Lake Tahoe was launched on Boca and Stampede Reservoirs and
Independence Lake to monitor for invasive aquatic organisms including quagga mussels and
Asian clams, as well as invasive aquatic weeds. If the Truckee River becomes infested with
invasive mollusks, costs for water treatment and energy production are expected to increase
sharply. A focus on proactive monitoring and prevention techniques will help reduce the threat
of invasion, but the program requires continuing funding.
4.10

Public Outreach Programs
4.10.1 Non-point Education for Municipal Officials (“NEMO”)

The University of Nevada, Reno Cooperative Extension houses and staffs the NEMO Nevada
Program. NEMO has provided workshops and education for advisory board members, city
councils, county commissioners, planners, engineers, and others since 2004. The program is
funded via 319(h) grants from Nevada Division of Environmental Protection. Free 3.5-hour
trainings are offered in the spring and fall each year to help attendees understand the link
between changes in land use and water quality impacts. The trainings focus on the use of Low
Impact Development (LID) as a tool for capturing and processing stormwater. Beginning in the
Truckee Meadows, the program has now expanded to include Douglas and Lyon Counties.
Many presentations have also been made directly to the state land-use planning advisory
committee, advisory boards, planning commissions, conservation districts, river coalitions,
landscape architects, master gardeners and others interested in strategies for managing
stormwater pollution. Special seminars address issues such as water harvesting, riparian
buffers, and slope stabilization. In 2010, NEMO began offering free field trainings in the
appropriate choice and correct installation and maintenance of construction site BMPs.
Additional educational elements include a website (www.unce.unr.edu/nemo) that includes
information on local LID projects, a photo gallery, a searchable database of plants for LID, and
many publications and action guides. These publications are available upon request for use at
public events.
4.10.2 City of Reno Watershed Map Server
The City of Reno Map Server is a tool available to all internet users through the City of Reno
website (http://maps.cityofreno.net/). In 2007, sufficient interest built in extending mapping
abilities to the watershed by incorporating tributaries to the Truckee River, including all creeks
assessed in the Watershed Assessments (Jesch, 2005-2009). The City built a Watershed Map
Server as part of the existing GIS tool, but took information directly from the Assessment.
Content included from the 2008 Assessment.
The Watershed Map Server (http://maps.cityofreno.net/watershed/) includes: photos and photo
points referenced on the map, introduction, assessment text of middle and lower reaches of
each stream, and “tips to help your creek”. Individual maps may be accessed by creek name or
region, and drilled down to an aerial photo at the greatest level of resolution. Technical users
who understand GIS are able to optimize its use and the latest in upgrades to this system
include a permit area portal. Parties looking at completing a construction, restoration, or flood
project on a portion of the Truckee River, can access all permitting agencies for that location by
zooming to “permit area”. This last section was completed to accent the River Permitting class
offered in 2008.
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4.10.3 Truckee River Watershed Map Tool
The Truckee River Watershed Map Tool was initiated by the City of Reno, with support from the
Truckee River Fund as an outreach tool targeting middle and high school students. The existing
Map Server, as a GIS tool, was not readily usable by non-technical internet users. This
interactive, intuitive map-based tool allows users to view and explore the creeks near homes
and schools online. The tool includes vegetation, wildlife, photos from the Watershed
Assessment (Jesch and Jesch, 2009), and other interesting facts about each subwatershed.
This tool has been shared with teachers throughout the Washoe County School District and
throughout northern Nevada, and will be finished and online for student use in Fall 2010.
Over 40 teachers throughout the Washoe County School District have been advised of this tool,
while it was still in the production phase. Teachers will be trained on using the Truckee River
Watershed Map Tool with students during Fall 2010, as the last phase of this project. This will
be completed in conjunction with existing trainings throughout the school district, as well as with
environmentally-directed teacher trainings hosted by NDEP such as Project Wet.
4.10.4 Chalk Creek Outreach
See Section 4.8.1, above
4.10.5 TMWA Outdoor Water Conservation
TMWA offers an online water efficient landscape guide for maximizing responsible water use in
the desert, using the seven horticultural principles to reduce outdoor irrigation while providing a
lush and attractive outdoor area. The vast array of informational topics covered in the interactive
tool include: landscape design and proper planning, planning an efficient irrigation system, plant
search (by exposure or other needs), soil improvement, mulching, planting and maintenance.
This online, interactive guide for homeowners can be found at
www.tmwalandscapeguide.com/landscape_guide/interactive/index.php. TMWA also provides
an incentive to reducing water use outdoors, the Water Efficient Landscape Awards. This
annual competition has two categories for either design by homeowner or designer, and TMWA
provides free community tours of the winners’ properties the following year, to share the wealth
of learning by seeing conservation in action.
4.10.6 TMWA Watershed Academy
Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) is dedicated to educating our youth for better
tomorrows. The watershed academy web site (http://www.tmwaacademy.com/index.shtml) is
provided to inform students and teachers and to give them the skills and knowledge they need
to become informed conservers and consumers. Educational curriculum is available for
teachers to use with students in four grade ranges, from kindergarten through high school.
TMWA routinely holds poster contests for students and the educational approach is a high
TMWA priority in outreach. Resources available to teachers include lesson plans for each
grade, as well as online tools for use with students, a library of TMWA and other water-related
publications, and other resources.
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4.10.7 Truckee Meadows Urban Forestry Coalition
In 2008, led by TMWA, a group of agency members began meeting with the goals of preserving,
protecting, and promoting a sustainable urban forest for the Truckee Meadows community. The
group drafted a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to recognize this commitment, and City
of Sparks, City of Reno, TMWA, and the Washoe County Parks and Recreation signed on as
members. The priorities of this Coalition are public education, community benefits and buy-in,
and protecting and saving areas of concern within the Truckee Meadows.
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Chapter 6 – Population Forecast and Projections of Water Demand, Peak Day
Requirements and Wastewater Flow
Purpose and Scope
This chapter uses the Washoe County Consensus Population Forecast (Washoe County, 2010)
as the basis for estimating the future needs of the planning area with respect to water demands
including peak day requirements, wastewater flows and treatment capacity, effluent disposal
and reclaimed water capacity. The chapter relies on data presented in preceding chapters and
develops a water budget showing present and future water supplies available to public
purveyors, wastewater flows by service provider in addition to capacities to dispose of effluent
and use reclaimed water.
Summary of Findings
On April 9, 2010, the Western Regional Water Commission (“WRWC”) determined and made a
finding that the draft Washoe County Consensus Population Forecast for 2030 is less than the
estimated population that can be supported by the sustainable water resources identified in the
Regional Water Plan. The finding was transmitted to the Truckee Meadows Regional Planning
Agency (“TMRPA”), Reno, Sparks and Washoe County in May 2010.
The Washoe County Consensus Forecast is adequate for 20-year, county-wide population
projections, but it is not adequate for facility planning as performed by public purveyors and
other water-related utilities or for disaggregation to utility service areas.
A Regional Water Balance Flow Diagram has been developed, which is a graphical
representation of the existing conditions and the projected 2030 future conditions for the water
supply, wastewater treatment, reclaimed water and wastewater disposal requirements.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this evaluation:
Overall, the region has available water resources to meet the projected increase in demand.
These water resources include the TROA water supplies, the Fish Springs Water Importation
Project, local basin groundwater supplies, and local tributary creeks including Galena, Thomas,
Whites, Brown’s and Steamboat Creeks. In addition to these water resources, the region also
has reclaimed water resources that are available for multiple uses from the Truckee Meadows
Water Reclamation Facility, South Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility, Reno Stead
Water Reclamation Facility and Cold Springs Water Reclamation Facility.
In several planning areas, however, there are water supply imbalances that will need to be
addressed over the long term. In particular, the demands from domestic wells and permitted
municipal groundwater pumping in Cold Springs Valley, Lemmon Valley and Spanish Springs
Valley exceed the respective perennial yields of each basin. This is an issue that affects both
existing and future water users, and exists under both current and projected 2030 conditions.
The Truckee Meadows, Sparks and South Truckee Meadows planning areas do not have water
supply imbalances.
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There will continue to be local area impacts within portions of these planning areas where
mitigation of groundwater level declines and impacts to shallow domestic wells will continue to
be necessary. The Mt. Rose fan area is an example of this situation.
Long term disposal and reuse of treated effluent will be a challenge throughout the different
planning areas. Cold Springs and Lemmon Valley generally have sufficient disposal capacity to
meet the projected needs until 2030. However, future disposal options will need to be identified
to accommodate planned development beyond the 2030 time horizon.
In the Central Truckee Meadows, Sparks and Spanish Springs planning areas, discharge to the
Truckee River through the Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility may be limited in the
future by several constraints. Roughly 7,700 AF of additional disposal capacity will be required.
In the South Truckee Meadows planning area, 100 percent of the reclaimed water is used for
irrigation. Based on the 2030 flow projections, approximately 5,700 AF of additional disposal
capacity will be required.
Introduction
This chapter presents a summary of the process that was followed to determine whether the
forecasted population for the year 2030 can be supported by the sustainable water resources
available within Washoe County. Furthermore, more detailed projections of future water
demands, including peak day capacity requirements and wastewater treatment plant capacity
needs have been compiled for the primary service areas within the region.
An analysis as to whether the forecasted population can be supported by the sustainable water
resources was done in response to Truckee Meadows Regional Plan (“Regional Plan”)
amendments adopted by the Regional Planning Governing Board (“RPGB”) in January 2010.
The amendments provide for a comparison between the draft Consensus Forecast and the
estimated population that can be supported by the sustainable water resources as identified in
this Plan. As discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.1.1, amendments to the RPGB’s
Regulations on Procedure designate the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission
(“NNWPC”) and the WRWC as the entities to perform the comparison, and the WRWC as the
body to make a determination and finding as to the results of the comparison.
For this Water Plan Update, an estimate of future water demands and wastewater flows at the
treatment plants consistent with the Consensus Forecast population projection has been
compiled for the primary service areas within the Planning Area. The service areas are
consistent with the planning areas established for the Truckee Meadows Service Area (“TMSA”)
Water, Wastewater and Flood Management Facility Plans prepared for Reno, Sparks and
Washoe County, which are based primarily on wastewater service areas and political
boundaries. The planning areas are identified as Cold Springs, Stead/Lemmon Valley, the
Washoe County portion of Spanish Springs, Sparks, Sun Valley GID, Truckee Meadows and
South Truckee Meadows. A Regional Water Balance Flow Diagram has also been developed,
which is a graphical representation of existing and future conditions for the water supply,
wastewater treatment, reclaimed water and wastewater disposal requirements. The Regional
Water Balance Flow Diagram is useful to understand the following issues:
•

How much potable water is used today, and in what locations?
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•
•
•
•

From which sources does the potable water originate, and once used, where does it go
for wastewater treatment?
Following treatment, how much of the water is reused, and where is the balance
disposed of?
Are there future imbalances in water supply, wastewater disposal or reclaimed water
usage, and if so, in which planning areas?
Are there planning areas with adequate capacity to address imbalances?

6.1
Comparison of the Consensus Population Forecast and the Estimated
Population that can be Supported by the Sustainable Water Resources in the
Planning Area
As described in Section 2.2.1.1, the Regional Planning Governing Board (“RPGB”) designated
the Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission (“NNWPC”) and the Western Regional Water
Commission (“WRWC”) as the entities to perform a comparison of the draft Washoe County
Consensus Forecast population (“Consensus Forecast”) and the estimated population that can
be supported by the sustainable water resources as set forth in this Plan prior to the adoption of
the Consensus Forecast.
6.1.1

Consensus Population Forecast

The Washoe County Department of Community Development provided the draft Consensus
Forecast population in February 2010. The population was compiled using data from TMWA,
Global Insight, Woods and Poole, and the State Demographer. The draft Consensus Forecast
population for 2030 is approximately 590,500, which is 29,823 less than the 2008 Consensus
Forecast population for 2030.
6.1.2

Water Resources

Table 2.1, Water Resources Baseline, provides long-range planning-level estimates for
sustainable water resources using the best available information. The table identifies selected
hydrographic basins within the region and quantifies surface water and groundwater in two
ways. Appropriations (water rights), including decreed rights and rights permitted or certificated
by the State Engineer for municipal and industrial (“M&I”) use and those that may be converted
to M&I use, are quantified separately from those that cannot be converted to M&I use. The
Water Resources Baseline Table acknowledges the Truckee River Operating Agreement
(“TROA”)’s effect on the availability and sustainability of Truckee River water. TROA is
designed to provide long-term sustainable water operations for the multiple stakeholders on the
Truckee River system through the continued use of converted irrigation rights to M&I purposes.
The Truckee Meadows is fortunate in having significant capacity for storage in upstream
reservoirs and in Lake Tahoe to integrate with other resources to maximize the yield of the
Truckee River. TROA further enhances the ability to maximize storage for drought supplies.
TMWA has over 142,900 acre-feet of decreed, groundwater, storage, and irrigation rights
sufficient to generate water to serve approximately 101,000 acre-feet of commitments as of
June 2009. As shown in Table 3 of TMWA’s 2010 – 2030 Water Resource Plan, over 50,000
acre-feet of Truckee River mainstem rights are potentially available for dedication to TMWA or
Washoe County Department of Water Resources (“WCDWR”) to support future will-serve
commitments. It should be noted, however, Truckee River mainstem irrigation water rights
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available for conversion to M&I use over the long term continues to decrease, and “availability”
is not necessarily an indication of the willingness of a party to sell their interest in a Truckee
River water right.
The Water Resources Baseline Table also shows the quantity of groundwater in each basin
consistent with the State Engineer’s estimates of perennial yield. In basins where appropriations
for M&I use (or those that may be converted to M&I use), are less than the perennial yield
estimate, only those water rights actually appropriated are considered to be sustainable. The
table includes basins that may provide M&I water supplies within a 20-year planning timeframe.
6.1.3

Water Demand and Population Projections

TMWA has developed a three-step process to produce a long-range water demand projection
for the entire County. The first step was to develop a population projection model based on
fitting a logistic curve model to past population, and then create a projection of that population to
the year 2050. The second step was to develop a countywide inventory of buildings, and then
create a projection of new residential dwelling units and commercial buildings as a function of
population. The third step was to estimate water demand as a function of building inventories
and historic water use coefficients.
The results of steps one and two show that the models fit the historic data well and that the
projected values follow a reasonable trend. The projected trend for persons per dwelling unit
and persons per developed acre show that the projection will meet the land and building needs
of the projected population. TMWA’s methodology is published in its 2010-2030 Water
Resource Plan, Appendix I.
TMWA assisted the NNWPC and the WRWC by re-running its model using the draft Consensus
Forecast population and producing a building inventory and water demand projection. The
building inventory and water demand projection estimates the increase in both single family and
multi family dwelling units, including residential units served by domestic wells, and commercial
buildings. A projection of metered irrigation usage is also presented.
6.1.4

Conclusions

The model projects a water demand of approximately 142,000 acre feet to support a population
of approximately 590,500 as projected for the year 2030 by the draft Consensus Forecast.
Therefore, the estimated sustainable water resources of approximately 183,200 acre feet per
year as shown in Table 2.1, Water Resources Baseline, are more than adequate to serve the
draft Consensus Forecast population for 2030. On April 9, 2010, the WRWC approved a finding
that the forecasted population can be supported by the sustainable water resources as set forth
in this Plan.
The model was also used to project beyond the 2030 population estimate using the same
planning assumptions, purely as a planning exercise, to estimate the maximum population that
could be supported by the sustainable water resources. That exercise calculated a population
of approximately 741,000. It is imperative to understand that this population calculation is the
result of a mathematical model and has no basis in, or correlation to the Consensus Forecast or
any other population forecast.
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6.2
Projections of Water Demand, Peak Day Requirements and Wastewater
Flow for Service Areas
The preceding sections presented a summary of the process that was followed to determine
whether the forecasted population can be supported by the sustainable water resources
available within Washoe County. Given that sustainable water resources are available to meet
future growth through 2030, more detailed projections of future water demands, including peak
day capacity requirements and wastewater treatment plant capacity needs are required to
estimate future infrastructure requirements and costs.
For this Water Plan Update, estimates of future water demands and wastewater flows
consistent with the Consensus Forecast population projection have been disaggregated for
seven primary service areas within the region. The intent of this projection is to more closely
approximate water and wastewater infrastructure needs by service provider; it is not intended in
any way to supplant or be in conflict with the Regional Planning Commission’s adoption of the
Consensus Forecast or the provisions of the Regional Plan.
6.2.1

Projections by Service Area

The seven service areas are consistent with the planning areas established for the TMSA
Water, Wastewater and Flood Management Facility Plans prepared for Reno, Sparks and
Washoe County. The planning areas are based primarily on wastewater service areas and
political boundaries, and are identified as Cold Springs, Stead/Lemmon Valley, the Washoe
County portion of Spanish Springs, Sparks, Sun Valley GID, Truckee Meadows and South
Truckee Meadows.
6.2.1.1 Calibrated Consensus Forecast
The water demand model developed by the Truckee Meadows Water Authority for their 2030
Water Resource Plan was used to disaggregate projected water demands. To apply the model
to the Water Plan Update, the following adaptations were made:
•
•
•
•

Population data includes 2009 population estimates.
Consensus Forecast is calibrated to 2009 population estimate.
Planning area boundaries are changes to hydrographic basins and wastewater service
areas.
New building model was re-estimated using 2009 property data.

A full description of the model is published in TMWA’s 2030 Water Resource Plan, Chapter 4,
Appendix H, and Appendix I.
The water demand model depends on 4 components; a population projection, building
inventories, water service counts and annual water use per service. The historic population is
used with the annual building inventories to estimate the relationship between population, new
homes, new multi-family units, and commercial buildings. The statistical relationship between
the historic population and building growth is used to project the growth of new buildings as a
function of the projected population.
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The Washoe County Consensus Forecast was used for this water demand projection. To
satisfy model requirements, the Consensus Forecast is calibrated to 2009. The annual building
inventory is estimated from the County Assessor’s parcel and building tables. Using the
construction year for each building on each parcel, a tabulation of building by type and year is
created. This annual inventory is used to compute the statistical relationship between
population and buildings. This model is used with the population projections to project the
following classes of buildings and water services:
•
•
•
•
•

Single family homes on wells
Single family homes on municipal water
Multi-family dwelling units
Commercial building using general metered water service
Metered irrigation water service

Total projected water service counts are converted to water demand using the following annual
water use per service:
•
•
•
•
•

Single family homes on wells: 325,851 gallons
Single family homes on municipal: 166,610 gallons
Multi-family service: 435,009 gallons or 42,522 gallons per dwelling unit
Commercial water service: 707,220 gallons
Metered irrigation service: 1,018,000 gallons

To disaggregate the total demand into the smaller planning areas, the historic percentage of
each class of buildings is projected for each area and building type. The total number of water
services and water demand in each planning area are summed and forced to equal the county
total in all years.
6.2.2

Water Demand Projections

Following this methodology, projected 2010 and 2030 average day water demands for each of
the planning areas were developed, which are presented in Table 6-1. The 2030 total potable
water demand projection of 116,400 AF is less than the TMWA Water Resource Plan projection
of 142,000 AF. This Water Plan Update considers the area where municipal services are to be
provided within the Truckee Meadows Services Area, which is a subset of the larger area of
Washoe County evaluated in TMWA’s Water Resource Plan.
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Table 6-1 Water Demand Summary
2010 Water Demand (AFA) 2030 Water Demand (AFA)
Total Potable Water Demand1

Total Potable Water Demand1

Stead / Lemmon Valley

4,300

6,200

Cold Springs

1,400

2,400

Spanish Springs

2,800

4,200

19,200

28,000

South Truckee Meadows

8,500

15,900

Sun Valley

1,500

2,000

Truckee Meadows

43,500

57,700

Total

81,200

116,400

Planning Area

Sparks

Notes: 1) Demand numbers include an estimated 6% water loss factor.

6.2.2.1 Peak Day Requirements
The projection of future water facility requirements that may be needed by 2030, as presented in
Chapter 9, is based largely upon the following estimate of the peak day water demand
developed for each planning area. Peaking factors, the ratio between average day demands
and maximum day demands, were obtained from the most current water facility plans from
TMWA and WCDWR. The 2010 and 2030 average day and maximum day water demands are
presented in Tables 6-2 and 6-3.
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Table 6-2 2010 Average & Maximum Day Potable Water Consumption

Water Demand (GPD)
Planning Area
Total Potable Water Demand1

MDD/ADD Ratio

MDD Demand

Stead / Lemmon Valley

3,814,000

2.40

9,154,0002

Cold Springs

1,286,000

2.40

3,086,0003

Spanish Springs

2,470,000

2.75

6,793,0004

17,114,000

1.90

32,517,0005

South Truckee Meadows

7,572,000

2.20

16,658,0006

Sun Valley

1,330,000

2.10

2,793,0007

Truckee Meadows

38,854,000

2.00

77,708,0008

Total

72,440,000

Sparks

148,709,000

Notes:
1)
Demand numbers include an estimated 6% water loss factor.
Ratio Sources are as follows:
2)
WCDWR 2009-2028 Water Facility Plan
3)
Estimated to be equal to Stead/Lemmon Valley
4)
WCDWR 2009-2028 Water Facility Plan
5)
TMWA 2005-2025 Water Facility Plan Appendix B
6)
WCDWR 2009-2028 Water Facility Plan
7)
TMWA 2005-2025 Water Facility Plan Appendix B
8)
TMWA 2005-2025 Water Facility Plan
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Table 6-3 2030 Average & Maximum Day Potable Water Consumption

Water Demand (GPD)
Planning Area
Total Potable Water Demand1

MDD/ADD Ratio

MDD Demand

Stead / Lemmon Valley

5,558,000

2.40

13,339,0002

Cold Springs

2,133,000

2.40

5,119,0003

Spanish Springs

3,726,000

2.60

9,688,0004

Sparks

24,961,000

1.90

47,426,0005

South Truckee Meadows

14,236,000

2.12

30,180,0006

1,814,000

2.10

3,809,0007

51,538,000

2.00

103,076,0008

Sun Valley
Truckee Meadows
Total

103,966,000

212,637,000

Notes:
1)
Demand numbers include an estimated 6% water loss factor.
Ratio Sources are as follows:
2)
WCDWR 2009-2028 Water Facility Plan
3)
Estimated to be equal to Stead/Lemmon Valley
4)
WCDWR 2009-2028 Water Facility Plan
5)
TMWA 2005-2025 Water Facility Plan Appendix B
6)
WCDWR 2009-2028 Water Facility Plan
7)
TMWA 2005-2025 Water Facility Plan Appendix B
8)
TMWA 2005-2025 Water Facility Plan

6.2.3 Wastewater Flow Projections
Similar to the previous section, a projection of future wastewater flows for each planning area
was developed to estimate the wastewater treatment capacity that may be needed by 2030.
The wastewater flow estimates are based on generally accepted equivalent dwelling unit (EDU)
flow factors for each area, and an estimate of commercial/industrial flows per service account.
The commercial/industrial flow per service account is estimated to be 1,500 gpd. This estimate
is based on an analysis of winter water usage for 178 active commercial/industrial accounts
within 7 sample areas throughout Reno and Sparks. WCDWR also performed a similar
analysis for their service area in South Truckee Meadows. The 2010 and 2030 wastewater flow
projections are presented in Tables 6-4 and 6-5.
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Table 6-4 2010 Projected Water Demand and Wastewater Generation Summary
Water Demand & Wastewater Flow
(GPD)
Planning Area

Estimated Flow to Each Wastewater Treatment Facility
(MGD)

Potable Water
Demand1

Wastewater Generation

Ratio

Stead / Lemmon Valley

3,814,000

1,702,000

0.45

Cold Springs

1,286,000

586,000

0.46

Spanish Springs

2,470,000

1,165,000

0.47

1.17

17,114,000

7,610,000

0.44

7.61

South Truckee Meadows

7,572,000

3,618,000

0.48

Sun Valley

1,330,000

533,000

0.40

0.53

Truckee Meadows

38,854,000

19,755,000

0.51

19.76

Total

72,440,000

34,969,000

0.48

Sparks

Cold Springs

Stead / Lemmon
Valley

STMWRF

TMWRF

1.70
0.59

3.62

0.59

1.70

3.62

29.07

Notes: 1) Demand numbers include an estimated 6% water loss factor.
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Table 6-5 2030 Projected Water Demand and Wastewater Generation Summary
Water Demand & Wastewater Flow
(GPD)
Planning Area

Estimated Flow to Each Wastewater Treatment Facility
(MGD)

Potable Water
Demand1

Wastewater Generation

Ratio

Stead / Lemmon Valley

5,558,000

2,472,000

0.44

Cold Springs

2,133,000

984,000

0.46

Spanish Springs

3,726,000

1,788,000

0.48

1.79

Sparks

24,961,000

10,963,000

0.44

10.96

South Truckee Meadows

14,236,000

6,700,000

0.47

1,814,000

728,000

0.40

0.73

51,538,000

25,386,000

0.49

25.39

103,966,000

49,021,000

0.47

Sun Valley
Truckee Meadows
Total

Cold Springs

Stead / Lemmon
Valley

STMWRF

TMWRF

2.47
0.98

6.70

0.98

2.47

6.70

38.87

Notes: 1) Demand numbers include an estimated 6% water loss factor.
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This methodology of using accepted EDU flow factors for new residential development
and 1,500 gpd per new commercial /industrial account moderately over-estimates the
2010 wastewater flow to each treatment plant compared to 2009 historical flow records.
This over-estimation of 2010 flows is reasonable given that the methodology does not
account for the current local economic conditions, the “flat” construction trend and the
observed reduction in residential and commercial building occupancy. These factors
have led to both a decrease in potable water demand and wastewater flow throughout
the region.
The 2030 wastewater flow projections are quite reasonable for the intended purpose of
this Water Plan Update to project future flows at each of the four regional wastewater
reclamation facilities. The ratio of projected wastewater flow to water demand varies
from 0.40 to 0.51, which approximates historical trends, supports this conclusion.
The 2030 wastewater flow projections represent the “average annual daily flow” that can
be expected at the four regional wastewater reclamation facilities. Some variability
should be anticipated in the actual capacity and process improvements that will be
necessary in the future at each individual facility. In addition to the inherent uncertainty
of when and where future development will occur over the next 20 years, wastewater
treatment is a complex combination of physical, biological and hydraulic processes.
Design of each process must take into account not only significant variations in flow, but
variability in loading, or strength, of numerous constituents such as BOD, suspended
solids, dissolved solids and nutrients. When future improvements are required at the
regional wastewater reclamation facilities, a detailed facility plan or engineering design
report will be prepared that defines the specific process improvements and capacity
requirements. This detailed information should take precedence over the “planning
level” flow and capacity projections presented in this Water Plan Update.

6.3 Water Balance Model
A Regional Water Balance Flow Diagram has been developed, which is a graphical
representation of the existing conditions and the projected 2030 future conditions for the
water supply, wastewater treatment, reclaimed water and wastewater disposal
requirements. The Regional Water Balance Flow Diagram is useful to understand the
following issues:
•
•
•
•
•

How much potable water is used today, and in what locations?
From which sources does the potable water originate, and once used, where
does it go for wastewater treatment?
Following treatment, how much of the water is reused, and where is the balance
disposed of?
Are there future imbalances in water supply, wastewater disposal or reclaimed
water usage, and if so, in which planning areas?
Are there planning areas with adequate capacity to address imbalances?
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The existing condition Regional Water Balance relies on the historical water demands
and wastewater flows from the Truckee Meadows Service Area (TMSA) Facility Plans,
and was used to reconcile the water balance calculations. The future conditions Water
Balance is based on the 2030 projections presented in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Following
is a general overview of the data presented in the Water Balance:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

All numbers are shown in acre feet per year.
The Planning areas are consistent with the TMSA Facility Plan planning area
boundaries as shown in Figure 6-1. These areas are representative of the sewer
service boundaries of the regional wastewater treatment facilities.
The potential conversion of domestic wells to the municipal water system is
shown as a water demand.
The potential conversion of individual septic systems to the municipal sewer is
shown as a wastewater flow.
Local groundwater supplies are shown equal to the perennial yield of the
respective basin, consistent with the Water Baseline Table presented in Chapter
2.
Water supplies, wastewater treatment capacity and disposal constraints are
identified for each planning area.
Current groundwater recharge quantities are shown as a demand on the
municipal water system.
Undetermined Water Supply is called out if there are insufficient water resources
identified in the planning area to meet the projected 2030 water demands.
Undetermined Disposal is called out if there is insufficient disposal capacity, i.e.
discharge to the Truckee River, rapid infiltration basins, and/or reclaimed water
irrigation demands to meet the projected 2030 wastewater flows.
Future reclaimed water demands are shown based on 2009 flow records. If new
facilities and customers are added, this will decrease the quantity shown in
Undetermined Disposal.

The Existing Regional Water Balance and the 2030 Regional Water Balance are
presented in Figures 6-2 and 6-3, respectively. The following conclusions can be drawn
from this evaluation:
6.3.2 Water Supplies
Overall, the region has available water resources to meet the projected increase in
demand. These water resources include the TROA water supplies, the Fish Springs
Water Importation Project, local basin groundwater supplies, and local tributary creeks
including Galena, Thomas, Whites, Brown’s and Steamboat Creeks. In addition to these
water resources, the region also has reclaimed water resources that are available for
multiple uses from the Truckee Meadows WRF, South Truckee Meadows WRF, Reno
Stead WRF and Cold Springs WRF.
In several planning areas, however, there are water supply imbalances that will need to
be addressed over the long term. In particular, the combined demand from domestic
wells and permitted municipal groundwater pumping exceeds the perennial yield of the
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basins in Cold Springs, Lemmon Valley and Spanish Springs Valley. This is an issue
that affects both existing and future water users, and exists under both current and
projected 2030 conditions.
Water resource management options are available to help mitigate the potential negative
impacts due to this imbalance. For instance, in Cold Springs, a portion of the supply
from the Fish Springs Water Importation Project could be used to augment the available
water resources. Other management options include conversion of domestic wells to
the municipal water system, (municipal water systems are able to utilize and manage the
groundwater resources more efficiently) and expanded groundwater recharge utilizing
available water resources from basins with surplus water.
The Truckee Meadows, Sparks and South Truckee Meadows planning areas do not
have a water supply imbalance. Water resource management practices by TMWA and
WCDWR limit groundwater pumping and surface water resource utilization to
sustainable levels. It should be noted that there will continue to be local area impacts
within portions of these planning areas where mitigation of groundwater level declines
and impacts to shallow domestic wells will continue to be necessary. The Mt. Rose fan
area is an example of this situation. The available groundwater resource is not overutilized; however, relatively shallow domestic wells that penetrate the upper portion of
the aquifer will continue to be affected by regional water level declines as a result of the
combined pumping of both municipal and domestic wells.
The long term water supply imbalances that exist in the different planning areas are not
a water resource availability issue, but rather an issue of how best to efficiently mitigate
impacts resulting from use of the resource, and who shares in the cost of mitigation.
6.3.3 Wastewater Treatment and Disposal
Long term disposal and reuse of treated effluent will be a challenge throughout the
different planning areas. Cold Springs and Lemmon Valley generally have sufficient
disposal capacity to meet the projected needs until 2030. However, future disposal
options will need to be identified to accommodate planned development beyond the
2030 time horizon. Several options are available, such as disposal of a portion of the
treated effluent to White Lake. This could create a wetland amenity similar to the Swan
Lake Nature Study Area in Lemmon Valley. Other options include expanded use of
reclaimed water for irrigation, and/or high level treatment of a portion of the effluent to
help recharge the local groundwater basins.
In the Central Truckee Meadows, Sparks and Spanish Springs planning areas,
discharge to the Truckee River through the Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation
Facility may be limited in the future by several constraints, such as the TMDL wasteload
allocations for Nitrogen, Phosphorus and TDS as presented in Chapter 4. Based on the
2030 flow projections, with approximately 33,600 AF discharged annually to the river and
4,000 AF of reclaimed water use for irrigation, roughly 7,700 AF of additional disposal
capacity will be required.
Management options to address the need for additional disposal capacity include:
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•

•

•

•

Work with State and Federal regulatory authorities, in coordination with the
Tribe’s water quality and quantity goals, to demonstrate that additional discharge
to the Truckee River is an environmentally sound practice;
Connect additional reclaimed water users to the existing systems in Sparks and
Reno. Reclaimed water irrigation use reduces the amount of water discharged
to the Truckee River. However, this is a seasonal use and other options may be
needed during limited irrigation periods, particularly during the months of May
and October.
Investigate the merits of supplying reclaimed water for year round industrial uses,
such as the proposed Patrick Nevada Technology Park. Year round use of
reclaimed water improves TMWRF’s ability of to meet the Total Nitrogen
discharge limits to the Truckee River. As presented in Chapter 4, the Patrick
project proponent is seeking delivery of a minimum of 4,000 acre-feet annually of
TMWRF reclaimed water via a new pipeline to be developed to the project site.
The reclaimed water would be utilized for cooling a state-of-the-art energy
generation complex to supply dedicated power to a technology campus hosting
data centers.
Continue to investigate the feasibility and public acceptance issues associated
with implementing a groundwater recharge program using high quality reclaimed
water. Groundwater recharge can provide an efficient and productive use of the
reclaimed water resources, and can be one component to help mitigate the
identified water supply imbalances in several planning areas.

In the South Truckee Meadows planning area, 100 percent of the reclaimed water is
used for irrigation. Based on the 2030 flow projections, approximately 5,700 AF of
additional disposal capacity will be required. This represents an increase of over 2 times
the current level of reclaimed water use. Management options available to Washoe
County to address the need for additional disposal capacity are similar to TMWRF, with
the exception of discharging to the Truckee River. WCDWR has ongoing efforts to
continue to expand the reclaimed water system for irrigation; to pilot test the feasibility of
using up to 1,000 acre feet of reclaimed water annually for cooling Ormat’s Steamboat
geothermal power plant, and to investigate the feasibility and public acceptance issues
associated with implementing a groundwater recharge program using high quality
reclaimed water.
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Chapter 8 – Issues Identification and Proposed Alternatives

Purpose and Scope
This chapter identifies current and future problems and needs affecting the planning area with
respect to the subjects of preceding chapters. Some issues have been identified in water
resource plans or facility plans developed by public purveyors and have been incorporated into
this chapter.
The following sections develop summaries of regional water management issues that are
introduced and discussed in preceding chapters. Summaries briefly discuss work that has been
performed in response to the issues, identification of alternatives if developed, and identification
of future work needed to respond to remaining and newly identified issues.

8.1

Municipal Water Resources

8.1.1

Central Truckee Meadows (updated 7-10)

Specific Issues and Linkages
TMWA developed and adopted its 2005-2025 Water Resource Plan (“2025 WRP”) in
March 2003. In December 2009, TMWA’s 2010-2030 Water Resource Plan (“2030 WRP”) was
adopted following plan review, update, and/or modification of its water resource planning and
management strategies due to a number of key events that have occurred since adoption of the
2005-2025 WRP, which include:
•

•

•

•

Legislative directives modified regional water resource planning for the Truckee
Meadows and led to the creation of the Western Regional Water Commission
(“WRWC”), which needs TMWA’s latest water resource strategies adopted and available
to be incorporated into the Comprehensive Regional Water Plan that is due January 1,
2011;
Economic changes of the past few years at the national, state and local level have
affected the growth activity and patterns for the Truckee Meadows resulting in a need to
examine current population trends and their potential impact on water demands and
resource requirements;
The five Mandatory Signatory Parties (TMWA, Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe, California,
Nevada, and the United States) and seven other parties signed the Truckee River
Operating Agreement (“TROA”) on September 6, 2008; and
Retrofit of more than 98 percent of the original 44,651 flat-rate water services that were
required to be retrofit with water meters as part of the 1989 Negotiated River Settlement.

Linkages: Water rights balance with TROA implementation and wastewater effluent reuse.

Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues
On December 16, 2009, the TMWA Board of Directors adopted TMWA’s 2010–2030 Water
Resource Plan. Issues addressed by the Plan include: Consolidation of TMWA and WDWR
Water Operations, Truckee River Operating Agreement, Sustainability of Source Water Supplies
Related to Climate Change, Sustainability of Source Water Supplies Related to Drought,
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Sustainability of Source Water Supplies Related to Source Water Contamination, Water Rights
Availability, Current Water Resources, Yield of Conjunctive Management of Water Resources,
Population Projection, Water Demand Forecast, Water Production Facilities, Water Demand
Management, and Future Water Resources.

Recommendations
The adopted TMWA 2010–2030 Water Resource Plan presents Key Findings and
Recommendations associated with the issues identified above. These Key Findings and
Recommendations are not reiterated within this Plan; however, several of the significant
recommendations are summarized below. (Note: for further detail on these recommendations,
the reader is referred to TMWA’s 2030 WRP.)
Consolidation of TMWA and WCDWR Water Operations: The TMWA Board continue its
participation with the process to fully evaluate and develop agreements leading to the
consolidation of WCDWR’s water utility operations into TMWA.
Sustainability of Source Water Supplies Related to Climate Change: The TMWA Board: 1)
Find that artificial restrictions on the management or implementation of water resources due to
climate change are not warranted at this time; and 2) Continue to monitor and test for changes
in climate in future planning efforts.
Sustainability of Source Water Supplies Related to Drought: The TMWA Board continue to use
for planning purposes the worst drought cycle of hydrologic record for the Truckee River.
Sustainability of Source Water Supplies Related to Source Water Contamination: The TMWA
Board continue to: 1) Implement its source water protection strategies in cooperation with local
entities; 2) Maintain, as a minimum, the ability to meet daily indoor water use with its wells, and
for river outages lasting up to 7 days during a peak summer; and 3) Maintain the ability to meet
average daily water using its wells, treated water storage, and enhanced conservation
measures.
Water Rights Availability: The TMWA Board accept for planning purposes that the estimated
number of mainstem Truckee River water resources is sufficient to support both TROA
implementation and increased future development needs within TWMA’s service areas.
Yield of Conjunctive Management of Water Resources: The TMWA Board: 1) Until TROA is
implemented, recognize that although demands could expand through the continued conversion
of irrigation water rights to municipal to 113,000 acre-feet annually using an 8-year drought
period use but manage demands to 110,000 acre-feet based on a 9-year drought period; and 2)
Continue review of the performance of this standard based on factors such as demand growth,
conservation improvements, hydrologic cycles, climate changes, etc. and update the Board
should conditions change.
Water Demand Management: The TMWA Board: 1) Accept and adopt the Water Conservation
Plan outlined in the 2030 WRP; 2) Recommend that the WRWC adopt for planning purposes
the Drought Situation supply response classification system; 3) Submit the updated plan to the
State of Nevada Division of Water Resources in fulfillment of NRS 540.131-540.151; and 4)
Direct staff to modify TMWA’s Rule 2 to reflect changes in Assigned-Day Watering once
implemented.
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Future Water Resources: The TMWA Board continue to: 1) Support the efforts to implement
TROA; and 2) Investigate, evaluate, and negotiate, where appropriate, other potential water
supply projects consistent with and/or in addition to TROA.

Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
1.A Negotiated Settlement (TROA) –TMWA is in the process of completing the hearings for
water right and reservoir use change applications filed, which are necessary for the
implementation of TROA.
1.B Drought Standard – The NNWPC continues to recommend the use of the 9-Year Drought
Cycle, and revise it if necessary during the next update of this Plan.
1.C Water Supply Development – TMWA and Washoe County will continue to pursue water
supply projects that are economically feasible and that can be implemented to ensure water
supplies are available, as future demands require.
1.D Arsenic Compliance – TMWA has successfully implemented its Arsenic Mitigation plans.
Washoe County is in compliance with additional implementation underway for the South
Truckee Meadows groundwater supplies.
1.E Hidden Valley WTP – WCDWR began operating a newly constructed surface water /
groundwater treatment plant in 2007. The plant’s operation eliminated the need for continuation
of wholesale water service from TMWA, provides PCE and arsenic treatment on two wells, and
increased system reliability.
1.F Verdi – Ongoing facility and water resource planning to serve anticipated growth in the
Boomtown / Verdi area.

Relevant Planning Documents
•

Truckee Meadows Water Authority, 2003, 2005–2025 Water Resource Plan

•

Truckee Meadows Water Authority, 2009, 2010–2030 Water Resource Plan

•

Truckee River Operating Agreement, 2006, www.usbr.gov/mp/lbao/troa/docs/TROA.pdf

8.1.2

South Truckee Meadows (updated 7-10)

Specific Issues and Linkages
In 2002, Washoe County through the WPC, WCDWR and STMGID, completed an update to the
water facility plans for the South Truckee Meadows. The Facility Plan (ECO:LOGIC, 2002)
provides a comprehensive water supply plan for build-out of the planning area, which
encompasses an area stretching from just north of Double Diamond Ranch south to Pleasant
Valley, east to the Virginia Foothills and west to Galena Forest.
The major goals of the Facility Plan are to:
•

Utilize the creek resources to their highest and best beneficial uses, and balance beneficial
M&I uses with in-stream flow requirements for recharge, wildlife, riparian habitat, aesthetics
and quality of life.
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•

Ensure that recommended plans for water supplies and facilities conform to regional
wastewater disposal / water quality requirements at the South Truckee Meadows Water
Reclamation Facility (“STMWRF”) and Truckee Meadows Water Reclamation Facility
(“TMWRF”)

•

Allow development to proceed in a phased approach, keeping upfront capital costs low and
total water service costs competitive, and provide reliable and economical utility service to
the South Truckee Meadows

•

Promote system integration, conjunctive use and expand reclaimed wastewater service to
maximize the efficient use of water resources and facilities

Water supply needs also included consideration of existing and future domestic wells in the
planning area. Since completion of the 2002 South Truckee Meadows Facility Plan, a number
of changes in the basic planning data made an update to the water facility plan necessary.
Changes included modifications to planned land uses and planning area, unit demands, growth
rate and changes in the location of available water resources. The draft South Truckee
Meadows Water Facility Plan Update (ECO:LOGIC, 2009):
•

Revises projected water demands based on the current planning area, existing and planned
land uses and accepted unit demands

•

Updates the recommended water supply scenario presented in the 2002 South Truckee
Meadows Facility Plan based on revised demands, new facility and water supply
information, phasing plans and updated groundwater pumping projections

•

Incorporates groundwater modeling analyses to evaluate potential impacts to groundwater
levels given new pumping scenarios and evaluates potential mitigation measures to
groundwater drawdown if required

•

Updates the South Truckee Meadows and Hidden Valley water distribution system hydraulic
models with current demand projections and water supply sources

•

Provides planning level opinions of probable cost for recommended facilities with project
considerations and cost projections consistent with the requirements of NRS 278B

Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues
Several water supply components are available in the South Truckee Meadows, including
TMWA wholesale supplies from the Truckee River, groundwater, Washoe County surface water
supply from the Truckee River and conversion of local tributary water rights (Thomas, Whites,
Galena and Steamboat Creeks) from agricultural irrigation to municipal use as part of the
proposed creek water exchange program, and reclaimed water. The water supply plan
addresses the natural variability of surface water and the impacts to groundwater supplies as a
result of municipal well demands, domestic well demands, and local drought conditions. The
plan also identifies and recognizes the needs of over 1,700 domestic well owners who share the
local groundwater resource.

Recommendations
•

Pursue “creek exchange” concept to expand water service as creek water rights and
connection fees are accumulated.
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•

Pursue both TMWA wholesale water to the contract maximum of 5,400 gallons per minute
as per the existing agreement, and the phased lower water treatment plant. The draft 2009
Facility Plan update identifies the construction of a 8.5 MGD water treatment plant in 2029
and increases in wholesale water in approximately 2019.

•

During late summer and drought periods when flows in the creeks are diminished, unused
treatment plant capacity is available to treat groundwater that will require treatment to meet
water quality standards.

Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
•

The final location for the lower treatment plant was identified, land was purchased, design
was completed and the project was bid in 2008. The project was put on hold just prior to bid
award and construction is anticipated to be according to the draft 2009 Facility Plan update.

•

The wholesale agreement between Washoe County and TMWA was modified to provide a
temporary increase in capacity up to 7,400 GPM, until such time as the South Truckee
Meadows Water Treatment Plant is constructed.

•

Washoe County Department of Water Resources is currently developing a tributary creek
water exchange program in which creek water flows to the Truckee River “in exchange for”
Truckee River water diversions to the Longley Lane Water Treatment Plant.

Relevant Planning Documents
•

ECO:LOGIC, 2009. Draft South Truckee Meadows Water Facility Plan Update. Prepared
for Washoe County Department of Water Resources.

•

ECO:LOGIC, 2002. South Truckee Meadows Facility Plan. Prepared for the Regional
Water Planning Commission (“RWPC”), Washoe County Department of Water Resources,
and South Truckee Meadows General Improvement District.

8.1.3 Stead / Lemmon Valley (updated 7-10)
Specific Issues and Linkages
The WCDWR 2009-2028 Draft North Valleys Water Facility Plan (ECO:LOGIC, 2009) identifies
the water resources necessary to serve the WCDWR’s service areas. These supplies are fully
developed (local groundwater, imported Truckee River water, and imported Fish Springs Ranch
groundwater); however, the infrastructure necessary to distribute these water supplies is
underdeveloped. The significant effort for the Lemmon Valley area over the coming planning
horizon is to develop the infrastructure necessary to distribute the water supplies to planned
growth areas.

Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues
The WCDWR 2009-2028 Draft North Valleys Water Facility Plan evaluated different distribution
infrastructure development alternatives and identified the preferred backbone water distribution
infrastructure needed to serve the future growth areas. The opinion of probable cost for the
needed distribution infrastructure is $13.5 million. The financial resources to pay for this
infrastructure are not currently available. Accordingly, the cost of the infrastructure will
substantially be born by developers as development projects are brought forward.
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Recommendations
The WCDWR should work with the development community to develop a plan for the
construction of the needed distribution infrastructure in a manner that is timed to expected
growth and meets the various financial constraints.

Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
Relevant Planning Documents
ECO:LOGIC, 2009?, 2009-2028 North Valleys Water Facility Plan. Prepared for WCDWR.

8.1.4 Cold Springs (updated 7-10, needs DWR review)
Specific Issues and Linkages
The City of Reno and Washoe County TMSA/FSA Water, Wastewater and Flood Management
Facility Plan (ECO:LOGIC, 2007) concludes that insufficient water resources exist to serve the
projected 2030 demands in Cold Springs Valley when potential demands for Stead and
Lemmon Valley area are taken into consideration (verify new projections). The demand for
potable water supplies for these areas exceeds the currently available supplies, including water
from the Fish Springs and Intermountain water importation projects.
Plans for proposed water facilities are not integrated with the existing Utilities Inc. water system.
Potential infrastructure savings could be realized with a conjunctive use operation of the two
water systems.
Wastewater and storm water linkages:
•

Nitrate contamination of groundwater has been observed in areas with high densities of
septic tanks. The 1995-2015 Regional Water Plan expressed concern over continued
installation of septic tanks in this hydrographic basin.

•

Importation of a new water supply into the Cold Springs hydrographic basin would result in
the generation of additional effluent and storm water run-off volume in this closed basin.

Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues
•

New development in Cold Springs is designed to minimize water consumption in order to
extend the available water resources as far as possible.

•

A Cold Springs developer has consulted with WCDWR hydrology staff to determine the
sustainable yield of the existing and proposed Utilities Inc. production wells.

•

The potential future water demands associated with development in Cold Springs were
included in the City of Reno and Washoe County TMSA/FSA Water, Wastewater and Flood
Management Facility Plan.

Recommendations
Consider integrating plans for proposed facilities with the existing Utilities Inc. water system.
Potential infrastructure savings could be realized with a conjunctive use operation of the
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two water systems.
Consider expanded use of reclaimed water, such as front and back yard residential landscape
irrigation or groundwater recharge to offset future potable water demands. Potentially 3,891 AF
(too high, verify figure) of residential irrigation demand in the Cold Springs area may be served
by reclaimed water.

Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
•

A facility plan needs to be completed for the build-out of approved land uses in the Cold
Springs Truckee Meadows Service Areas.

•

A comprehensive water resource plan needs to be prepared for Cold Springs and portions
of the Long Valley hydrographic basin to estimate the perennial yield for the water baseline.

8.1.4.5 Relevant Planning Documents
•

ECO:LOGIC, 2002, North Valleys Water Supply Comparison, prepared for the RWPC.

•

ECO:LOGIC, 2005, Fish Springs Ranch Facility Plan

•

ECO:LOGIC, 2007, City of Reno and Washoe County TMSA/FSA Water, Wastewater and
Flood Management Facility Plan, prepared for the City of Reno, Washoe County and
RWPC.

•

JBR Environmental Consultants and Montgomery Watson, 1997, Water Supply Alternatives
Evaluation for the North Valleys. Prepared for the Washoe County Department of
Comprehensive Planning.

8.1.5 Spanish Springs (updated 7-10)
Specific Issues and Linkages
Spanish Springs Valley includes water service areas within the jurisdictions of Sparks and
Washoe County. The portion of the valley within the Sparks Sphere of Influence is served by
TMWA from a combination of Truckee River water, Truckee Meadows groundwater and
Spanish Springs groundwater pumped from TMWA wells. This portion of the hydrographic basin
is managed in conjunction with TMWA’s overall resource planning. WCDWR provides water
service to its service areas in the unincorporated areas of the valley using local groundwater
recently augmented with imported TMWA water from the Truckee Meadows basin.
Issues identified in the 1995-2015 Regional Water Plan (RWPC, 2997), the 2004-2025 Regional
Water Plan (RWPC, 2005), the Spanish Springs Valley Groundwater Budget Analysis
(ECO:LOGIC, 2004), and the City of Reno and Washoe County TMSA/FSA Water, Wastewater
and Flood Management Facility Plan (ECO:LOGIC, 2007) are related to future water demands
as a result of growth in the unincorporated area, water quality impacts due to existing growth
and diminishing groundwater recharge :
•

Allocation of groundwater resources in Spanish Springs has resulted in a situation where
water rights and cumulative groundwater pumping by all entities exceeds the perennial yield
of groundwater resources.
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•

Land use changes from irrigated agriculture to residential, commercial and industrial result
in reduction of recharge occurring from surface water irrigation via the Orr Ditch, potentially
exacerbating groundwater deficits.

Linkages: Nitrate contamination of groundwater because of septic tank density.

Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues
A number of actions have been taken to manage water resources for long-term sustainability in
the Spanish Springs Valley. Most recently, WCDWR began implementation of a strategy
developed in a series of reports and plans from 2004 to 2007 to address water rights and
groundwater pumping imbalances by decreasing reliance on groundwater and using more water
resources imported from the Truckee Meadows basin.
•

In 1997, the USGS developed a groundwater model of the Spanish Springs hydrographic
basin detailing the sources and quantity of the groundwater resource.

•

In 2006 WCDWR entered into a wholesale agreement for importation of 3,000 af/yr of
TMWA resources to serve future growth in the unincorporated area.

•

WCDWR prepared the 2004 Spanish Springs Water Facility Plan, a comprehensive plan
that identifies the water resources and infrastructure required to serve build-out of approved
land uses in the unincorporated area.

•

In 1996, WCDWR adopted policies requiring the dedication of water rights when new
parcels are created via the parcel map process in an effort to better balance water rights
and water resources and enable future mitigation of possible water level declines.

•

In 2002, WCDWR developed a multi-faceted plan for the management of nitrates in the
aquifer, including conversion of septic tanks to the sewer system as funding becomes
available.

•

The RWPC sponsored preparation of the 2004 Orr Ditch Recharge Study that includes longterm water balance and management strategies for the Spanish Springs hydrographic basin.

•

The City of Sparks has extended TMWRF reclaimed water infrastructure far into the valley,
enabling the use of reclaimed water to offset demands on the municipal water system.

•

In 2003, the RWPC developed water policies seeking to ensure that new commitments
against the groundwater resource do not exceed the sustainable yield.

•

TMWA and WCDWR completed construction of interties at Canoe Hill, Campello and Lazy
Five Parkway and WCDWR has implement conjunctive use of groundwater imported water
by way of these interties

•

WCDWR integrated the Desert Springs, Spring Creek and Spring Creek East water systems
into a single system for operational flexibility and reliability

Recommendations
•

Monitor groundwater pumping and aquifer water levels to avoid long-term over pumping.

•

Continue implementing phased conversion of areas with high densities of septic tanks to
community sewer system as funding is made available for protection of groundwater quality
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(Phase 1A was completed in 2007 which connected 211 residential units and an elementary
school).

Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
The sources of water required to satisfy the demands of approved development in the Spanish
Springs Valley have been identified and secured through the wholesale agreement between
Washoe County and TMWA. Coordination of stakeholders within the basin is key to the
success of a long-term groundwater management strategy. Because the available water rights
are out of balance with the sustainable groundwater yield, stakeholders in the basin must work
together to ensure the long-term strategy is implemented. This is a shared responsibility among
WCDWR, TMWA, the Sky Ranch Water Company, the City of Sparks, domestic well owners,
the Red Hawk Golf Course, the Granite, Sha-Neva and Donovan quarry owners and other water
rights owners. As an example, Washoe County holds 3,378 af of permitted groundwater rights
and is working to voluntarily limit its pumping to approximately 1,800 afa.

Relevant Planning Documents
•

US Geological Survey, 1997, Hydrogeology and Simulated Effects of Urban Development
on Water Resources of Spanish Springs Valley, Washoe County, West-Central Nevada,
Water Resources Investigations Report 96-4297.

•

AMEC, 2000, Sparks Effluent Pipeline Extension. Prepared for City of Sparks.

•

Washoe County Department of Water Resources, 2002, Spanish Springs Valley Nitrate
Occurrence Facility Plan. Prepared for the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection.

•

ECO:LOGIC, 2007, City of Reno and Washoe County TMSA/FSA Water, Wastewater and
Flood Management Facility Plan, prepared for the City of Reno, Washoe County and
RWPC.

•

ECO:LOGIC, 2004, Orr Ditch Recharge Study, prepared for RWPC.

•

Truckee Meadows Water Authority, 2003, 2005–2025 Water Resource Plan.

•

ECO:LOGIC, 2004, Spanish Springs Water Facility Plan, prepared for WCDWR.

•

ECO:LOGIC, 2007, Spanish Springs Water Facility Plan Update, prepared for WCDWR.

•

RWPC, 1997, 1995-2015 Washoe County Comprehensive Regional Water Management
Plan.

•

RWPC, 2005, 2004-2025 Washoe County Comprehensive Regional Water Management
Plan.

8.1.6 Lower Truckee River (needs updating)
Specific Issues and Linkages

Industrially zoned lands are concentrated in the Mustang and Patrick / Tracy areas.
Existing wells are low volume producers, although there are three wells that show
promise. Planning evaluations concluded that the use of existing wells has a lower
overall cost than importation of water from Sparks, even with expected treatment
requirements to meet drinking water standards.
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Linkages: Joint water supply planning and facility sharing with Storey County may
reduce overall costs and infrastructure requirements.
Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues

Facility planning identified proposed industrial development along the lower Truckee
River, which will require the construction of water supply and distribution facilities. Key
issues include cost, and phasing of facilities and water rights.
Recommendations

Mustang Area Water: Provide water supply improvements (existing wells) and
distribution facilities to serve 20 parcels with 261 developable acres.
Tracy Area Water: Provide water supply improvements and distribution facilities serving
three pressure zones, serving 10 parcels covering 891 developable acres.
Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
•

Update to Water and Wastewater Facility Plans for East Truckee Corridor that includes
analysis of the approved development potential within the Truckee Meadows Service Areas
boundary

•

Coordination with Storey County regarding existing commitments and future potential
demands for the entire Tracy Segment hydrographic basin

•

Development of a position statement regarding construction of surface water treatment
facilities in the Lower Truckee River

Relevant Planning Documents

•

AGRA Infrastructure, 2000, Water and Wastewater Facility Plans on Industrial Zoned Lands
Along the Lower Truckee River within Washoe County, prepared for RWPC.

8.1.7 Washoe Valley (updated 7-10)
Washoe Valley is located outside of the Truckee Meadows Service Area and, according to the
South Valleys Area Plan (Washoe County, 2008) the Valley is not identified for new community
water or sewer services. A small number of issues are included here because of possible
effects to adjacent areas or domestic water users in Washoe Valley. Future planning needs to
be coordinated with County and regional land use plans, policies and criteria.

Specific Issues and Linkages
•

Poor groundwater quality due to high concentrations of fluoride, iron and manganese

•

Nitrate contamination of groundwater in New Washoe City due to high concentrations of
septic tanks

•

Limited groundwater resources to support new development

•

Mercury in sediments of Little Washoe Lake, Ophir Creek, and Steamboat Creek.
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Linkages: Land use planning

Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues
East Washoe Lake, an area with more than 1,100 septic tanks, was included in the Septic to
Sewer Conversion Study (2000). The study evaluated options for sewering this area, including
construction of a small regional treatment facility in Washoe Valley or conveying wastewater
flows through the proposed Pleasant Valley interceptor to STMWRF. The potential for
importation of effluent from STMWRF was mentioned as a way to mitigate the loss of septic
tank recharge if wastewater flows were sent out of the valley. The study did not include a
preferred recommendation for management of septic tanks.

Recommendations

Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
The ranches on the west side of the valley have been identified as desirable acquisitions as
open space to preserve the rural character of the valley. As these ranches are acquired, the
water rights associated with the land are sometimes sold. Additionally, market conditions may
improve the potential to develop the creek resources in Washoe Valley as a municipal supply in
the Truckee Meadows. The combination of ranch acquisition and sale of water rights may lead
to a change in the character of the valley as the ranch lands are no longer irrigated.
While the 1995-2015 Regional Water Plan mentions a limitation on groundwater resources, the
current Water Resource Baseline (Table 2.1) identifies a potential surplus of groundwater
resources when comparing potential municipal demands against available water resources.
More effort could be spent on describing the availability of water resources in Washoe Valley.
There is the potential to use reclaimed water as a replacement water resource to continue the
irrigation of preserved ranch lands. Additionally, as Washoe Lake storage rights are acquired
for municipal purposes, there is the opportunity to manage the lake in a way that might reduce
the risk of flooding to low-lying properties and help achieve Truckee River water quality
objectives.
There may be a need to develop an integrated water resource management plan in response to
these changing conditions to sustain and enhance the quality of life in Washoe Valley, as well
as investigate opportunities to meet water supply, wastewater treatment and disposal, flood
control, and water quality objectives for the region.

Relevant Planning Documents
•

AGRA Infrastructure, 2000, Strategies to Reduce the Cost of Converting Septic Tanks to
Community Sewers in Washoe County (Septic to Sewer Conversion Study) Final Report.
Prepared for the Washoe County Department of Water Resources and the RWPC

•

Washoe County, 2008, South Valleys Area Plan, prepared by the Washoe County
Department of Community Development
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8.2

Reliability of Water Service in Response to Contamination Event on
Truckee River or Tributaries (updated 7-10)

8.2.1 Specific Issues and Linkages
In 2002, the RWPC performed a detailed analysis of the ability of TMWA to provide a reliable
water supply to meet water demands over a seven-day period in the event of a surface water
contamination event on the Truckee River. It is assumed that water conservation measures
would be initiated by both TMWA and its wholesale water customers to reduce demands to the
maximum extent possible during this period.
Linkages: TMWA groundwater production, drought and arsenic compliance planning.
8.2.2 Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues
TMWA’s 2010-2030 Water Resource Plan updated analyses and re-assessed the risk of
surface water contamination events on the Truckee River. The conclusion is that while there is
a risk to source water reliability from turbidity and toxic spill events, TMWA has sufficient well
capacity and distribution storage to meet reduced customer demands during a water quality
emergency; although additional conservation and other additional actions are available to
TMWA in the event of extended off-river emergencies. TMWA’s current and planned
groundwater capacities are sufficient to meet this standard of reliability based on demand
projections. There are other possible water supply projects that are recommended for
continued evaluation to enhance existing off-river reliability supplies or supply augmentation
actions.
8.2.3 Recommendations
Projects recommended in the 2002 study include TMWA / County water system interties in the
North Valleys, South Truckee Meadows, and Spanish Springs, use of the pond at the Grand
Sierra Resort as off-river raw water supply storage for the Glendale Water Treatment Plant and
retrofit of the Wingfield Springs wells for use on an emergency basis.
8.2.4 Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
•

Ongoing TMWA investigation of Grand Sierra Resort Pond alternative coordinated with
planned Glendale Diversion replacement project

•

Washoe County management strategies to eliminate or greatly reduce wholesale water
demand in the event of a surface water contamination event

8.2.1 Relevant Planning Documents
•

TMWA, 2009, 2010-2030 Water Resource Plan

•

ECO:LOGIC, 2002, Recommended Projects to Provide an Emergency Water Supply to the
Truckee Meadows. Prepared for RWPC.
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8.3

Water Conservation (updated 7-10)

8.3.2

Specific Issues and Linkages

Chapter 7 describes the benefits of water conservation and characterizes the status of water
conservation efforts to date. There are some unique issues regarding water conservation in the
TMWA system that affect the use of conserved water; see TMWA’s 2010 – 2030 Water
Resources Plan. A summary of conservation issues dealt with in Chapter 7 includes the
following:
•

Under existing regulatory and legal constraints, water that is not diverted from the Truckee
River as a result of conservation is left in the river, stored upstream in reservoirs for use
during droughts or for fish and wildlife purposes, or used to recharge groundwater. This
conserved water is not available to supply additional growth.

•

The 1995-2015 Regional Water Plan developed a “Base Case” conservation plan that
included a suite of seven conservation measures to be implemented in the five-year
timeframe following plan adoption. Conservation measures proposed included new building
practices, showerhead retrofit, toilet retrofit, landscape efficiency conservation, good earthkeeping, increasing block water rates, and water meter retrofit. Although potable water
demand projections used as the basis for the Base Case conservation have been revised
using recent data, amendments to the Regional Water Plan in 2005 and 2009 state that the
pursuit of Base Case conservation is desirable and beneficial to the planning area. In
addition to monitoring water conservation progress, the Regional Water Plan will continue to
evaluate whether existing conservation programs are effective and practicable, and whether
programs should be added or deleted.

•

In 2004, TMWA’s Technical Advisory Committee formed a Landscape Subcommittee to
address increasing customer complaints about landscape standards approved by the local
governments and the lack of consistent enforcement of the water conservation elements of
the ordinances. The subcommittee, comprised of three voting members representing Reno,
Sparks and Washoe County, developed findings and recommendations regarding landscape
ordinances (see Appendix K). RWPC staff participated in the development of the
recommendations. TMWA and RWPC staff presented the final report to the Reno City
Council, Sparks City Council and Washoe County Board of Commissioners at a joint
meeting in 2005. At that meeting, the governing boards directed their respective staffs to
prepare code amendments to address the findings and recommendations. The RWPC
considered enforcement of the entities’ landscaping ordinances to be a major objective and
included this in the 2009 amendment to the Regional Water Plan. The RWPC also
recommended working with the local entities and water purveyors on updating their
landscaping ordinances, encouraging them to incorporate water efficiency design features
for commercial and residential landscapes.

•
8.3.3

Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues

Conservation measures that have been implemented include:
•

Conservation ordinances have been adopted by all three local governments.

•

Evapotranspiration weather station and irrigation controller studies have been completed.
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•

TMWA and Washoe County have implemented inverted block rate structures.

•

TMWA connections are over 96 percent metered.

•

The toilet retrofit program has been completed.

•

TMWA has implemented a multi-faceted public awareness and education program, including
water use review, landscape efficiency and assigned day watering.

•

TMWA has been granted authority to enforce water-wasting regulations.

•

Local governments have adopted new building codes.

•

Various public education and professional development programs have been implemented
Certified Landscape Technician Exam and Washoe Evapotranspiration Website.

•

Expansion of the reclaimed water system to offset demands on potable water supplies.

8.3.4 Recommendations
Although Base Case conservation measures have been effectively implemented, Chapter 7
includes an extensive listing of additional conservation measures that could also be
implemented for additional water savings.
The 2009 amendment to the Regional Water Plan recommends continuing to work with the local
governmental entities and water purveyors on updating their landscape codes, and encouraging
them to incorporate water efficiency design features for commercial and residential landscapes.

8.3.5 Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
•

Continued implementation of conservation measures to achieve Base Case conservation

•

Chapter 7 includes an extensive listing of additional work that could be undertaken in an
effort to expand the suite of available conservation measures

•

Continued work with Reno, Sparks and Washoe County and TMWA on landscape codes

8.3.6 Relevant Planning Documents
•

TMWA, 2009, 2010–2030 Water Resources Plan

•

Carlos, W. J., Miller, W., Devitt, D. A., Fernandez, G., 2004, Evapotranspiration Satellite
Irrigation Controller Study

•

Volt VIEWtech, 2003, Ultra Low Flush Toilet Rebate Program Final Report. Prepared for the
RWPC
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8.4

Wastewater Management (to be developed)

8.5

Reclaimed Water Management (to be developed)

8.6

Watershed Based Water Quality Planning / Truckee River TMDL (to be

developed)

8.7

Groundwater Resource Development and Impact to Domestic Wells (to be

developed) (updated 7-27-10)

8.7.1 Specific Issues and Linkages
• A number of domestic wells have failed in two locations within the planning area because
of declining water table elevations: Heppner Subdivision in north Lemmon Valley and the
Mt. Rose and Galena fan areas of the southwest Truckee Meadows. In a third location,
Golden Valley, domestic wells have experienced water level declines in addition to
septic system related water quality deterioration.
• Several factors can affect domestic wells including: drought conditions and the natural
variability of annual aquifer recharge, domestic well density, hydrogeologic conditions
such as fractured rock aquifers having poor yields, inadequate aquifer penetration at
initial construction, age and condition of the domestic well, and municipal groundwater
pumping.
• Converting properties with domestic wells to municipal water supply is costly.
• Uncertainty and disagreement commonly exist regarding responsibility for resolving water
supply issues in areas where municipal production wells co-exist with domestic wells.
• State Water Law recognizes the importance of domestic wells as appurtenances to private
homes and creates a protectable interest to protect their water supply from
unreasonable adverse effects caused by municipal, quasi-municipal or industrial uses
which cannot be reasonably mitigated (NRS 533.024.2(b).
• State Water Law allows the State Engineer to prohibit the drilling of domestic wells in areas
where water can be furnished by an entity such as a water district or a municipality
presently engaged in furnishing water to the inhabitants thereof (NRS 434.120.3(d).
• Linkages – Conjunctive use of surface water and groundwater resources in South Truckee
Meadows

8.7.2 Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues
• WCDWR program to model groundwater basins supports decision making for groundwater
system operations and helps evaluate possible impacts of alternate long-term operating
scenarios
• Golden Valley Recharge Project to enhance water resources available to domestic wells
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• South Truckee Meadows Facility Plan for conjunctive use of surface and groundwater
resources with limitation on overall groundwater pumping from municipal wells that
considers impacts to domestic wells
• WCDWR and STMGID have provided for domestic well owners to connect to existing
municipal water systems in the South Truckee Meadows
• WCDWR is using federal grant funds to offer significantly reduced connection fees to
Heppner Subdivision domestic well owners wishing to connect to the existing municipal
water system
• Washoe County Groundwater Task Force formed in November 2001 and Final Report
completed in June 2003
• Washoe County Well Mitigation Hearing Board (“WMHB”), active from 2004 through 2008,
reviewed 40 domestic well mitigation applications
• WCDWR is developing a new programmatic approach that aims to treat all affected
properties equitably, eliminate the burden on property owners of developing and
presenting a claim to the WMHB, and reduce the wait-time and internal costs of
providing mitigation
• WCDWR is developing a legislatively-authorized financing program to assist property
owners needing to connect but who are unable to afford up-front costs

8.7.3 Recommendations
WMHB meet only to review cases to which the programmatic approach does not apply or that
cannot be resolved by working directly with a water purveyor.

8.7.4 Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
WCDWR complete the reassessment of its well mitigation approach and finalize the
programmatic mitigation program.

8.7.5 Relevant Planning Documents
•
•

ECO:LOGIC, 2002, South Truckee Meadows Facility Plan. Prepared for the RWPC,
Washoe County Department of Water Resources, and South Truckee Meadows General
Improvement District.
RWPC Groundwater Task Force, 2003, Final Report to the RWPC by the Groundwater
Task Force.
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8.8

Integrated Use of Water Rights (to be developed)

8.9

Water Resources and Land Use Planning (to be developed)

8.10

Local Government Drainage Programs (to be developed)

8.11

Regional Flood Plain Management and Flood Control (to be developed)

8.12

Groundwater Remediation (to be developed) (updated 7-27-10)

8.12.1 Specific Issues and Linkages
PCE in Central Truckee Meadows: In the late 1980s the U.S. EPA identified Perchloroethylene
(“PCE”) as a toxic substance, proposed a drinking water standard for PCE, and required
municipal water providers to initiate water quality monitoring. Since 1987, fourteen municipal
water supply wells in the central Truckee Meadows are or have been impacted by PCE. Five of
those wells are impacted at levels greater than the drinking water standard, which went into
effect in 1991.
In 1994, the State of Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (“NDEP”) completed studies
concluding that the PCE contamination impacting these wells was widespread (occurring over a
16 square mile area) and likely to have originated over time from hundreds of possible sources.
Many of the likely sources were businesses that had been out of operation for many years.
Since existing state and local environmental regulations were not adequate at that time for
addressing a problem of this nature, dealing with the PCE problem in the central Truckee
Meadows would require creation of a federal Superfund site through CERCLA or changes in
state and local legislation.
In 1995, the Nevada Legislature passed Senate Bill 489 (resulting in NRS 540A) requiring the
formation of a remediation district once an existing groundwater contamination problem is
certified by NDEP and/or the County Health Officer. The NDEP administrator and Washoe
County Health Officer provided letters of certification in August of 1995. In 1997, the NRS was
amended (NRS 540A.250-285) to create a funding mechanism to support groundwater
remediation activities. The Central Truckee Meadows Remediation District (“CTMRD”) was
created by Washoe County in 1997. The CTMRD program is administered on behalf of the
Board of County Commissioners by the Washoe County Department of Water Resources
(“WCDWR”).
Since the creation of the CTMRD program, WCDWR has worked closely with other program
stakeholders (NDEP, Reno, Sparks, SPPCo/TMWA, WCHD) to develop and implement a
Remediation Management Plan (“RMP”) in 2003 to prevent, protect, and mitigate groundwater
contamination by PCE in the central Truckee Meadows. This is being accomplished through:
groundwater treatment; groundwater monitoring; wellfield management; potential source area
delineation and assessment; source management; and, site remediation activities.
Sparks Solvent/Fuel Site (“SS/FS”): Hydrocarbon fuel and chlorinated organic solvent (PCE,
along with trichloroethene or TCE) contamination originating at the SS/FS (a.k.a. the “tank
farm”) and adjacent rail yard affects groundwater underlying the southern-most part of Sparks.
The contamination forms a plume that roughly parallels I-80, extending from the tank farm to
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near Sparks Marina Lake. The plume is currently being hydraulically contained by extraction
wells and by maintaining a gradient toward the Sparks Marina Lake.
Contaminated
groundwater is being captured and treated. A new municipal well field (comprised of six wells
with a sustainable capacity of approximately 8,300 gallons per minute or more) to the north of
the tank farm is likely to result in significant changes in local hydrodynamics when it goes
operational. Changes may include an increased risk to groundwater utilized for municipal water
supply from contaminants at SS/FS. NDEP is overseeing and directing the ongoing remediation
of contaminated soils and groundwater at this site.
PCE in Lemmon Valley: Groundwater near the Reno-Stead Airport in the West Lemmon Valley
hydrographic basin is also affected by solvent contamination. A PCE plume, identified there in
1994, is associated with military activities at the Stead Air Force Base during the 1940s and
1950s. The potential exists for this contamination to migrate to municipal water supply wells;
however, corrective actions are successfully controlling contaminant migration and cleaning up
the impacted groundwater. Remediation at this site is being implemented by the responsible
parties under the direction and oversight of NDEP.

8.12.2 Action Taken / Alternatives Evaluated to Address the Issues
PCE in Central Truckee Meadows: CTMRD program funds have paid for the construction and
ongoing operation of three air-stripping treatment facilities that remove PCE from five TMWA
wells. Program funds have also been used for the preliminary design of two additional
treatment systems (using activated carbon) for wells with low levels of PCE. Treatment will be
implemented for these wells (Sparks Avenue and Poplar#2) in the event PCE concentrations
increase to the action level.
A regular and systematic groundwater monitoring program was
implemented in late 2003 in order to identify potential source areas, identify areas of higher risk,
support resource management, and to prioritize other program activities. CTMRD program
activities also include focused stakeholder efforts to minimize the possibility for ongoing
releases of PCE and ongoing source management on the part of WCDWR and NDEP to identify
and mitigate (where practical and cost-effective) PCE sources that are contributing to PCE
plumes in the central Truckee Meadows. By minimizing the potential for ongoing releases and
by mitigating sources contributing to the plumes, the time (and associated cost) required for well
head treatment for PCE in the Truckee Meadows will decrease.
Sparks Solvent/Fuel Site (SS/FS): The plume is being hydraulically contained with extraction
wells and contaminated groundwater is treated. The development of a new municipal well field
(currently scheduled to go on line in 2011, with a capacity of 8,000 gallons per minute or more)
to the north of the tank farm may result in changes in local hydrodynamics. These changes may
include an increased risk to groundwater utilized for municipal water supply. NDEP is
overseeing and directing the ongoing, remediation of contaminated soils and groundwater and
is aware that changes to the monitoring and remediation strategy employed at the site may be
necessarily with the development of the new well field.
PCE in Lemmon Valley: The potential exists for this contamination to migrate to a TMWA
production well; however, TMWA is successfully controlling plume migration by injecting fresh
water to form a hydraulic barrier. Investigations and the development of remediation plans are
ongoing under the direction and oversight of NDEP.
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8.12.3 Recommendations
PCE in Central Truckee Meadows: It is recommended that the primary components of RMP
implementation continue. These are:
• Groundwater treatment. Removal of PCE from the public drinking water supply to the
benefit of water users;
• Groundwater monitoring. Identification, characterization and evaluation of groundwater
elevation and water quality data in order to identify potential source areas, identify areas
of higher risk, support resource management, and to prioritize program activities;
• Source management. With the participation of other program stakeholders to promote
proper storage, use, and disposal at existing PCE using businesses. To indentify and
mitigate sources of PCE that represent a threat to groundwater resources to the benefit
of innocent owners of real property located above areas containing or suspected of
containing PCE contamination; and,
• Program outreach and administration. Providing outreach and educational materials
to keep water users and property owners, program stakeholders, and local decision
makers informed. Provide administration and management of program activities and
resources to the benefit of water users and property owners in southern Washoe
County.

8.12.4 Subsequent Activities and Additional Work Needed
PCE in Central Truckee Meadows: The RMP is currently being updated by Washoe County to
incorporate what has been learned about the PCE problem in the central Truckee Meadows
since 2003 and to better reflect how program stakeholders are working together to address it.
The RMP provides a functional roadmap as to how program activities will be implemented, what
the goals of those activities are, and what the respective roles and responsibilities of
stakeholder agencies are in that context. The updated RMP will need to be approved by
Washoe County and NDEP.
Ongoing CTMRD activities include:
• Wellhead treatment at five impacted municipal water supply wells. Annual volume of
groundwater treated is approximately 4,750 acre-feet.
• Investigation of recent PCE impacts to the El Rancho well. These investigations will
focus on determining the nature of and origin for the PCE impacts to this well with the
intent of mitigating those impacts and thereby maintaining the viability of this well.
• Regular and systematic groundwater monitoring, as part of the CTMRD Groundwater
Monitoring Plan (“GMP”), that includes monthly water level measurements and quarterly
water quality sampling from approximately 200 monitoring wells. The data derived from
the GMP provides information that is fundamental for defining PCE plume morphology
and dynamics, assessing the potential threat to municipal water supply wells, defining
any larger scale benefit derived from wellhead treatment, identifying potential PCE
source areas, and verifying the effectiveness of remediation activities.
• The identification and mitigation of specific PCE sources that contribute to or have the
potential to contribute to groundwater contamination. These activities are being
conducted in accordance with state environmental regulations and the CTMRD RMP.
For specific sources that have an identifiable responsible party, direction and oversight
of mitigation activities will be provided by NDEP. For sources that do not have an
identifiable responsible party, direction and oversight of mitigation activities will be
provided by WCDWR, with advisory support from NDEP. The mitigation of specific PCE
sources is essential because the groundwater PCE problem in the central Truckee
Meadows can’t be cleaned up unless sources/releases are mitigated/eliminated. It is
more cost effective to mitigate PCE mass near the point of origin (i.e. the source) where
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•

it is concentrated instead of at the well head where it will be more dilute and require a
greater treatment volume (and be more expensive) to address.
o There are currently five potential source area (“PSA”) investigations being
conducted in the Reno – Sparks area by WCDWR. PSA investigations are
focused in areas of historical PCE use that are spatially associated with PCE
groundwater plumes in the shallow zone (i.e. near surface) part of the aquifer
system. These PSA investigations include: the downtown Sparks PSA; the W.
Fourth Street PSA; the Mill/Kietzke PSA; the Vassar/E. Plumb PSA; and, the El
Rancho PSA. (The downtown Sparks PSA investigation is an extension of
previous CTMRD assessment of PCE impacts to the Sparks Avenue and
Poplar#2 municipal water supply wells and is focused on identifying the sources
for those impacts.) These investigations have collectively identified multiple
potential PCE sources that will be further evaluated in order to determine if they
pose a threat to groundwater and, if so, to determine the most practical and cost
effective manner for mitigating them. Any potential sources that can be
attributed to a responsible party will be referred to NDEP in accordance with the
CTMRD RMP.
o There are currently eight potential PCE sources in the central Truckee Meadows
that are being addressed by the responsible party with oversight from NDEP.
Interagency effort to minimize the potential for ongoing PCE releases that could impact
groundwater. This includes confirming that PCE is stored, used, and disposed of
properly.

Sparks Solvent/Fuel Site (SS/FS): With the development of the new municipal well field (with a
sustainable capacity of 8,300 gallons per minute) to the north of the tank farm, changes in the
local hydrodynamics are likely. These changes may include an increased risk to groundwater
utilized for municipal water supply. NDEP is aware that changes to the monitoring and
remediation strategy employed at the site may be necessary with the eventual operation of the
new well field.
PCE in Lemmon Valley: Recommendations yet to be developed

8.12.5 Relevant Planning Documents
•

Camp Dresser and McKee, Bouvette Consulting and Washoe County Department of
Water Resources, 2002, Central Truckee Meadows Remediation District, Remediation
Management Plan, prepared for the Central Truckee Meadows Remediation District.
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Chapter 5 – Flood Management and Stormwater Drainage
Purpose and Scope
This chapter describes the various entities that provide flood management or storm water
drainage services within the Planning Area including the Truckee River Flood Management
Project (“Flood Project”), its governing body and plans, City of Reno (“Reno”), the City of Sparks
(“Sparks”), and Washoe County (“County”). Subjects covered include flooding history, types of
floods, federal programs, federal state and local laws, progress on the Flood Project, structural
and nonstructural alternatives for flood control, local drainage programs, flood control and
drainage facility design standards, regional facilities and facilities for single drainage basins.
Summary of Facts and Findings
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

1

The property at risk from a 100-year (1%) flood in the Truckee Meadows is valued at
about $5 billion (verify).
Physical damages and economic impacts resulting from the 1997 Truckee River flood
(the largest flood of record) totaled about $700 million 1 in Washoe County and $1 billion
in the six county area hit by the flood in northern Nevada.
Nevada ranks #1 in flood loss payments from the National Flood Insurance Program for
western, non-coastal states for the last 30+ years (covers the period January 1, 1978
through November 30, 2009 and includes Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming).
Over the last 30+ years, Sparks, Reno, and Washoe County rank #1, #2, and #3,
respectively, for the total amount of flood insurance payments in Nevada from the
National Flood Insurance Program
Together, the three areas account for 74% of the total flood loss payments in Nevada or
almost three times more than all other areas in Nevada combined for the last 30+ years
($27,651,343 vs. the statewide total of $37,370,575.)
Incorporation of hydrologic data since the mid-1980s has resulted in estimated peak flow
for specific frequency events higher then originally thought. The 100 year event (or onepercent risk flood) at Reno is now estimated to be 20,700 cubic feet per second (cfs).
Peak flows for certain frequency events are shown in Table 5.1 below.
Riverine flooding and alluvial fan flooding are both common in northern Nevada. Riverine
flooding occurs when flows in rivers and streams rise over a period of hours or days and
overtop stream banks inundating nearby flood plains and low-lying areas. Alluvial fan
flooding occurs when floodwaters emerge from canyons flowing out of the upper
mountains onto an alluvial fan, typically with little or no warning, and travel downstream
at very high velocities carrying significant loads of sediment and debris. These flows can
change direction and realign the existing channel through the alluvial fan as the energy
of the water erodes small channels, water is diverted over un-channeled ground, and
new channels are established.

In 1997 dollars. The Corps estimated physical NED damage at about $500M. The Truckee River Water
Management Council did an economic impact study that concluded total damage to be $780M.
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Table 5.1 Estimated Peak Flows - Truckee River at Reno
Exceedance
(i.e., chance of occurrence in any single year)

Peak Flow
(cfs)

1/20
1/50
1/100*
1/500

9,200
14,800
20,700
63,000

Source: US Army Corps of Engineers
* Flooding that has a one-percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year, also
referred to as a 1 in 100 year flood event or a 100-year flood. Note: The USGS, using a different
analysis technique estimates the 1/100 peak flow to be approximately 26,000 cfs.

•

•

•

•

•

•

In the 1985 feasibility report for the Truckee River Flood Management Project, the
estimated discharge for the 100-year event at Reno was computed at approximately
18,500 cfs. This flow has been used by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(“FEMA”) to identify areas subject to flooding for flood insurance purposes.
The base flood elevation for the January 1997 flood, considered to be slightly greater
than the 100-year flood event, was approximately 1.6 feet higher than the existing FEMA
base flood elevation at the Vista gage. Therefore the actual 100-year flood levels are
higher than those shown on FEMA flood maps especially in the area east of U.S.
Highway 395, with the greatest difference occurring west of McCarran Boulevard.
Structures built to current FEMA standards within the area approximately bounded by
Rock Boulevard, Interstate 80, and Mira Loma Boulevard are not necessarily protected
during a 100-year flood event despite the depictions on the FEMA flood maps.
Information prepared for the RWPC through a study by WRC Nevada in 2003 indicates
that loss of flood storage volumes due to development of existing approved land uses
within the flood plain on the north and south sides of the Truckee River could result in an
increase of 0.4 to 0.6 feet in the base flood elevation. Since this study looked only at
development which might occur outside of the floodway, placing fill in the flood plain
would result in even higher flood levels than predicted.
As land uses change in the Truckee River watershed, both runoff volumes and velocity
of flows typically increase. This is reflected in changes in the shape and size of the
hydrographs of flows entering the Truckee River at places such as the North Truckee
Drain, Boynton Slough, Dry Creek, Evans Creek, and Steamboat Creek. Without
mitigation, these changes could affect the functioning of the Truckee River Flood
Management Project by causing higher peak flood elevations, thus reducing the
effectiveness of the project.
In 1997, approximately 120 to 150 homes were inundated above the first floors.
Information prepared by participants in the Truckee River Flood Management Project
Working Group indicates that an increase in the base flood elevation of as little as two or
three inches over the 1997 flood event could result in the inundation of approximately
1,800 additional homes in the Steamboat Creek area under the same flooding
conditions. Other properties throughout the region would likely be subject to additional
damages.
FEMA maps were adopted for the region in 1984. Local ordinances were adopted
shortly thereafter requiring the first floor of structures to be elevated either one or two
feet above the FEMA base flood elevation. Structures constructed after 1984 were
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•

•

generally built in compliance with these ordinances and are at less risk of flooding, while
structures constructed prior to 1984 are at higher risk. However, many of the FEMA
current flood maps are off by 0.5 to 1 foot as demonstrated in the 1997 Flood, during
which some homes experienced flooding unexpectedly.
The Community Coalition, comprised of hundreds of residents, came together in April
2000 to develop flood management alternatives for Reno, Sparks and neighboring
residents, and embraced the theory of a "Living River". Under the Living River concept,
the river is viewed as a valuable resource for the community that provides beneficial
functions which may be enhanced through restoration and preservation.
Broad community support is essential to implement flood management plans and
projects that seek to minimize flood damages.

Introduction
Two key points must be recognized when planning for the management of flood events:
1. Flooding is a regional phenomenon; floodwater does not respect municipal or
property boundaries.
2. Every area has a flood and stormwater drainage conveyance system, whether
planned or not.
Definition of Terms
In general, stormwater drainage refers to the conveyance of flows during storm events that do
not result in streams and rivers overflowing their banks or cause the design capacity of storm
drain facilities to be exceeded. In contrast, flooding occurs when streams or rivers overflow
their banks or flows exceed storm drain capacities causing floodwater to inundate nearby lands.
Much of this chapter is focused on the Truckee River Flood Management Project. Flood
management services in drainages not tributary to the Truckee River are shared by the local
jurisdictions’ departments of public works and community development, in conjunction with
stormwater drainage activities. Local government stormwater drainage and flood management
activities outside the Truckee River watershed are covered in Section 5.8 Local Stormwater
Drainage Programs and Section 5.9 Flood Control and Drainage Overview by Hydrographic
Basin.
5.1

Flood Damage

Major flooding in an urban environment has many adverse consequences, including monetary
damages and loss of real property. Monetary loss is the primary method of depicting flood
damages and assessing the effectiveness of flood protection alternatives. Floods also have
non-monetary effects, such as impacts on public health and safety, damages from toxic and
hazardous waste contamination, and loss of environmental resources in the flood plain.
5.1.1

Consequences of Flooding

Following are brief descriptions of potential monetary and non-monetary consequences of
flooding in the Truckee Meadows area.
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Public Health and Safety
The State Demographer estimates that more than 416,000 people live in the Planning Area.
The effect of levee failure and resultant flooding on human life depends on the magnitude of a
flood, population at risk, flood warning time and evacuation routes. In addition to loss of life,
major flooding could result in life-threatening injury and the spread of communicable diseases.
Evacuating the flood plain in anticipation of a major flood could have its own consequences,
including traffic accidents and other injuries associated with the rapid displacement of
thousands of people. In addition, there is the potential for loss of life and property damage
associated with flooding on alluvial fans.
Contamination from Toxic, Hazardous, and Related Waste
Flooding may result in significant releases of toxic and hazardous substances from aboveground tanks and drums containing heating oil, fuel oil, liquid propane, and kerosene;
agricultural chemicals such as herbicides, pesticides, solvents, and fertilizers; many commercial
and industrial chemicals; and untreated wastewater. Widespread flooding could also result in
groundwater contamination.
Flood Cleanup and Resources Consumption
Major flooding generates large quantities of flood-related debris, most of which is hauled to local
landfills. Rebuilding or relocating homes, businesses, and related infrastructure requires
additional natural and financial resources.
Property and Businesses
Damageable property in the Truckee Meadows flood plain consists of commercial, industrial,
residential, and public buildings valued at about $5 billion (verify). Additional effects on the
day-to-day business of the Reno-Sparks metropolitan area are significant. During a large flood,
many businesses are forced to close, at least temporarily, both during flooding and cleanup
afterward, resulting in lost revenues and wages.
Physical damages caused by inundation losses or flood response preparation costs are the
main types of flood damages within the flood plain. Physical damages include damage to, or
loss of, buildings and their contents, raw materials, goods in process, and finished products
awaiting distribution. Other physical damages include damage to infrastructure such as roads,
utilities, bridges, water and wastewater treatment facilities, and levees and floodwalls, as well as
cleanup costs. Additional costs are incurred during flood emergencies for evacuation and reoccupation, flood fighting, and disaster relief. Loss of life or impairment of health and living
conditions are intangible damages that cannot be evaluated in monetary terms.
Average annual equivalent damages are the expected value of damages for a given economic
condition and point in time. They are determined by weighing the estimated damages from
varying degrees of flooding by their probability of occurrence. Average annual equivalent flood
damages were estimated at $32 million for existing development conditions in 2004. (add
reference)
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Types of Floods
Flood hazards in Nevada are typically underestimated because of the state’s arid climate, highly
variable precipitation patterns due to the mountain ranges and the valleys between them, the
existence of few perennial streams, and the lowest precipitation in the country. Lack of data
and a sparse stream-gauging network also contribute to underestimation of flood hazards.
Different types of flood hazards in the planning area require different kinds of management
strategies. Truckee River flooding has been of primary concern to the Reno/Sparks
metropolitan area for decades, emphasized by the 1997 flood event, however flooding on
Truckee River tributaries, alluvial fans and playas are also concerns.
Riverine flooding and alluvial fan flooding are common in Nevada. Riverine flooding occurs
when water levels in rivers and streams rise with increasing discharge volumes over a period of
hours or days. Floodwaters overtop stream banks and inundate nearby low-lying areas. In
northern Nevada, riverine flooding typically occurs during the winter or spring runoff periods.
Alluvial fans are common landforms in arid areas and are found throughout Nevada. An alluvial
fan is a fan-shaped deposit of sediment created where a stream flows out of mountainous or
hilly terrain onto the valley floor. The stream may be perennial, intermittent or ephemeral.
Alluvial fans are the cumulative result of successive flood events over hundreds or thousands of
years. Alluvial fan flooding occurs when floodwaters emerge from a canyon mouth and travel
downstream at very high velocities carrying significant loads of sediment and debris. This type
of flooding can occur with little warning and as such would be considered a form of flash
flooding.
Steep slopes and high stream flow velocities in mountainous terrain allow floodwaters to erode
and transport huge amounts of sediment ranging in size from fine silt and clay to house-sized
boulders. As these floodwaters exit the mountains onto an alluvial fan, they spread out and
slow down causing deposition of the sediment load. This deposition sometimes plugs the active
stream channel at the canyon mouth causing the stream to change course and flow down the
fan in a new channel. Alluvial fan flooding is potentially more dangerous than riverine flooding
because it is less predictable and the threat is not apparent; therefore it is not often considered
during land development. Additionally, the influence of minor grading, roads, and structures can
greatly impact and exaggerate damage from this kind of flood. The hazards associated with
alluvial fan flooding are compounded by the potential for migration of floodwaters across the
width of the fan. Alluvial fan flooding impacts are especially severe on fans where development
has occurred without the installation of adequate mitigation measures.
Alluvial fan floods are a type of flash flood; however, flash floods can occur in other kinds of
drainages, generally in response to high intensity rainfall concentrated over a relatively small
area. Heavy rain collects in a stream or gully, instantly turning the normally calm drainage way
into a rushing current. Flash flood waters move rapidly downstream and can have the power to
move boulders, tear out trees, and destroy buildings and bridges. Mountainous terrain,
thunderstorms and development on alluvial fans are all common in the planning area. Flash
flooding on streams and washes emerging from steep canyons is another significant flood
hazard in Nevada.
Playa flooding occurs when storm waters drain into a closed, dry-lake basin causing water
levels to rise. Unlike other types of floods, however, water levels don’t recede immediately after
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the rain event. Water levels can continue to rise after a rain event due to the time it takes for
runoff to reach the playa through natural channels, streets, storm sewers and infiltration and
transmission as groundwater to the playa. This happens over time as water leaves the playa
through infiltration into the ground and/or evaporation. Lake flooding is similar to playa flooding
if the lake doesn’t have an outlet. Lakes with outlets also flood if the volume of water flowing in
is greater than the amount leaving the lake.
5.2

Flood History and Regional Setting

The Truckee Meadows area has a long history of floods. Melting snow, cloudbursts, and heavy
rains have all caused floods in the planning area. Rain-caused floods, normally occurring from
October through March and characterized by high peak flows and short durations, have caused
the major flood problems in the area. Flood records indicate that significant damaging flood
events have occurred almost every decade since the 1860s. Since about 1960, flood control
works consisting of reservoirs and channel modifications, have reduced the magnitude and
frequency of flooding in the area. In addition to floods on the Truckee River, a small number of
damaging flash floods have occurred in recent history. (Expand discussion on the effect of
upstream dams)
The cost of recovery from flood events is rising. Prior to the January 1997 flood event in
northern Nevada, damages due to flooding on the Truckee and Carson Rivers totaled more than
$31.5 million. The damage caused by flooding on the Truckee River during the January 1997
event exceeded $700 million if indirect damages such as lost revenue, wages, and sales taxes
are included. (Add cost of recovery for Dec. 31, 2005 – March 2006, if available)
5.2.1

History of Flooding in the Planning Area

The Truckee Meadows area experiences major flooding caused generally by two types of
precipitation events: 1) warm winter storms in which rain is widespread throughout the
watershed, and 2) local convective thunderstorms that generally produce isolated sub
watershed flooding in the summer months. The 100-year flood event has been based on winter
rain-on-snow events. Major Truckee River flood events have been recorded in 1861-1862,
1867-1868, 1907, 1950, 1955, 1963, 1986, 1997 and 2005. Two storms in 2006 (February 12
and March 20) came close to overtopping the banks of the Truckee River, and heavy rains
again in 2008 caused Truckee tributaries, including Steamboat creek to rise significantly, but did
not overtop the channel banks and cause significant flood damage.
5.2.2

The Flood of January 1, 1997

(add citations for this section)
December 1996 was an unusually wet month in northern Nevada. An above-average snow
pack had accumulated in the Truckee River drainage basin. A warming trend ensued in late
December, followed by the worst possible scenario: heavy rain on a melting snow pack. The
frontal storm, which led to flooding in western Nevada, began on December 31, 1996 with
rainfall in the foothills west of Reno. During the next three days rain, sleet and some snow was
continuous in the Reno/Sparks area, but the overall accumulated rainfall was not extensive in
the urban area (1.47 inches at the Reno Airport). In the foothills to the southwest however,
National Weather Service Doppler Radar (Nexrad) data indicated that in two areas more than 5
inches of rain fell on the heavy snow pack. Three-to-five inches of rainfall were estimated at
higher elevations. The resulting discharge in the Truckee River continued to increase through
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the night and the flood stage ultimately crested in Reno at 1:30 a.m. on January 1, 1997. After
the flood, the Corps estimated that a 100-year flood event would result in flood flows of 20,700
cfs. The locally accepted peak discharge estimate for January 1, 1997 was approximately
22,000 cfs (verify).
Early in the flood event, Reno bridges began accumulating debris reducing their conveyance
capacity. Video footage shows construction equipment (logging tractors) on one bridge
attempting to clear the debris off the upstream side of the bridge piers. Removal of the debris
resulted in a decrease of one foot in the surging flood stage in the downstream Reno streets.
The Truckee River has a varying channel conveyance capacity through Reno and Sparks.
Overbank flooding in the Sparks area started at discharges as low as 11,000 cfs (verify).
Channel capacity in this area is only 6,000 cfs so significant flooding occurred in the Sparks
industrial area. Flooding also inundated and closed the Reno -Tahoe International Airport.
Figure 5-1 shows the total area inundated relative to the FEMA 100-year flood zone. Damages
recognized by the Corps that can be used to justify federal expenditures on a flood control
project were calculated to be in the amount of $450 million. Local damage estimates, however,
exceeded $780 million in a study coducted by the Truckee River Water Management Council –
a group of flood impacted business mostly caused by inundation. (add citation)
Historically, the greatest flood damages in the planning area have resulted from Truckee River
flooding. There are a number of approaches that have been considered to reduce these flood
damages over the past 50 years. The flood of 1997 re-energized efforts to implement measures
to reduce the impact of flooding on the community.
5.2.3

Alluvial Fan Flooding in the Planning Area

Alluvial fan and flash flooding, while not as present in the community's recent memory, have
been even more catastrophic than Truckee River flooding in terms of loss of life. In 1956,
Galena Creek flooding resulted in four fatalities versus one fatality due to Truckee River flooding
in 1997. In some cases, development is progressing on alluvial fans without the benefit of
adequate upstream protective measures. This development also changes the hydrology of the
developed fan area which changes how runoff leaves the developed fan area. This could
change impacts downstream depending on what has been done to stabilize channels.
Stabilized downstream channels designed before development may not be in the needed
location after development, especially if there are directional changes in flows that were not
anticipated by the development design. In general, fan development decreases infiltration into
the fan and increases runoff volume and velocities downstream.
An alluvial fan flood occurred during June of 2002 in west Spanish Springs Valley when a
localized thunderstorm caused a significant amount of sediment to be eroded from Hungry
Ridge and deposited in the new Eagle Canyon subdivision immediately to the east. Water and
sediment also caused about $500,000 in damage to Spanish Springs High School. Sediment
deposition filled detention ponds above the subdivision, decreasing the available storage for
floodwater. Water flowed over the emergency spillways of the detention basins and down a
channel toward the subdivision. This outflow caused severe erosion in the channels just
downstream of the detention dams. When the sediment-laden floodwater met a berm along the
edge of the subdivision, sediment deposition occurred again. Some stormwater and sediment
spilled into the subdivision where it plugged drainage culverts, storm inlets, storm sewers and
streets. Water flowed into most yards in the subdivision and caused erosion of landscaping
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material and the deposition of sediment, which had to be cleaned from storm sewers, drainage
structures and channels, streets, and many yards in the weeks after the storm.
5.2.4

Flooding from December 31, 2005 through March 2006

Truckee River flooding that occurred on December 31, 2005 and continued during 2 additional
events through March 2006, was caused by heavy rainfall on the east side of the Carson Range
divide, not by rain on snow events. This caused larger than normal flows in Truckee River
tributaries. Increasing floodwater elevations were somewhat mitigated as rain changed to snow
in the upper elevations. Even so, Steamboat Creek flows approached a 100-year event. Flood
damages were significant in downtown Reno and in the east Sparks industrial area. Nine
hundred businesses flooded, but at lesser depths than in 1997. Flood waters flowed from a
small number of low spots along the north banks of the Truckee River and backed up behind the
existing levees east of McCarran Blvd. Floodwater started to overflow the Truckee River banks
at the Grand Sierra Resort campground, similar to the 1997 Flood.
In response, Reno installed concrete K-railing and kept flows in the river. This prevented
floodwaters from reaching the airport. A month later the same precipitation situation re-occurred
and the Emergency Operations Center (“EOC”) was opened. Fortunately flows did not overtop
the levees along the river; however, some flooding occurred at low areas adjacent to the banks.
A month later the same precipitation scenario occurred a third time, although this time the
amount was less and forecasts were for about a 10-year event flow. Less physical damage
resulted from the third event, but there were 3 response instances, activity to control flooding
during the event and clean up after the event. These costs are usually not reflected in flood
insurance claims. Additionally, flood insurance claims don’t include damage to uninsured
property, contents of buildings, truck trailers or other storage areas within the flood plain.
5.3

Federal Legislation and Programs to Address Flood Issues
5.3.1

National Flood Insurance Act / Flood Disaster Protection Act

Flood protection for the Reno/Sparks metropolitan area and surrounding Washoe County is
provided by two mechanisms: (1) flood plain regulations and (2) flood control projects. Both of
these mechanisms are influenced by federal regulations.
The National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 and the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 offer
subsidized flood insurance and flood disaster protection in return for participating communities’
implementation of flood plain management regulations as set forth in the National Flood
Insurance Program (“NFIP”).
5.3.2

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)

The NFIP was established in 1968 with the passage of the National Flood Insurance Act. The
purpose of the act is to encourage local communities to mitigate future flood damage by
adopting and enforcing minimum flood plain management ordinances, thus making the
community eligible for the federally-subsidized NFIP.
Participation allows property owners to purchase federally subsidized flood insurance. The
program provides Flood Insurance Studies (“FIS”) and Flood Insurance Rate Maps (“FIRM”)
prepared by FEMA for participating communities. A FIRM designates Special Flood Hazard
Areas (“SFHA”) within a community that is subject to a 100-year flood.
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Adoption of the minimum standards for flood plain management identified in the Code of
Federal Regulations (“CFR”) Title 44, section 60.3, is the primary requirement for participation in
the NFIP. The minimum NFIP requirements are flood plain management standards, which are
generally applicable nationwide, but that do not take into account unique regional and local
conditions.
Participation in the NFIP ensures the availability of federally subsidized flood insurance and
flood disaster relief to property owners within the communities. As part of the program,
communities are required to adopt ordinances that regulate development within the 100-year
flood plain by elevating structures in the floodway fringe and preventing construction in the
floodway.
Washoe County, Reno and Sparks are all participants in the NFIP. Studies in the 1970’s led to
the adoption of local ordinances in about 1984. Each jurisdiction has adopted Flood Hazard
Reduction Ordinances that established guidelines and requirements for the development of
property within areas determined to be subject to flood damage.
Counties and communities that do more than the minimum required by the NFIP are eligible for
participation in the Community Rating System (“CRS”), which provides credits in the form of
reduced insurance costs for property owners holding flood insurance. Washoe County is a CRS
participant and, by meeting certain program requirements, has secured a 15 percent reduction
in insurance premiums for un-incorporated Washoe County property owners.
Reno, Sparks and Washoe County each has its own flood plain manager and flood plain codes,
however the region is mapped as one area. Separate maps and studies are not done simply
because a flood plain crosses a local jurisdictional boundary. Separate tributary watersheds
studies are done, but the information is reflected on the regional flood maps.
In the early 1980s (verify), following completion of the first detailed flood hazard studies in
southern Washoe County, the communities were required to adopt flood hazard regulation
ordinances that complied with the federal requirements necessary for participation in the NFIP.
Prior to this, development within the 100-year flood plain was not regulated to prevent flood
damage. The only requirements adopted by the communities at that time were setbacks from
stream banks and construction of storm drains to contain and convey away from properties
storm water flows from much lower frequency events (5- to 10-year events).
Detailed scientific and engineering studies are performed by FEMA consultants or by the
jurisdictions. FEMA reviews the studies to identify the flood hazard areas and limited flooding
areas. These studies are used by FEMA to prepare FIRMs that are adopted and incorporated
by reference into the flood hazard reduction ordinances administered by each jurisdiction.
The initial FIRMs for Washoe County were completed in 1984. Annually, the community meets
with FEMA to discuss the need for new studies or restudies. When complete, the new studies
or restudies are used to revise the 1984 maps. Some of the current FEMA maps have been
updated through September 1994, however others, including most of the areas along the
Truckee River, have not been changed since the original mapping was done. A small number
of maps for areas along the Truckee River were updated in 2001.
Following Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and the significant impact flooding in the New Orleans
region had on the lives and property of residents there, FEMA accelerated its program to update
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and digitize the existing FIRMS nationwide. Making the maps digital was not supposed to
change the data, but it did highlight areas of incongruity and conflicts. Where these areas came
to light, FEMA has been revising the maps to more accurately portray flood risk. This process
has resulted in identifying many more homes and business in the Truckee Meadows as located
in the 100-year flood plain than previously thought. (Verify impact to local FIRM premiums and
federal bill to address increases)
The Public Works Departments of the City of Reno and the City of Sparks, and the Community
Development Department of Washoe County, maintain on file the current FIRMs for the
communities.
(Insert quote of FEMA stats for the region – see Summary)
5.3.3

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

FEMA – Project Impact
Project Impact is FEMA’s program for developing disaster resistant communities. This program
was initiated in 1998 and the City of Sparks was named as the first Project Impact Community in
Nevada. Project Impact was developed to help communities take responsibility for mitigating
the impact of disasters of all types.
Several federal agencies have programs that support flood plain management at the state level
by providing funding and technical assistance, and facilitating coordination with local
communities. FEMA provides technical assistance on flood plain management issues and
oversees the NFIP. In addition, FEMA offers flood mitigation programs and technical assistance
in updating the State Hazard Mitigation Plan, and funds mitigation projects through grants such
as the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program and the Flood Mitigation Assistance Program.
5.3.4

US Army Corps of Engineers

The US Army Corps of Engineers (“Corps”) offers both emergency and long-term services for
pre- and post-disaster mitigation and response. The agency performs general investigation
studies for flood control, and provides flood plain management planning services, in addition to
its role in design and construction of flood retention structures. The Corps recently introduced a
Flood Hazard Mitigation and Riverine Restoration program, entitled Challenge 21, intended to
focus on non-structural solutions to restore river channels that were modified for flood control.
General Investigation program (to be developed)
595 Rural Program (to be developed)
(This region has participated in both.)
Also, refer to section where the Corps’ role in the Flood Project is discussed (to be developed)
5.3.5

Natural Resources Conservation Service

The US Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service (“NRCS”) provides
services related to measuring and reducing flood hazards and emergency response following a
flood event. The agency conducts flood plain management studies in which ecological
resources are cataloged and opportunities for restoring and preserving flood plains are
identified. Under the Emergency Watershed Protection program, NRCS provides technical and
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financial assistance when a natural disaster causes damage in a watershed. Emergency
response actions are related to assessing damages and identifying actions.
5.4

State Legislation

Senate Bill (“SB”) 218, the Disaster Relief Bill, was passed during the 1997 Legislative session.
NRS 353.2735, the resulting statute, established a state disaster relief account of $4 million to
help communities recover from damages sustained in the event of a disaster. The fund is
administered by the Interim Finance Committee, and has been used to provide financial relief
following river and flash flooding events in communities throughout the state.
SB 175, approved during the 2009 Legislative session, authorizes Washoe County to acquire
and maintain a flood management project in the same manner as any other project authorized
under existing law, and provides similar provisions for a municipality within the County. The bill
also provides for the creation of a flood management authority by cooperative agreement and
authorizes the issuance of bonds similar to the authority of other municipalities.
Assembly Bill 54, also approved during the 2009 session, authorizes the implementation of a
flood-proofing and home elevation program in Washoe County including the ability to authorize
grants and loans from flood project funds.
5.5

History of Truckee River Flood Control Efforts

Federal flood control projects are generally proposed and constructed under Congressional
authority and assigned for implementation to various federal agencies. The NRCS, under the
authority of the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act, designed and constructed four
flood detention facilities in Northwest Reno. The City of Reno’s responsibility was to provide
lands, easements, right-of-way, and operation and maintenance of the facilities.
The US Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, under authorization of the Truckee
River Storage Project Act and the Washoe Project Act, completed construction of Boca
Reservoir in 1938, Prosser Creek Reservoir in 1963, and Stampede Reservoir in 1969. The
Corps, under authorization of the Flood Control Act of 1954, improved the bank-full capacity of
the Truckee River channel to 7,000 cfs from the Glendale Bridge to Vista including removal of
the Vista Reefs and removed obstructions downstream from the Truckee Meadows to Pyramid
Lake. Unfortunately this work, completed in 1963, resulted in flooding, bank erosion, and loss of
fisheries and wildlife habitat downstream of Vista.
Under the Flood Control Act of 1962, the Corps designed and constructed the Martis Creek
Reservoir. This reservoir was completed in 1972 along with Truckee River channel
improvements through Reno to improve the capacities to 14,000 cfs. Reno, Sparks, Washoe
County, and the Carson-Truckee Water Conservancy District are responsible for maintaining
these 1972 channel capacities and the river gages that monitor the flood flows.
In 1971, the Corps completed a flood control management plan for the Truckee River reservoirs.
Stampede, Boca, Prosser Creek, and Martis Creek Reservoirs have 65,000 af of flood control
space reserved from November to April each year. The operation of the reservoirs for flood
control is to be coordinated to limit the flow in the Truckee River at Reno to a maximum of 6,000
cfs. The Corps estimates that the flood control facilities mentioned above have reduced the
100-year flood flows through Reno from approximately 48,000 cfs to about 23,000 cfs, which
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still exceeds the Reno channel capacity of 14,000 cfs and the Sparks channel capacity of 6,000
cfs).
In July 1977, the Corps, at the request of Reno, Sparks, and Washoe County, resumed
investigation of alternatives for providing flood protection from the Truckee River through the
Truckee Meadows. This investigation resulted in an adopted plan in 1985 consisting of channel
improvements, levees, and detention facilities. This plan received Congressional authorization
in 1988 and design proceeded.
An economic re-evaluation office report on the project completed in 1991 indicated that the
project had an un-fundable benefit to cost ratio. This was due mainly to changes in the Water
Resources Development Act (“WRDA”) of 1986, which required the market value of public land
already acquired to be included in the benefit-cost ratio even though project funds would not be
required to purchase the land. As a result of that report the project was re-classified to a
deferred status. In 1996, Washoe County asked the Corps to activate the project and conduct a
re-evaluation, which the Corps initiated in fiscal year 1996-97. The Corps completed a
Reconnaissance Report in March 1998 and started work on a General Reevaluation Report,
which is presently ongoing.
5.6

Truckee River Flood Management Project

In April 2000, Reno, Sparks and Washoe County created a community-based group known as
the Community Coalition for Truckee River Flood Management. The Coalition worked in
cooperation with the Corps to develop a consensus flood plan with local public input. Diverse
members of the community came together to develop flood management alternatives for Reno,
Sparks and neighboring residents on the Truckee River. In March 2006 the Community
Coalition agreed on the locally preferred flood management plan and named it the Living River
Plan. This plan, the result of the Coalition’s multi-year effort, includes a variety of flood
protection measures described below. The Living River Plan was presented to the Corps with
the intent that it is ultimately authorized and funded by Congress.
5.6.1

Goals

The Flood Project has three primary goals:
1) Reduce flood damages and deaths from a 1997-type flood (117-year event),
2) Restore 50 miles of the Truckee River between Reno and Pyramid Lake, and
3) Provide enhanced recreational opportunities and open space in the region.
5.6.2

Partners

The flood project is sponsored by a consortium of local partners, including the City of Reno, the
City of Sparks, the Community Coalition, Washoe County, Storey County, the Reno-Tahoe
Airport Authority, Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe, Reno-Sparks Indian Colony, and The Nature
Conservancy. Washoe County is the managing partner, collecting the 1/8 cent sales tax
authorized in 1999 to help fund the project, selling the bonds, holding title to the lands, and
supporting the staff. The State of Nevada has become an important partner, contributing
significant funding starting in 2005. State agencies involved in the project include the
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Department of Wildlife, Division of
Environmental Protection, Division of State Lands, and Division of Emergency Management.
The Flood Project is being designed and built in cooperation with the Corps. Other federal
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funding partners include the US Fish & Wildlife Service, US Bureau of Land Management, US
Bureau of Reclamation (“BOR”) and FEMA.
Flood Project Coordinating Committee
The Flood Project is overseen by the 23-member Flood Project Coordinating Committee
(“FPCC”). The FPCC meets monthly to provide overarching policy direction to the project staff
and approve expenditures of funds. The FPCC was created through a Cooperative Agreement
among Reno, Sparks, Washoe County, and the University of Nevada, Reno (“UNR”) in 2005.
Eight voting members represent the primary partner organizations: Reno, Sparks, Washoe
County and the UNR. The 15 nonvoting members are composed of managerial, technical and
financial staff representing the primary partners, along with representatives of Storey County,
the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe, the Community Coalition, the Working Group and the RenoTahoe Airport Authority.
5.6.3

Cost and Funding

At an estimated cost of $1.2 billion to $1.6 billion, the Truckee River Flood Project is the largest
public works project ever undertaken in northern Nevada, combining ecosystem restoration,
recreation and flood control together in one visionary, integrated effort. The Corps is expected to
contribute more than half of the project cost.
The Flood Project is seeking funding in the President’s Budget to complete the General Reevaluation Report (“GRR”) and the Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”), and initiate design
work for the project in FY 2011.
Although the Flood Project is currently funded by a 1/8 cent sales tax, additional funds will be
required to meet the local sponsor’s required funding contribution. It is expected that one or
more “Flood Funding Areas” will be established over time to meet the funding need.
A Flood Funding Study is underway to address the need for additional revenues to meet the
local sponsor’s required funding contribution. Alternatives developed as part of the study were
presented to the Reno and Sparks City Councils and the Washoe County Board of
Commissioners and each elected body agreed with a recommendation to have the Flood
Project staff focus on the development of a Joint Powers Authority or a Regional Flood Control
District. The 2009 Nevada Legislature amended state statutes to enable the implementation of
the selected governance model.
Local sponsors are also discussing which of the proposed flood project elements could be built
with local funds only and what level of protection that would provide.
5.6.4

Project Timing

The flood project is currently in feasibility design to determine the National Economic
Development (“NED”) plan, expected to be completed in December 2010. The draft EIS will be
available for public review in April 2012. Authorization by Congress is anticipated in the fall of
2012 with a possible construction start by the Corps in 2013. Local construction of the project
began in August 2008 using local or non-Corps funding.
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5.6.5

Plan Alternatives

Two alternate versions of the Flood Project are being designed by the project team, the National
Economic Development (“NED”) Plan and the Locally Preferred Plan (“LPP”). The LPP is also
known as the Living River Plan, the plan supported by the community. The project elements of
the two plans are very similar, although each provides a slightly different level of flood
protection.
Living River Plan
The following objectives have provided guidance for the development of the Living River Plan:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Achieve flood damage protection from at least a 100-year flood event on the Truckee
River.
To the extent possible, the final design of the Flood Project should enhance and work
with the river's dynamic natural functions as reflected in the living river approach
developed by the Community Coalition.
Minimize floodwalls and levees where possible. Set floodwalls and levees back from the
river to protect access and visibility.
Evaluate redesign of all irrigation ditch intakes and diversion structures to reduce
floodwall heights and minimize localized flooding. Where possible enhance and restore
the river’s natural ecosystem.
Where possible enhance recreational opportunities and support the economic vitality of
the region.
Develop a flood protection management plan to ensure that the flood project is not
rendered obsolete in the future, or have land use changes lower the level of protection.
Regarding the UNR Main Station Farm: In implementing the Flood Project, work with
UNR to:
o Maintain UNR’s maximum use of the land at the Farm to implement its
agricultural mission
o Protect the regional investment in the reclaimed water system at the Farm to
maintain and enhance Truckee River water quality improvements. UNR budget
cuts in 2010 have prompted discussion concerning the fate of the Farm.
Reduced operations are expected as UNR evaluates the incorporation of
agricultural programs into other UNR colleges and how the Farm will serve future
programs. Plans for the Southeast Connector and Mill Street extension also
create demands for UNR Farm land. The FPCC has discussed how to balance
the land requirement of the Flood Project with the needs of UNR, and how UNR
should be represented on the Flood Project governing body in the future.
The design for the downtown Reno features shall maintain and enhance the Truckee
River as an aesthetic attribute to downtown Reno and the community. The design shall
maintain public access to the river.

The following sections describe the project elements of the Living River Plan that have been
approved by the FPCC as of October 2009. Project elements are described briefly and
accompanied by a map. For more complete descriptions, go to the TRFP website:
www.truckeeflood.us.
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The Living River Plan was initially approved by the FPCC in 2006. The plan in previous forms
was also approved by resolution of the 3 entities 2 times between 2000 and 2005. Since that
time the FPCC has approved plan amendments to increase flood protection in the Truckee
Meadows from a 100-year event to a 117-year event, replace (instead of rehabilitate) the
bridges at Virginia Street and Center Street, include fish passage, flood plain acquisition, nonstructural project elements, such as floodproofing, home elevation, buyout, financial assistance
and model development, and to include bank stabilization and bridge improvements.
Some Flood Project elements are still under development, including interior drainage (moving
water from behind levees and floodwalls), and the open space and recreation plan. It is
expected that some or all of these elements will be added into the Living River Plan over time.
Project elements will also continue to be updated and improved as more technical information is
obtained.
5.6.6

Structural Elements

Downtown Reno Reach
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

New Floodwalls: Levee or floodwalls along the north bank of the Truckee River from
upstream of Booth Street to Arlington Street, as space permits;
Replace Floodwalls: Replacement of the old and inadequate floodwalls from Arlington
Street to Lake Street;
Virginia Street Bridge: Replace Virginia Street Bridge which constricts flows and
increases flood water elevations, with a new bridge that is hydraulically efficient and
capable of passing the 100-year flood;
Sierra Street Bridge: Replace Sierra Street Bridge which constricts flows and increases
flood water elevations, with a new bridge that is hydraulically efficient and capable of
passing the 100-year flood;
Center Street Bridge: Replace Center Street Bridge which constricts flows and increases
flood water elevations, with a new bridge that is hydraulically efficient and capable of
passing the 100-year flood;
Lake Street Bridge: Replace Lake Street Bridge which constricts flows and increases
flood water elevations, with a new bridge that is hydraulically efficient and capable of
passing the 100-year flood;
On-Bank Floodwalls: Construction of "on-bank" floodwalls set back from the channel
banks to fit existing conditions and features to contain flood flows in areas where
replacing the existing floodwall is not feasible;
Temporary closure structures at bridges to prevent floodwater from leaving the river
channel and flowing down the streets;
Levees and floodwalls, as needed, to contain flood flows from Lake Street to US 395.

Meadows Reach
•

Sparks Levees and Floodwalls: Glendale to Greg: Replacement and/or enhancement of
the levees along the north side of the Truckee River from Glendale to Greg in such a
manner that the levees blend into the park areas along the river, and floodwalls are
constructed to a minimum height and combined with levees or berms wherever possible,
to reduce the height of the wall and the footprint of the levee and hide the view of the
floodwall as much as possible from the riverside. This project element would also involve
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

the evaluation of areas that do not have enough room for levees as to whether it is better
to construct a floodwall in that location or purchase additional rights-of-way to allow
construction of a lower levee.
Sparks Levees and Floodwalls: Rock to McCarran: Replacement and/or enhancement of
the levees along the north side of the Truckee River from Rock to McCarran in such a
manner that the levees blend into the park areas along the river, and floodwalls are
constructed to a minimum height and combined with levees or berms wherever possible,
to reduce the height of the wall and the footprint of the levee and hide the view of the
floodwall as much as possible from the riverside. This project element would also involve
the evaluation of areas that do not have enough room for levees as to whether it is better
to construct a floodwall in that location or purchase additional rights-of-way to allow
construction of a lower levee.
Sparks Levees and Floodwalls: McCarran to Vista: Replacement and/or enhancement of
the levees along the north side of the Truckee River from McCarran to Vista in such a
manner that the levees blend into the park areas along the river, and floodwalls are
constructed to a minimum height and combined with levees or berms wherever possible,
to reduce the height of the wall and the footprint of the levee and hide the view of the
floodwall as much as possible from the riverside. This project element would also involve
the evaluation of areas that do not have enough room for levees as to whether it is better
to construct a floodwall in that location or purchase additional rights-of-way to allow
construction of a lower levee.
Reno-Sparks Indian Colony Levee: Construction of a levee to be located about 30 feet
from the top of the bank along the south side of the river from Highway 395 to Glendale
Avenue.
Grand Sierra Levee: Construction of a short floodwall along the Grand Sierra property
line from Glendale Avenue to Greg Street, and, if the wall is higher than four feet,
consideration shall be given to providing containment in this section by raising the
Hilton's internal parking lot road. The parking areas between this road and the river
would then be allowed to flood.
Mill Street Levee: Greg to Rock: Construction of set-back levees on the south side of the
river starting from the abutment of the Greg Street Bridge, roughly following the
alignment of the existing Pioneer irrigation ditch to the north side of Mill Street near its
intersection with Rock Boulevard, in such a manner so that the levee ties into the Rock
Boulevard embankment where the top elevation of the levee matches the road shoulder.
Mill Street Levee: Rock to McCarran: Construction of set-back levees from the tie into
Rock Boulevard, following the north side of Mill Street to McCarran Boulevard at which
point the levee would tie into the McCarran Boulevard embankment where the elevation
of the top of the levee matches the road shoulder. Depending on the ultimate use of the
Excel Building, at Edison Way the levee could become a floodwall along the south side
of the building and return to a levee east of the building. The building could also be flood
proofed.
Main Station Farm Protection Levee: Construction of a levee around the University of
Nevada’s Main Station Farm's buildings near the intersection of Clean Water Way and
McCarran Boulevard.
Eastside Subdivision: (see nonstructural elements below)
Hidden Valley Levee/Floodwall: Construction of a levee or floodwall along the east bank
of Steamboat Creek from Pembroke Lane north until it ties into natural ground so as to
protect the low houses in the "Pebble Beach" area.
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•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Crossing Improvements: Improvements as may be needed where Dry Creek and
Boynton Slough cross South McCarran, Peckham Lane, Longley Lane and McCarran
Boulevard.
Rock Blvd Bridge: Lengthen Rock Blvd. Bridge to reduce the flood levels caused by the
existing bridge.
East McCarran Blvd. Bridge: Lengthen McCarran Blvd. Bridge to reduce the flood levels
caused by the existing bridge.
Terracing: Greg to Rock: Construction of terraces along the south side of the channel
from Greg Street to Rock Boulevard that vary in width to provide additional flow
conveyance and ecosystem restoration. They will have two levels, so that the lower level
shall be at the elevation of a normal year’s high flow and the higher bench shall be about
four feet higher.
Terracing: Rock to McCarran: Construction of terraces along the south side of the
channel from Rock Boulevard to McCarran Boulevard that vary in width to provide
additional flow conveyance and ecosystem restoration. They will have two levels, so that
the lower level shall be at the elevation of a normal year’s high flow and the higher
bench shall be about four feet higher.
Terracing: McCarran to Steamboat: Construction of terraces along the south side of the
channel from McCarran Boulevard to Steamboat Creek that vary in width to provide
additional flow conveyance and ecosystem restoration. They will have two levels, so that
the lower level shall be at the elevation of a normal year’s high flow and the higher
bench shall be about four feet higher.
North Benching along Living River Parkway: Possible excavation of the "point" on the
north side of the river to provide additional flow capacity to compensate for the reduced
flow area if the Mill Street Levee is constructed north of the Excel, Cooperative
Extension, and some Edison Way buildings (may not be necessary if levee is
constructed south of these buildings as currently proposed by Flood Project.)
Vista Narrows Widening: Construction of terraces in the channel from the confluence
with Steamboat Creek to the first railroad bridge east of Sparks to control flows leaving
the Truckee Meadows and achieve the required flood elevations in the Truckee
Meadows.
North Truckee Drain: Relocation of the terminus of the North Truckee Drain to a point
near where the river is adjacent to the railroad tracks and enters the East Truckee
Canyon on the east side of the East Sparks Industrial Park, consisting mostly of an
underground box culvert.
Tributary Protection (if still needed): Construction of levees and floodwalls to extend up
the tributaries to the Truckee River far enough so flooding from Truckee River backwater
does not occur behind them. These levees shall extend further upstream if their
presence causes the 100-year flood event from an individual tributary to spill over behind
the levee or floodwall.
Huffaker Detention Facility (Withdrawn): Construction of a detention facility at Huffaker
Narrows, incorporating the function of the detention basin for Double Diamond into the
final design so that the maximum water level in the detention facility for a 100-year flood
event on the Truckee River and/or Steamboat Creek occurs at elevation 4435. This
detention basin would be bounded on the south side along the alignment of the
proposed South Meadows Parkway extension.
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Lower Truckee River Reach
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ecosystem Restoration: Lockwood Restoration of the Truckee River downstream of
Vista at Lockwood where restoration is feasible to increase sinuosity, connect the river to
the flood plain, mitigate for loss of flood plain storage due to construction of floodwalls
and levees upstream, and correct the damage done to the river from previous
channelization projects.
Ecosystem Restoration: Mustang/Peri Ranch Restoration of the Truckee River
downstream of Vista at Mustang Ranch where restoration is feasible to increase
sinuosity, connect the river to the flood plain, mitigate for loss of flood plain storage due
to construction of floodwalls and levees upstream, and correct the damage done to the
river from previous channelization projects.
Granite Pit This site is being analyzed for a potential cooperative soil replacement site
for excess materials which will be excavated in the benching process upstream.
Ecosystem Restoration: Tracy Power Plant Restoration of the Truckee River
downstream of Vista at the Tracy Power Plant where restoration is feasible to increase
sinuosity, connect the river to the flood plain, mitigate for loss of flood plain storage due
to construction of floodwalls and levees upstream, and correct the damage done to the
river from previous channelization projects.
Ecosystem Restoration: 102 Ranch Restoration of the Truckee River downstream of
Vista at 102 Ranch where restoration is feasible to increase sinuosity, connect the river
to the flood plain, mitigate for loss of flood plain storage due to construction of floodwalls
and levees upstream, and correct the damage done to the river from previous
channelization projects.
Ecosystem Restoration: Eagle Pitcher Restoration of the Truckee River downstream of
Vista at Eagle Pitcher where restoration is feasible to increase sinuosity, connect the
river to the flood plain, mitigate for loss of flood plain storage due to construction of
floodwalls and levees upstream, and correct the damage done to the river from previous
channelization projects.
Ecosystem Restoration: Ferretto Ranch Restoration of the Truckee River downstream of
Vista at Ferretto Ranch where restoration is feasible to increase sinuosity, connect the
river to the flood plain, mitigate for loss of flood plain storage due to construction of
floodwalls and levees upstream, and correct the damage done to the river from previous
channelization projects.
Ecosystem Restoration: Railroad Cut Restoration of the Truckee River downstream of
Vista at Railroad Cut where restoration is feasible to increase sinuosity, connect the river
to the flood plain, mitigate for loss of flood plain storage due to construction of floodwalls
and levees upstream, and correct the damage done to the river from previous
channelization projects.
Ecosystem Restoration: I-80 Rest Stop Restoration of the Truckee River downstream of
Vista near the I-80 rest stop by Wadsworth where restoration is feasible to increase
sinuosity, connect the river to the flood plain, mitigate for loss of flood plain storage due
to construction of floodwalls and levees upstream, and correct the damage done to the
river from previous channelization projects.
Ecosystem Restoration: Above (upstream of) I-80 Bridge Restoration of the Truckee
River downstream of Vista upstream of the I-80 bridge over the Truckee River where
restoration is feasible to increase sinuosity, connect the river to the flood plain, mitigate
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•

•

•

•
•

for loss of flood plain storage due to construction of floodwalls and levees upstream, and
correct the damage done to the river from previous channelization projects.
Ecosystem Restoration: Wadsworth Restoration of the Truckee River downstream of
Vista at Wadsworth where restoration is feasible to increase sinuosity, connect the river
to the flood plain, mitigate for loss of flood plain storage due to construction of floodwalls
and levees upstream, and correct the damage done to the river from previous
channelization projects.
Rainbow Bend Benching: Construction of three excavated benches along the Truckee
River, one at the Canyon Way Bridge, one on the north side of the River across from the
Canyon GID Wastewater Treatment Plant, and one on the south side of the river just
east of the Canyon GID Wastewater Treatment Plant to protect the Wastewater
Treatment Plant abutment from flood scour, protect the Rainbow Bend community from
increased flood flows due to construction of project elements upstream, and provide
additional capacity for flood flows in the river especially near the Canyon Way Bridge.
Rainbow Bend Walkway: Construction of a low elevated walkway (approximately 1/2
mile long) along the south side of the river by Rainbow Bend to protect the Rainbow
Bend community from increased flood flows due to construction of project elements
upstream.
Painted Rock Railroad Bridge: Elevation of the Trestle Bridge at Painted Rock to elevate
it above 117-year flood waters.
Wadsworth Levee: Construction of a levee at Wadsworth to protect the community from
flooding due to the 117-year flood.

Fish Passage and Recreation Elements
•

•

Fish Passage: Construct, along the Truckee River, features that improve fish passage,
including: bypass channels, intake pumps, fish screens, and the modification, relocation,
or removal of barriers such as dams and diversions.
Recreation: Construct, on property acquired for flood damage reduction or ecosystem
restoration, recreational features such as multi-use trails, fishing and boating access
sites, picnic areas and playing fields.
5.6.7

Non-structural Elements

Downtown Reno Reach
Non-Structural Commercial and Residential Floodproofing – Four structures would require nonstructural floodproofing with this alternative. Three are located on the south bank, two are
residential condominiums near Barbara Bennett Park and one is a single family residence.
There is also a commercial building near Brick Park on the north bank. Structures at the 525
Court Street location, including the Promenade senior resort living center and Heritage Bank of
Nevada, as well as the structures along the 200 block of Island Avenue between Arlington
Avenue and Rainbow Street would undergo flood-proofing measures that would further protect
these buildings from overbank flows under the Living River Plan. Further downstream, the
historic Post Office building on the south bank between Virginia Street and Center Street may
also undergo flood-proofing.
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Meadows Reach
Non-Structural Residential Flood-proofing - An alternative may include flood-proofing for certain
residences in Hidden Valley and buildings in the Eastside Subdivision south of the UNR Main
Station Farm. The channel benching plan requires flood-proofing of 59 residences in the
Boynton Slough and Pembroke Drive areas. The method of flood-proofing would probably vary
from structure to structure, but all would be raised to at least the 100-year flood elevation.
Assembly Bill 54, approved in May 2009, authorizes the implementation of a flood-proofing and
home elevation program in Washoe County including the ability to authorize grants and loans
from Flood Project funds.
5.6.8

Other Measures

Joint Powers Authority (“JPA”)
Reno, Sparks and Washoe County are discussing the development of an interlocal cooperative
agreement that would create a JPA to govern the flood project consistent with the provisions of
recent State Legislation. Senate Bill (SB) 175, approved in June 2009, authorizes Washoe
County to acquire and maintain a flood management project in the same manner as any other
project authorized under existing law, and provides similar provisions for a municipality within
the County. The bill also provides for the creation of a flood management authority by
cooperative agreement and authorizes the issuance of bonds similar to the authority of other
municipalities. A summary of key provisions being contemplated includes the authority to plan
and construct, own, operate and maintain the project. In addition, certain emergency, regulatory
and revenue powers are also contemplated. The summary of possible provisions can be
viewed at www.truckeeflood.us.
Planning and Regulatory Functions
It is contemplated that the JPA may propose plans and regulatory measures, consistent with
existing development codes, to protect the flood management facilities and mitigate the adverse
impact that new development may have on flooding and on the level of protection the facilities
are designed to provide. The plans and regulatory measures would be developed in
collaboration with the JPA members’ planning staffs and proposed, as appropriate, for approval
and inclusion in the local government development codes. Regulatory functions may also
include establishing a flood impact analysis procedure and process to measure the possible
impact of land uses and development projects on the flood management facilities. This process
may utilize a regional hydrologic modeling tool.
Regional Hydrologic Model
The Flood Project has initiated the development of a regional hydrologic model with Manhard
Engineering. The first phase includes analysis of various regional hydrologic model approaches
and techniques with the ultimate goal of developing a model for the Truckee River Watershed.
During Phase I, various model options would be tested on a much smaller watershed, the Sun
Valley watershed, for which highly reliable data is available as a calibration tool. The results of
the first phase effort would then be applied to the entire Truckee River watershed in a later
phase of the project.
A regional hydrologic model is being built. Phase 1 looked at four potential software packages
that could be used for this effort to determine which would provide the best results at predicting
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increased flood risk and impact due to land use changes in the watershed. This software and
the modeling process learned from the pilot project – Sun Valley Dam watershed – would then
be used for developing the rest of the model across the Truckee River Watershed about the
Vista Gage. This model will be run when land use changes are being considered so the
potential adverse flood impacts can be estimated. The flood project would then pass this
information onto the entities reviewing land use change projects of land use planning so the
entity can provide adequate and proper conditions to permits to assure the safety of the public
due to flooding isn’t adversely impacted or decreased and the level of protection of the flood
project is not reduced.
Flood Plain Storage and Critical Flood Pools (Review)
Flood plain storage is a critical component of flood protection. Many properties that were built in
compliance with FEMA standards for the NFIP may be at risk because of loss of flood plain
storage. Reno, Sparks, Washoe County and Flood Project staff members involved in flood plain
storage volume mitigation seek to ensure that the Flood Project remains feasible and future
flood impacts are minimized.
The Flood Project is working with the local governments to take the following action steps:
•
•

•

•

•

Develop flood plain storage mitigation options or plans to ensure that an undue burden is
not placed on property owners.
Work in a cooperative manner to implement the Flood Project and the Regional Flood
Plain Management Strategy (RWPC, 2003). Special attention is directed to land
acquisition and early implementation of Flood Project elements that are critical to the
preservation of flood storage and/or the feasibility of any of the project alternatives.
Jointly develop and formally adopt the best available technical data on the hydrology and
hydraulics of flooding as used by the Flood Project (being developed in coordination with
the Corps). Another of the Flood Project’s highest priorities is to complete the regional
hydraulic modeling tool needed to quantify cumulative flooding impacts in the watershed.
Use best efforts and good faith to jointly develop and present to the RWPC within six
months a Regional Flood Plain Storage Mitigation Plan that will be incorporated into the
Regional Flood Control Master Plan for its implementation. This will facilitate the ability
of property owners to develop their properties and/or participate in regional solutions for
mitigation of increased volume of runoff or loss of flood plain storage volume if
appropriate. The Regional Flood Plain Storage Mitigation Plan will also provide a
mechanism for monitoring and enforcing this element of the Regional Flood Control
Master Plan.
Provide background information and public outreach to ensure support from the
community and from elected officials for the region’s interconnected flood policies and
projects.

Ultimately, flood plain storage mitigation will need to address the following:
•

Ensure that current flood impacts and flood conditions are “locked into place”. The plan
is designed to minimize current flood impacts to existing residents and businesses and
also to prevent flood impacts from getting worse over time.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Properties in Zone 1, as described in Policy 3.1.b, will be under the most stringent
development constraints because they are in the most critical flood plain storage volume
areas. (See Figure _.)
Properties in Zone 2, as described in Policy 3.1.b, are in a unique situation:
displacement of flood plain storage may cause increased flood impacts to nearby
properties under current conditions. Once the Truckee River Flood Management Project
is implemented, the flood plain storage volume associated with these properties will no
longer need to be maintained.
Properties in Zone 3, as described in Policy 3.1.b, are important areas in terms of flood
conveyance under current conditions. Once the Truckee River Flood Management
Project is implemented the flood plain storage volume associated with those properties
in Zone 3 will no longer need to be maintained. However, current conditions of water
volume and peak discharge must be maintained after the project is implemented or the
local interior drainage must be designed for future conditions.
Properties in Zone 4, as described in Policy 3.1.b, may impact the hydrology of the
Truckee River Flood Management Project if there is a significant change to the timing,
duration or volume of runoff from the property.
Larger projects will be expected to provide a higher level of analysis and may be
required to contribute to the regional solution that provides mitigation for the loss of flood
plain storage volume.
Smaller projects will not be expected to provide undue levels of analysis, but may also
be expected to contribute to the regional solution that provides mitigation for the loss of
flood plain storage volume.
Where appropriate, maximize the opportunity to receive credits under FEMA’s
Community Rating System for protection of properties, which may result in flood
insurance premium price reductions under the NFIP.
Mitigation options will be identified which may include any or all of the following:
o Local government purchase of existing excess storage volume to be reserved for
offsetting the impacts caused by developments
o Local government implementation of storage mitigation projects to be reserved
for offsetting the impacts caused by developments
o Private developer creation of storage mitigation projects to mitigate the impacts
caused by larger developments and/or to sell additional storage for offsetting the
impacts caused by developments
o Creation of a framework to allow local governments to buy and sell storage to
offset impacts caused by developments
o Generally, mitigation should be provided in an area hydrologically or hydraulically
connected to the project requiring mitigation in a way that will not increase flood
levels by any amount.
o Early implementation of flood project elements is an option for providing
mitigation

Reno has amended its Land Development Code (Section 18.12.605 - Critical Flood Pools) and
Washoe County has amended its Development Code (Section 110.416.18 Critical Flood
Storage Areas) to be consistent with Policy 3.1.b, below, to address the need to mitigate losses
of flood plain storage in critical flood pools within their respective jurisdictions.
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Policy 3.1.b: Flood Plain Storage within the Truckee River Watershed
(Review)
Until such time as Reno, Sparks, and Washoe County adopt and begin to
implement the Regional Flood Plain Management Plan and the Regional Flood
Control Master Plan, the local flood management staff 2 , using the best technical
information available, will work with a proposed project applicant or a proposed
land use change applicant to determine the appropriate level of analysis required
in order to evaluate and mitigate the impacts to 100-year flood peaks and flood
plain storage volumes. On an annual basis, all three local flood management
agencies shall jointly agree on and adopt the “best technical information”
available for use in implementation of the Regional Water Plan policies relating to
flooding. The local flood management staff would be responsible for coordinating
with the other appropriate local government agencies.
Criteria to implement policy: The local flood management staff shall evaluate
impacts using qualitative or quantitative analysis and the evaluation may be
uncomplicated and brief. If a more in-depth analysis is appropriate, the following
“tiered” approach and criteria shall be used:
•

•

•
•

Current ordinance requires that a project not increase the 100-year peak flow at the
boundary of the property. If the project can also demonstrate no increase in volume of
100-year runoff at the boundary of the property, the analysis is complete.
If there is an increase in 100-year volume of runoff at the boundary of the property, the
project may demonstrate either:
o The increase in volume of runoff will have no adverse impact to downstream
properties and no adverse impact3 to hydrologically connected properties, or
o The increase in volume of runoff will be mitigated in a regional project without
adverse impact to hydrologically connected and downstream properties. (Until a
storage mitigation plan is in place with respect to this paragraph, no flood plain
storage mitigation will be required.)
Impacts of a proposed project will be evaluated by comparing conditions without the
proposed project (current conditions) and conditions with the proposed project.
Impacts of a proposed land use change will be evaluated by comparing conditions
without the proposed land use change (current conditions) and conditions with the build
out of the reasonable development potential of the proposed land use change.
The watershed is divided into four zones with different project size thresholds for
the purposes of review (See Figure _):
Zone 1: Critical flood pool – all proposed land use changes and proposed
projects will be reviewed for their impact on hydrologically connected and
downstream properties
Zone 2: Existing flood pool that will be removed from the flood pool by the
proposed Truckee River Flood Management project – proposed land use
changes and proposed projects 5 acres and larger will be reviewed

2

Each local government has assigned one or more staff members the responsibility of designing and
reviewing flood management projects. These staff members are also responsible for reviewing certain
proposed projects to address concerns of drainage and flooding.
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Zone 3: Adjacent sheet flow areas not part of the flood pool – proposed land use
changes and proposed projects 5 acres and larger will be reviewed
Zone 4: Remainder of the Truckee River Watershed – proposed land use
changes and proposed projects 10 acres and larger will be reviewed
Flood Monitoring
Early Warning Program
The Flood Early Warning System consists of gages and associated equipment intended to
provide critical storm and weather information to various agencies within northern Nevada for
the purposes of supporting emergency preparations in advance of devastating floods. The
system includes 54 local and US Geologic Survey (“USGS”) sponsored stream and precipitation
gages, transmission equipment, computer data collection and distribution system, and
equipment and software to transform the data into useable information for regional emergency
flood response. In addition to stream and precipitation gage data, staff relies on data from an
additional 121 gages paid for and managed by other organizations. In total, there are 175 gages
in the regional hydrologic data network.
Flood Plain Management Plan
Flood plain management generally consists of planning and implementing programs designed to
alleviate the impact of flooding on people and communities. It includes activities such as
instituting land use policies and regulations for development in flood prone areas, and restoring
and preserving natural resources and functions of flood plains and contributing watersheds.
The Flood Project, in order to receive federal cost share funds through the Corps of Engineers
is required to have in place and ready to implement, a flood plain management plan that deals
with the impacts to the Flood Project caused by changes in the watershed. Such changes could
reduce the Flood Project’s level of protection and therefore reduce the benefit coming from
federal funds spent on the project.
In addition to the Flood Project’s requirement for a flood plain management plan, the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) establishes minimum requirements for flood plain
management that communities must implement in order to be eligible for flood insurance. The
NFIP establishes criteria for construction in Special Flood Hazard Areas. Flood plain
management also includes the pro-active management of watersheds to reduce existing and
future potential flood hazards.
Flood plain management can include both structural and non-structural measures for mitigating
flood impacts. Structural approaches include measures that reduce the amount of floodwater in
a stream or contain floodwater in a channel so that it does not inundate nearby areas. Such
measures may include detention facilities, levees or dikes and floodwalls. Structural measures
built with public money have been used historically to manage existing flood impacts with
varying degrees of success. Structural flood controls may require the use of valuable land and
natural resources. A structural approach to flood control in existing urban areas can provide a
cost-effective benefit to the public. In southern Nevada, the Clark County Regional Flood
Control District uses structural controls very effectively to manage flash flooding impacts in
developing areas.
Non-structural approaches to flood plain management are being used increasingly as the
limitations of flood control become apparent. The most cost-effective approach to flood hazard
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protection can be achieved using land use planning and sound flood plain management
regulations in flood prone areas. Non-structural approaches to flood plain management include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of regional master plans for flood management
Mapping and study of historic flood prone areas
Implementation of flood plain regulations, including zoning ordinances, subdivision
regulations, and building codes that guide development in flood plains and flood prone
areas
Implementation of a development review process at the local or regional level
Acquisition and removal, or relocation of structures which experience repetitive losses
Flood proofing existing structures by elevating a building’s structure or infrastructure, or
sealing and reinforcing walls, doors and windows
Flood forecasting and warning systems
Disaster preparedness plans
Rehabilitation of disturbed watersheds, wetlands, and riparian zones
Designation of green belts
Providing education and information to the local communities

Although flood plain management most effectively occurs at the local or regional level, the state
plays an important role. The state’s primary functions include coordination between federal and
local agencies, education and information dissemination, and management of grant funds
passed through from the federal government or the state to the local communities.
Watershed Effects on the Project
Changes in land use cause changes in the volume, flow rate and velocity of stormwater runoff,
which usually increases flood risk and flood damages in the watershed. Such changes can also
increase damages due to erosion and sedimentation caused by flooding, which can have an
adverse impact on water quality, the condition of stream channels and banks and other public or
private facilities that extend across or are located in the flood plains of streams or flood/drainage
conveyance channels, basins or other facilities.
Measuring Project Success
(To be developed)
Linkages
Water Quality / TMDL (To be developed)
Upstream (California) Dam Operations / TROA (To be developed)
Local Government Flood Control and Drainage Programs (To be developed)
Recreation (To be developed)
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5.7

Local Storm Water Drainage Programs

Reno, Sparks and Washoe County must each provide for adequate drainage systems to convey
storm water in order to preserve and promote public health, safety, welfare, and economic well
being. The need for adequate drainage affects all governmental jurisdictions and all parcels of
property and therefore requires coordination among the jurisdictions and the Flood Project, and
cooperation from both the public and private sectors.
Flood plain management and drainage facilities are two main components of each jurisdiction’s
storm water drainage program. In addition, drainage program staff members actively participate
in planning and engineering for the Flood Project.
5.7.1

Drainage Facilities

Local storm water drainage facilities typically include curb and gutter, inlets and storm sewers,
culverts, bridges, swales, ditches, channels, detention facilities, or other drainage infrastructure
required to convey storm runoff to its ultimate drainage way. The Reno, Sparks and County
Public Works Departments are involved primarily in drainage improvements funded, designed or
constructed by the local governments, or where these functions are performed in cooperation
with other groups or partners. Many other public drainage facilities are constructed and paid for
by developers, with oversight provided by the Community Development Departments. Once
constructed and dedicated to the local government, maintenance of drainage facilities becomes
the responsibility of the Public Works Departments or entities such as homeowners
associations. The local governments administer drainage programs within their respective
jurisdictions as set forth in the drainage code sections shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Drainage Code References for Reno, Sparks and Washoe County
Jurisdiction

Reference

Entitled

Description

City of Reno

12.04.010
Article IV Reno Administrative
Code, Title 12, Public Works
and Utilities

Standard
Specifications
for Public
Works
Construction

Adopts "Standard
Specifications for Public
Works Construction" published
by RTC (“Orange Book")

12.16
Article IV Reno Administrative
Code, Title 12, Public Works
and Utilities

Storm Water
Management
and Discharge
Control

Regulates storm water
discharge procedures

18.12.701
Article VII Reno Administrative
Code, Title 18, Annexation and
Land Development (“Land
Development Code”)

Streets

Adopts "City of Reno Public
Works Design Manual" which
contains current storm
drainage policies and technical
design criteria in Chapter 2

18.12.1701
Article XVII of Land
Development Code

Flood Hazard
Areas

FEMA Flood Requirements

18.12.1801
Article XVIII of Land
Development Code

Wetlands and
Stream
Environment
Protection
Standards

Establishes regulations
pertaining to wetlands and
stream environments

18.12.1901
Article XIX of Land
Development Code

Drainage Way
Protection
Standards

Establishes setbacks from
select waterways and
regulates the uses in those
setbacks

Sparks Municipal Code, Title
15, Chapter 15.11

Flood Plain
Management

FEMA Flood Requirements

Sparks Municipal Code, Title
17, Chapter 17.16, Section
17.16.140

Drainage

Subdivision drainage
requirements

Chapter 110 Development
Code, Article 416

Flood Hazards

FEMA flood requirements

Chapter 110 Development
Code, Article 418

Significant
Hydrologic
Resources

Establishes setbacks from
select waterways and
regulates uses in setbacks

Chapter 110 Development
Code, Article 420

Storm
Drainage
Standards

Current policies and technical
design criteria

Ordinance 1223

Storm Water
Discharge
Ordinance

Regulates storm water
discharge procedures

City of Sparks

Unincorporated
Washoe County
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The City of Reno flood and drainage staff operates within the Sanitary Engineering Section of
the Public Works Department. Staffing and a limited number projects are paid for through a
portion of the sewer fees dedicated to drainage projects, as described on the City’s sewer bills.
Other City of Reno stormwater improvements have historically been paid for by the general
fund. The City of Reno is exploring the possibility of a stormwater utility district to fund capitol
improvements. The City of Sparks maintains a storm drain utility supported by user and
connection fees, bond proceeds, grants and participation from other agencies.
Washoe County’s storm water management program is administered by its Public Works
Department, including maintenance of the storm drainage system which is provided by the
Roads Division and funded through the general fund. Capital improvements are also funded
through the general fund. The Department of Public Works is also exploring the possibility of
establishing a storm water utility district to serve the unincorporated County.
For private development within Reno, Sparks or the unincorporated County, citizens,
developers, engineers and planners typically interact with the Community Development
Departments, which are responsible for plan review, permitting, development code enforcement
and requests for FEMA flood map revisions.
5.7.2

Flood Plain Management

A community's agreement to adopt and enforce flood plain management ordinances, particularly
with respect to new construction, is an important element in making flood insurance available
through the NFIP to home and business owners. See Section 5.4.3, above.
Local storm water drainage programs manage local and regional components of drainage
planning and drainage issues, interact with the FEMA for flood map updates, design and
construct publicly funded projects, and serve as repositories for FEMA flood map information.
Each jurisdiction has designated a person as flood plain management administrator for FEMA
purposes.
In 2003, the Regional Water Planning Commission (“RWPC”) approved as a working document
the draft Regional Flood plain Management Strategy (“RFMS”), which may serve as the basis
for a flood plain management plan required by the Corps before entering into a project cost
agreement. Some elements of the RFMS have been included in the County’s All Hazard
Mitigation Plan, required of all communities under the Disaster Mitigation act of 2000, while
others have bee used by the County to qualify for participation in the FEMA CRS.
5.7.3 Truckee Meadows Regional Drainage Manual
In an effort to provide consistent guidance for developers, planners and engineers, key staff
members of Reno, Sparks and County Public Works Departments and the Flood Project
collaborated on the development of the Truckee Meadows Regional Drainage Manual. The
purpose of the manual is to provide minimum standards for, and to ensure consistency in
analysis, planning and design of projects with flood control and drainage components within
Reno, Sparks and the unincorporated County.
The manual is a common reference for policies and criteria relating to drainage design and
hydrology for the three jurisdictions. The manual supports the jurisdictions’ regulation of future
development and regional flood plain management, providing an integrated system which acts
to protect public health, safety, comfort, convenience, welfare, property and commerce. The
manual was reviewed by development community stakeholders and revised accordingly before
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being submitted for approval. Reno, Sparks and Washoe County Public Works Departments
have provided endorsements and the manual is in use by all three jurisdictions. The City of
Reno references the manual in Chapter II of its Public Works Design Manual and Washoe
County has adopted the manual by reference in Washoe County Code Chapter 110, Article 420.
The Truckee Meadows Regional Drainage Manual updates and supersedes the 1996 draft
Washoe County Hydrologic Criteria and Drainage Design Manual by using current state-of-theart technology and procedures and including updated technical references, charts and graphics.
The new manual includes criteria that are more representative of Reno, Sparks and Washoe
County programs, either by use of the same standards, or by specific identification of subjects in
which criteria differ, such as rainfall criteria for Reno, unincorporated Washoe County and
Sparks. The manual also updates chapters on open channels, including a new section on
natural channel design, and storm sewer systems, particularly with respect to capacity and
design criteria.
5.7.4

Draft Washoe County Regional Flood Control Master Plan

The draft Washoe County Regional Flood Control Master Plan (WRC, 2005) was prepared to
update the Washoe County Flood Control Master Plan, Concept Level Report (KJC, 1991). The
purpose of the 2005 update is to evaluate existing and projected drainage and flooding
conditions and to recommend regional drainage facilities that can effectively reduce future flood
damages within the region. This plan is separate from, and does not include the Truckee River
Flood Project. The draft Plan serves as general guidance for the local governments as
watershed- and project-specific master plans are developed. It also provides planning-level
cost estimates for recommended flood and drainage facilities.
5.7.5

Flood Plain Storage Outside the Truckee River Watershed

Flood plain storage mitigation outside the Truckee River watershed is addressed by the
following policy:
Policy 3.1.c: Flood Plain Storage outside of the Truckee River Watershed
As appropriate, the local flood management staff will work with the proposed
project applicant or proposed land use applicant to identify the best approach to
mitigate the impacts of changes to 100-year flood peaks and flood plain storage volume
that are a result of proposed land use changes or proposed projects.
Criteria to implement policy: The local flood management staff shall evaluate impacts using
qualitative or quantitative analysis. A more in-depth analysis and a tiered approach will be
required when significant impacts must be mitigated. Local flood management staff will develop
guidelines for evaluation and mitigation of impacts in specific closed basins. In multijurisdictional basins such guidelines will be developed with the concurrence of all responsible
agencies.
•

•

Current ordinance requires that a project not increase the 100-year peak flow at the
boundary of the property. If the project can also demonstrate no increase in volume of
100-year runoff at the boundary of the property, the analysis is complete.
If there is an increase in 100-year volume of runoff at the boundary of the property, the
project may demonstrate either:
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The increase in volume of runoff will have no adverse impact on other properties
within the basin, or
o The increase in volume of runoff will be mitigated in a regional project without
adverse impact to hydrologically connected and downstream properties. (Until a
storage mitigation plan is in place with respect to this paragraph, no flood plain
storage mitigation will be required.)
Impacts of a proposed project will be evaluated by comparing conditions without project
(current conditions) and conditions with the proposed project.
Impacts of a proposed land use change will be evaluated by comparing conditions
without the proposed land use change (current conditions) and conditions with the build
out of the reasonable development potential of the proposed land use change.
Impacts to perennial and ephemeral streams and playas must be included in the
evaluation.
o

•
•

•
5.8

Flood Control and Drainage Overview by Hydrographic Basin

This section provides overviews of potential flood control and drainage issues relative to the
TMSA in hydrographic basins outside of the Truckee Meadows. Two comprehensive reports,
one prepared for the City of Sparks (Stantec, 2008) and the other for the City of Reno and
Washoe County (ECO:LOGIC, 2007), provide more detail on certain areas. Some of the
following sections summarize information presented in the two reports referenced above, while
others rely on other information sources or describe recently completed or ongoing work.
5.8.1

Spanish Springs Valley Hydrographic Basin

A basin-wide master plan and hydrologic / hydraulic model has been developed for Spanish
Springs. When new projects are proposed within the Sparks Sphere of Influence area, project
proponents must demonstrate that proposed new facilities are adequate both for existing and
build-out conditions. Management strategies in the unincorporated area are moving towards the
same methodology.
Key components of the master planned facilities are planned for construction within the
unincorporated area. Construction of these facilities is critical to ensure that the capacity of the
Spanish Springs Detention Facility in the City of Sparks is not exceeded during flood events.
A funding mechanism for flood control facilities in the unincorporated area is essential.
Proposals for new development in the unincorporated area need to be evaluated from a regional
perspective to ensure that the effects of increased runoff are manageable within existing facility
constraints downstream. The tools used for evaluation should be agreeable to both Washoe
County and the City of Sparks.
In 2002 and 2005 severe thunderstorm events caused significant flooding along the east and
west foothill areas of Spanish Springs Valley. In the unincorporated area of west Spanish
Springs, residential structures and property, Spanish Springs High School, private drainage
systems owned and maintained by homeowner associations, and public roadways and drainage
systems were significantly affected by large quantities of sediment-laden runoff. Culverts and
ditches at many locations were either overtopped due to excessive flow or the capacity was
compromised due to sediment clogging. Roadways located at the lowest point of the watershed
were flooded to depths of up to 3 feet.
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A 2008 hydrologic study of the area prepared for Washoe County by Gray and Associates
identified a suite of proposed drainage improvements ranging from sediment and detention
basin upgrades located along the west boundary of the residential subdivisions both north and
south of Eagle Canyon Blvd. and culvert upgrades at several road crossings. The analysis
assumes a 100-year design storm, however, the final analysis will determine the appropriate
design storm to optimize the cost versus benefit of the project.
5.8.2

Truckee Canyon Hydrographic Basin (Verdi)

A comprehensive flood control master plan for this hydrographic basin has not been developed.
Significant changes to land use would require the development of such a plan and an evaluation
of the possible impacts to the Truckee River flood plain in the Truckee Meadows. The
Somersett Development Storm Drainage Master Plan, prepared in 2004 for the City of Reno by
Manhard Consulting, is being implemented as development progresses.
5.8.3

Lemmon Valley Hydrographic Basins

Lemmon Valley consists of two topographically closed hydrographic basins. Runoff in the west
Lemmon Valley basin drains to the Silver Lake playa and the Swan Lake playa receives
drainage from the east Lemmon Valley basin. Playas have no outlet therefore runoff that
drains to these lakes must either infiltrate or evaporate. Hydrologic studies have been prepared
for the Silver Lake and Swan Lake drainage basins. A Drainage Master Plan for Stead, Nevada
(Stantec Consulting, 2002) has been prepared for the City of Reno to provide a comprehensive
drainage document specifically for the Lemmon Valley hydrographic basin to identify present
condition flooding and problem areas so that capital flood improvements could be scheduled.
In 2007, Quad Knopf Consulting Engineers prepared a report for the City of Reno entitled North
Valleys Flood Control Hydrologic Analysis and Mitigation Options. The purpose of the report
was to evaluate the impact of development in the Silver Lake and Swan Lake watersheds since
1987, and the effect of updated precipitation data on the projected water surface elevations in
these playa lakes. The existing computed water surface elevation in the Swan Lake basin is
below the existing FEMA 100-year base flood elevation (“BFE”), however existing conditions in
the Silver Lake basin are reported to be approximately three feet above the existing BFE. The
study recommends as the preferred mitigation option, the submittal of an application for a Letter
of Map Revision (“LOMR”) to raise the FEMA BFE in Silver Lake to reflect current conditions.
The preferred option also included a public outreach program, which was completed in
December 2008. The formal application process for a LOMR request with FEMA was started in
February 2009.
The Marlin Channel located in Golden Valley, an east Lemmon Valley sub-basin, and Lemmon
Drive Channel (“Lemmon Channel”) have a history of flooding during significant flood events,
most recently in December 2005. Drainage from the Marlin Channel combines with runoff from
other tributary areas and flows to the Lemmon Channel. The total contributory watershed to the
Lemmon Channel is estimated at 10.9 square miles which is about 25 percent of the
approximately 40 square mile total watershed draining to Swan Lake. The Marlin and Lemmon
Channels, Flood plain Analysis and Improvement Alternatives report, prepared for Washoe
County Public Works Department by Manhard Consulting, Ltd., concluded that a flood detention
project on the Marlin Channel would provide significant flood hazard risk reduction for a small
number of properties, however, the cost of a complete solution for the Lemmon Channel would
likely outweigh the avoided damages.
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5.8.4

Pleasant Valley Basin

Toll/Bailey project, BLM rights of way, EA (To be developed)
5.8.5

Warm Springs Valley Hydrographic Basin

The limited development potential within this hydrographic basin minimizes flood control issues.
Flood control requirements for the Specific Plan Area will be incorporated into project
development plans. When single-family homes are constructed on large lots, consideration
should be given to the potential of flood hazards that may not have been mapped by FEMA.
5.8.6

Sun Valley Hydrographic Basin

A storm water master plan was completed for Sun Valley in the late 1990s that includes the
identification of drainage improvements required to route flows from a 10-year recurrence
interval storm event, and an evaluation of the possible impacts to the Wildcreek Golf Course
dam that could result from a 100-year, 6-hour storm event. Further flood control planning is not
anticipated to be required in this hydrographic basin unless there are significant changes to
approved land uses.
5.8.7

Washoe Valley Hydrographic Basin

There are a number of flood hazards within this hydrographic basin, including alluvial fan
flooding, lake flooding during wet years, riverine flooding of creeks and landslides. A
comprehensive flood control master plan for this hydrographic basin has not been developed;
however, an east Washoe Valley flood control master plan has been developed by Washoe
County. To date, funding has not been available to implement the plan recommendations.
5.8.8

Antelope Valley Hydrographic Basin

The limited development potential of this hydrographic basin has not justified significant
planning for flood control. An analysis of the potential for flood hazards that might not have
been mapped by FEMA should be performed when projects for development are proposed.
5.8.9

Bedell Flat Hydrographic Basin

The limited development potential of this hydrographic basin has not justified significant
planning for flood control. An analysis of the potential for flood hazards that might not have
been mapped by FEMA should be performed when projects for development are
proposed.
5.8.10 Dry Valley Hydrographic Basin
The limited development potential of this hydrographic basin has not justified significant
planning for flood control. An analysis of the potential for flood hazards that might not have
been mapped by FEMA should be performed when projects for development are proposed.
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5.8.11 Red Rock Valley Hydrographic Basin
The limited development potential of this hydrographic basin has not justified significant
planning for flood control. An analysis of the potential for flood hazards that might not have
been mapped by FEMA should be performed when additional projects for development are
proposed.
5.8.12 Cold Springs Valley Hydrographic Basin
Cold Springs Valley is a topographically closed basin. Imported water and precipitation that falls
within the basin generally stays within the basin. Hydrologic studies have been prepared for the
White Lake drainage basin. Future changes to flood peaks and flood plain storage volume will
need to be evaluated to ensure that the effects of increased volumes of runoff are manageable.
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shown heron are approximate only and are not intended
as a guide for design or survey work. Reproduction is
not permitted without prior written permission from the
Washoe County Department of Water Resources.
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Northern Nevada
Water Planning Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

August 26, 2010

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Program Manager’s Report

Attached are the following updated reports for your review:
a) Status Report of Projects and Work Plan supported by the Regional Water
Management Fund
b) Financial report on the Regional Water Management Fund
c) Truckee River Flood Management Project status report
d) Informational report on the third and final 2010 meeting of the Legislative
Committee to Oversee the Western Regional Water Commission

9/1/10: NNWPC Agenda Item 7a

Status Report of Projects and Work Plan
Supported by the Regional Water Management Fund
Approved by
Water
Planning
Commission
N/A

Approved
by WRWC
Project Name
N/A
D-InSAR

8/15/07

N/A

6/4/08

Contractor/Provider
Bureau of Mines &
Geology

Washoe
Evapotranspiration (ET)

DRI (Desert Research
Institute)

7/11/08

TMDL Phase 1

N/A

7/10/09

N/A

Target
Balance
Percent
Completion
Amount
Remaining Complete
Date
Notes
12,690
464
96%
12/31/10
Work in Progress

20,745

10,612

49%

10/31/2010

Work is in progress

City of Reno
(LimnoTech)

197,500

0

100%

11/01/09

Work continues with
Amendment for $400,000
(see next line)

Amendment to
TMDL Phase I

City of Reno
(LimnoTech)

400,000

357,389

11%

7/31/10

Work is in progress
Amended to 7/31/12

3/13/09

TMDL Legal Services

Somach Simmons &
Dunn

50,000

5,314

89%

6/30/11

Work is in progress &
will continue with
Amendment for $50,000
(see next line)

N/A

5/20/10

Amendment to TMDL
Legal Services

Somach Simmons &
Dunn

50,000

50,000

0%

6/30/11

Work will continue with
this Amendment

N/A

11/13/09

Cloud Seeding Program

(DRI) Desert Research
Institute

45,000

23,313

48%

3/31/11

Work is in progress

12/2/09

N/A

17,000

14,702

14%

6/30/11

Work is in progress

12/2/09

1/8/10

GIS Maps & Figures in the Washoe County
Water Management Plan Dept Water Resources
GIS Services
Technical Services on the ECO:LOGIC
Water Management Plan Engineering

49,000

15,029

69%

6/30/11

Work is in progress

12/2/09

N/A

Certified Landscape
Technician Program

Nevada Landscape
Association (NLA)

25,000

9,173

63%

12/30/11

Work is in progress
(2010 and 2011)

5/5/10
2010-11 Budget
approved

5/20/10

Editorial Services on the
Water Management Plan

Niki Linn

20,000

16,970

15%

9/30/11

Work is in progress

5/5/10

7/9/10

2010 Water Usage Review TMWA
Program

64,100

64,100

0%

12/31/10

Awaiting issuance of
Purchase Order

8/26/2010
P:\WRWC\NNWPC\Meetings\Agenda Items\2010\090110\7a.xls
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Status Report of Projects and Work Plan
Supported by the Regional Water Management Fund
Approved by
Water
Planning
Commission

Approved
by WRWC

Project Name

Contractor/Provider

Amount

Balance
Remaining

Percent
Complete

Target
Completion
Date

Notes

::Administration Projects

N/A

5/21/09 (JS) Website Design - First
Scope of Work

Washoe County
Community Relations

4,400

3,905

11%

6/30/10

Work is in progress

N/A

12/10/09 (JS) Website Design - Second
Scope of Work

Washoe County
Technology Services

17,850

8,716

51%

6/30/10

Work is in progress

12,500

12,500

6/30/11

In review process

4,890

6/30/11

Work is in progress

6/30/11

Awaiting executed MOU

5/5/10
Routine Operating
Expense Budget

5/20/10

Website
Fiscal Year 2011-12

Washoe County
Technology Services

5/5/10
Routine Operating
Expense Budget

5/20/10

G3 Productions
Televising NNWPC
FY 10-11 meetings

G3 Productions

5,000

5/5/10 Routine
Operating Expense
Budget

5/20/10

Envision Video
Televising WRWC
FY 10-11 meetings

Envision Video

5,000

5/5/10
Routine Operating
Expense Budget

4/9/10

Financial Audit of Fiscal
Year 2010

Schettler, Macy & Silva

7,800

7,800

0%

12/31/10

Work is in progress

N/A

5/20/10

Reimburse TMWA and
DWR for consolidation
efforts

DWR, TMWA

550,000

250,000

55%

7/30/11

Awaiting Invoices for FY
09-10 (300,000)

5/5/10 Routine
Operating Expense
Budget

5/20/10

TRIG Website Support

City of Reno

7,500

2%

Awaiting final scope of
work

8/26/2010
P:\WRWC\NNWPC\Meetings\Agenda Items\2010\090110\7a.xls
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Financial Report on the Regional Water Management Fund
Run Date 08/26/10
Fund 766
Report: 400/ZF15
Period 1 thru 2 2011

Accounts
481000 Interest-Pooled Inv.

Plan
Budget

PO Commit
(Remaining
PO Balance)

Actual + PO

Available
(Budget minus
Actual + PO)

Avail%

6,439.30-

27,412.70-

482100 RGL Pooled Inv.

2,929.59-

2,929.59-

2,929.59

2,929.59

482200 URGL Pooled Inv.

6,911.06-

6,911.06-

6,911.06

6,911.06

1,367,000.00-

250,193.59-

250,193.59-

1,116,806.41-

82-

1,116,806.41-

82-

1,400,852.00-

266,473.54-

266,473.54-

1,134,378.46-

81-

1,134,378.46-

81-

** REVENUE
701150 xcContractual Wages
* SALARIES AND WAGES
710100 Professional Services

710139 Fin Consult Services

710509 Seminars and Meetings

100

334,532.00

100

334,532.00

334,532.00

100

334,532.00

100

1,076,328.84

57

1,076,328.84

57

1,886,700.00

166,425.62

643,945.54

14,445.54
144,000.00

12,000.00

23,000.00

50,000.00

3,540.50

810,371.16
14,445.54

14,445.54-

187,403.54

199,403.54

55,403.54-

38-

55,403.54-

38-

7,800.00

7,800.00

15,200.00

66

15,200.00

66

220.93
52,427.14

220.93

220.93-

55,967.64

5,967.64-

3,000.00

710511 Support Service - Reim
710512 Auto Expense

81-

334,532.00

710149 Invest Pool Alloc Ex
710200 Service Contract

27,412.70-

334,532.00

710110 Contracted/Temp Svcs
710120 Legal Fees

81-

PreCommit
(PO's
Requested)

6,439.30-

491060 Water Surcharge 1.5%

33,852.00-

Actual
(Revenue &
Expenses)

Avail%
Available
(of Budget
(Budget minus
minus all
PO
Requisitions) Commitments)

3,000.00
173.72

173.72

2,400.00
5,000.00

220.9312100

173.72-

5,967.643,000.00

12100

173.72-

2,400.00

100

2,400.00

100

5,000.00

50

5,000.00

50

710546 Advertising

10,000.00

710585 Undesignated Budget

10,000.00

10,000.00

100

10,000.00

100

7,000.00

7,000.00

100

7,000.00

100

711210 Travel

5,000.00

14,445.54-

* SERVICES AND SUPPLIES

2,136,100.00

196,806.31

896,576.22

1,093,382.53

1,042,717.47

49

1,042,717.47

49

** EXPENDITURES

2,470,632.00

196,806.31

896,576.22

1,093,382.53

1,377,249.47

56

1,377,249.47

56

*** Total

1,069,780.00

896,576.22

826,908.99

242,871.01

69,667.23-

23-

242,871.01

23-
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Northern Nevada
Water Planning Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

August 26, 2010

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

June Davis, Administrative Secretary

SUBJECT:

Informational report on the third and final 2010 meeting of the Legislative
Committee to Oversee the Western Regional Water Commission

An oral informational report will be given to the Commission on the third and final 2010 meeting
of the Legislative Committee to Oversee the Western Regional Water Commission.
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Northern Nevada
Water Planning Commission
STAFF REPORT
DATE:

August 26, 2010

TO:

Chairman and Members, Northern Nevada Water Planning Commission

FROM:

Jim Smitherman, Water Resources Program Manager

SUBJECT:

Agenda items for the October 2010 Commission Meeting

1.

Review revisions to Draft Chapters of the 2011 Comprehensive Regional Water
Management Plan, and possible direction to staff, Jim Smitherman, Water Resources
Program Manager.

2.

Program Manager’s Report, Jim Smitherman *
a. Status Report of Projects and Work Plan supported by the Regional Water
Management Fund
b. Financial report on the Regional Water Management Fund
c. Truckee River Flood Management Project status report

3.

Discussion and possible direction to staff regarding agenda items for the November,
2010 meeting and future meetings, Jim Smitherman.

4.

Other Informational Items

